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Ottawa
FREE TEXT

THEIR GOLDEN WEDDING.

Your Eyes

On Tuesday, May

1, it

Berg, of Hi East Sixth street wore

May be
there

united in matrimony at Genemuiden in

troubling you, but

the Netherlands.

no necessity for it.
can in a few minutes, and

We

is

at triflingcost, correct

may be and

error there

The day was celebrated in a happy
manner by their many children and
friends in this city. During the day

any

do

urteen Maccabees from Olive Cen-

were entertained by the local order
The school election held on Tuesday
their
Lodge rooms Monday evening.
was a very quiet affair. At two o'cloek
in the afternoon the inspectors,W. H. Altery pleasant evening was enjoyed
Beach, G. J. Van Duren, H. Geerlings b|*ll.
H. W. Kiekintveld opened the polls i)n Tuesday,M r. and Mrs. William
at the Opera house. During the after- ttravest, of Zeeland, celebrated their
noon few persons came in and many of suYer wedding anniversary. During
those were women. Towards evening Oh day, the relatives called and ex-

Good Dress Ginghams

numerous congratulationswere received
from neighbors and friends while from and between six and eight o’clockmore tfpded congratulations, inci^ntally
various parts of the country messages, citizens showed their interest in the living beautiful tokens of esteem in

it

to your entire satisfaction.

Our prices range from 25c
upwards for glasses and
frames and we put in new

^c.

re* schools where their children pass near- the shape of elegant presents,mostly of
ceived. Prom their home in the Noth* ly three-fourthsof the year, by appear- alVver. In the evening, the neighbors
ing at the {Milling place to vote.
took possessionof their home and paid
! erlands a cable dispatch was sent bear*

expressive of high regard,

were

ing in Dutch, the inscription: “Harte*

lenses in your frames at from

When the {Mills closed, the whole
number ot votes cast was 1271. Of

Yard.

thiir respects, also bringing useful and

The day will long be
ulations. The message was signed by these P. H. McBride received 272, Bas- rtnembered us one that added a beam
the Van den Berg, Van der Laan and tian Stcketee 320, Isaac Marsilje 2fi9. ot lunshine to cheer the lives of the
lijke Gelukwensch”- heartfelt congrat-

pair. Don’t
suffer with poor eyesight
^ when you can correct it for
25c to $150 per

OOitly presents.

This

ham

James A. Mabbs 12*1. John Xics 102, hippy couple.
a reception was held George W. Browning 1"U and blank 52. jTbeendof the century arrived Lst
fjr invited guests. The cozy home of The first three mentioned are therefor Friday night — at least for the Century
the happy couple was tastily decorated. the new members of the Schoolboard.Club. On that evening the members
On the question of free textbooks on- of the Club gathered in the spacious
Above the parlor entrance was draped
ly
propertyowners were allowed to dining hall of Hotel Holland to enjoy
the American flag. On one aide apvote.
In support of this |iro|M)sltioQ their second annuulhunquct.The menu
peared the figures **1850," on the other
255 ballots were deposited while 04 per* 1900." In the center was an oldtime
MM prepared according to Mrs. Ryder s
picture of Mr. and Mrs. Van den Berg. sons voted against it. Though this ttnest culinary art und the toasts were
The house was filled with guests, and number of ballots seems small, still, the best efforts of some of Holland’s
when it is considered that only owners brightest men and women. J . C. Post,
it made the hearts of all feel happy and
thankful to see the worthy pair enjoy of property were allowed to vote on it, president of the club, acted as toastsuch health and peace as beamed from it must oocur to every one that the vote ouster or “roaslmustcr" as he chose to
their faces. The evening was spent in is fairly representative. This venture call it. Musical numbers were rendered
pleasant oouversation and music and all of supplyingtextbooksfree to all pu- by Mrs. J. T. Bergen, Miss Grace Vales,
too soon the moment for departure came pils will be closely watched by the peo- Dr. A. C. V. R. Gilmore and Prof.J. B.
Heutink families.

Jeweler and Optician,
Cor. Ei'jhth St. and Central A

re.

Barb Wire

ple, and a trial of one or two years will

to the guests.

A splendid lunch was served, the ta show whether or not the plan is
hie being prettily decoratedwith cut ble.

—AND—

A

$1.00 per 100

'

xssm- iia

n
UrtKA!

LY

CtUM

HOUSE.

10

wash and

will

not fade.

we advise you to

lot, so

Lace Curtains, per

Specials.

pair ..................

59C

Good Checked Toweling, per yard ......... 2c

Toastmaster.

I'SIC.

Is

Felt

worth a whole eternity of bondage.”

............................. Prof. J. T.

llie Ladles

a copy."

Window Shades, spring roller

(complete).1

Oc

Hergen.

Ladies’ long sleeve vests, (25 doz.) each

-‘The fairest work of creation— the

Striped Mercerized Underskirts

edition bcim; extensive,let no man be without
Rev. .1. Van DerMeulen.
MUSIC.

—

for ........

1

5c

?i

89c

...........

Job

A Substitute—"A fact that cannot 'mile i* never
good." .......................... O. K. Yates.

doctor in the lurch.

Witvliet

Wednesday, from

10 till 11.

Some More

mat

lot of

50c Corsets to close at

.......

22c

Friendship— ‘ Friendsare like mt-lonsuhallI tell

tus Visscher of this city

&

for one hour, next

Remember, Wednesday from

wbocelebratcd
One day this week, this same doctor you why? To Undone good one you must a
their golden wedding last year, and
hundredtry." ...................G. J. liiekema.
was called to visit a patient near Maeawho came to these shores on the same
MUSIC.
tawaPark. His noble steed took him
the CenturyClub of lbl*3-‘‘Heto her virtues
boat with Mr. and Mrs. Van den Berg.
there in short time and the doctor fol- very kind. He to her faults a littleblind ...
All the children, seven in number,
lowed his custom of leaving the horse
................. . .las. it. Humphrey.
and the 18 grandchildren were present
unhitched and his hound on the buggy
Eighth Street. Holland.
besides the numerous relatives. Those
HOPE COLLEGE ITEMS.
seat. The doctor’s visit lasted rather
present were Mr. and Mrs. .John Van
Tkacc who wiph.copktjji tl|e Reports
long, and the animals decided to ‘•trek’’
Citizens*phone 249. Bell phone 158.
den Berg and children, Mr. and Mrs.
loiLOOttMlfw Mhtlobt”
for home.
H. Rczeboom and children, Mr. and
.Whetherthedog pushed oil the li
.
r\r>r~
a ! Mr*- A; y*n
KM**™* childre*, and gave a short hark
Rev. and Mrs. H. Van der Ploeg and
of L. L. Letters upon ‘payment or one
to go ahead, or whether th£ latter,
baby Jeanette of New Era, Mr. and
dollar. They usually sell for $2 50.
turning its head gave a knowing wink
| Mrs. Will. Van den Berg and children,
The ball game between the College
to the dog and darted away, is not
Miss Lizzie Van den Berg, Mr. and
team und the city nine last Saturday!
known.
Mrs. Albfrt Van den Berg and child,
But this much is sure, slowly the two afternoon looked very blue f- r the ColMiss Jennie Rozeboom and Mr. George
7tli, Wieringa of Grand Rapids, Mrs. H. jogged along the road towards Holland. lege boys until the last inning The
Many a curious gaze followed them, as score up to that time st-.od 13 to L The
“The Shakespeare Club.” I Van der Haur. Rev. and Mrs. J. Van people saw the horse anti rig with the boys then seemed to take fresh courage,
| Houte, Mr. A. Venneraa. Mrs. J. Visperhaps because of the appearance of
assisted by the best Musical Talent
Mr und Ml> Aii)erlusVisscher, dog on the seat, but could nowhere see
President Kollen upon the campus.
the owner.
in the City, will present Shake- j Mr. and Mrs. Arend VUscher,Mr. and)
The doctor was nonplussed when he, They brought in 0 scores and thus made
speare's beautiful play entitled Mrs. Joe Visscher, Mr. and Mrs. B. stepping out of the house, missed the defeat more endurable.The linat score | J
Van der Haar, Mr. and Mrs. I). Van
rig, the dog and the horse. Carefully j wa» !•' to "• The boys are confident!
The Merchant of Venice, der Iluar. Mr. and Mrs. A. Van der and long he searched the neighbor- that, with a little mote practice they
Haar, Mr. and Mrs. B. Riksen, Mr. and
hood. Finally he took refuge on a will made a good showing on the diaMrs. M. Van der Heide. Misses Evelyn
lumberwagon and started on an anxious, mond.
Curtain will rise at 8 p. m. sharp. and Dorothea VLscher, Mrs. G.Smeenundignified drive homeward along the
Every afternoon at 5:30 a large group
Admission25c, reserved seats 35c. ge. Miss Grace Smeenge, Miss Anna road which his faithful horse had trav- of students practise yells for use this
Seats reserved at Hardies jewelry De Vries. Henry Van der Ploeg. Miss eled only a few minutes before. In- evening at the state oratoricalcontest
Emma Meyer. Miss Annie Van den quiry along the road explained matters, in Kalamazoo.About eighty students,
store S a. m. Saturday. May 5th.
Berg and Miss Nellie Visscher.
and the nearer the disciple of Aescul- beside the professors,will attend from
All joined in wishing the aged couapius came to Holland, the safer he feltj the College. In all there will be enough
ple a happy and blessed future in this
as to the welfare of his pet for many going to make up a special train which
life and in the life to come.
had noticedthe driverlessrig pass along has been chartered. This train left
that way.
Holland this afternoon at 3 o’clockand
:
GROCERS ORGANIZE.
On arriving home, there -tood the it is doubtfulif ever a more lively loti
On Monday evening a meeting of the
Grocers of the city was called to meet horse in front of the doctor's home of passengers departed from Holland,
at the Grondwet hall for organizing in- awaiting the arrivalof his outwitted If our champion, CorneliusVan der to a ‘‘Retail Grocers’ Society." Nine- master. The dog, too, looked wise as Meulen, who speaks on ••Robespierre,’’
No- H Kent Eighth St
teen of the businessmenresponded and lie winked at the doctor from the bug- does not win out. it will not be the fault
gy seat. The doctor vows that he will of the rooters.
\ a most enthusiasticmeeting was held.
A constitution was adopted in which not again leave the horse unhitched!Here's a sample of the yell that will
when on a professionalvisit.
encourageHope's orator to-night.
all heartilyconcurred. The purpose of

Kerkliof

Ging-

nice Dress

be on hand in time.

Recitation—Mis- Julia (;. Van Kaalte.
Liberty,—“A day. an hour of vlrtnoU' liberty,

on this occasion of Mr. and Mrs. Alber-

Gasoline and Oil Stoves Cheap.

be

All good styles and every one

MUSIC.
wish to go, <Sir Club— “Noble by birth, yet nobler by ureal
'deeds." ................. Mr». Ueo. P.. Kollen.

his

cheaper than one week ago.

C. Post.
M

Mr. Van den Berg i» 72 years old and
ter where the doctor may
wife is 70. Thirty five years ago
he feels perfectlysafe when he leaves
they immigrated to this country and
the animal unhitched in front of the
settledin Holland were they have made
house where his patient resides, while
their home ever since.
he goes within. But sometimes the
A happy i ncident was the presence
horse loses patience and leaves the

lbs.

J.

HORSE ON THE DOCTOR.

noble animals in this vicinity.No

a

to get

lows:

sidered the most sagacious of all those
pair are held.

chance

a yard.

There are only 1000 yards in the

Nykerk. Prof. H. Veghtc presidedat
piano. The program was as fol-

The presents and mementoes received
A prominentdoctor of this city is the
were numerous and costly and also
proud possessorof a horse that is con
showed the high esteem in which the

NAILS

3#c

till 11 o'clock.

feasi- the

I’resldent

flowers.

will be your last

for

Sale will

In the evening

such a low price.

P

NO. 10

4, 1900.

SOCIETY NOTES.

BOOKS

Were Derided on ntTueiidAy'nKleetlnn,

was fifty years

ago that Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Van den

IlookJt

Times.

Lv

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, MAY

VOL. IX.

H

We

good

are in position to give you the lowest prices on

honest merchandise.

.

^

|

j

N.

B -Our

Kid Gloves at 81.00 and 81.50 a pair are extra

good value

>:

every pair guaranteed.

j

Monday, May

I

j

_

j

;

i

>

j

(

Tfc jl"

/"\

W T

M

/ylf 1 I

O
W

!

Will destroy your valuable furs
winter clothing

and

........

i

!

MOTH BALLS
-HI'

V

will keep

them away.

THKM AT-

CON. DE PREE'S DRUG STORE.
Cor. Eighth St. and Central Ave.

j

1

Van Drczcr’s

‘•A

STITCH

l>

TIME SAVES

NINE.*

Restaurant.

!

OPEN ALL NIGHT.

;

the organization is for mutual protec-

NEW DEPARTURE AT THE

tion and benefit in various ways.

A society of a similar nature exists in Benton Harbor, Grand Rapids and many
other cities and it brings untold
benefits to its members.
Mr. Stowe, editor of the Michigan
Tradesman was present and spoke very
encouragingly about such organiza-

l Perscriptions
it ly, carefujly und economically.

No

waiting, no danger of error,

no extravagant prices.

Also Toilet Articles, Station-

tions. Being a

ery, School Books and Supplies.

«

j S.
:

DRUGGIST.

DR. A.

LEENHOUTS

|

.Surgeon. j-

Physician and

Iloo— lliillaballo.Kanuck, Kuuoo.

POST-

The

t week
0
We

Heikee, Kelkee, Upidoo,

OFFICE.

Popocatapetl, Rip, Buzz, Tear,

registration of letters by the

Call Attention to the Following:

Van der Meulen and Robespierre!
Study
was at a discount this week. Latest patterns in Colored Organdies. Fine line of Ribbons for Belts and
on Tuesday,May 15. Under this new
Neck-wear in plain Satin. Moire.
All
was
hustle
for the great oratorical Dimities and Dotted Swiss Mulls in all
feature of the postal service the letter
Taffeta and double-faced Satin.
1 the new shades.
carriers, while making their regular event to* n e H
ttt t ui
r'nnAa tn TnAto Table Linensin 2 yds,' 2* yds, 3 yds.
There was considerable excitement V\hite Cashable Drees Goods in India ^ vdb patterns, with napkins to
deliveries,will accept letters for registration, when requested to do so. This at the cuHege the first part of the
“»“'>• ,
carriers will be introduced in this city

1

of ripe experience

n

when it was announced that Henry! checks

service is limited to letters, and doesn’t

and shrewd insight into business mat- include parcels.Each letter must be
ters, his advice goes a great ways.
ready when the carriercalls, and must
When it came to election of officers bear the name and street address of the
the greatest harmony was evident. For sender as well as the name of the perpresident,B. Steketee was chosen: for son for whom it is intended, and place
vice-president,John Kramar; for sec- of destination, written in i»A4. The
retary, Henry Van der Ploeg: for treas- registry fee is always eight cents. This

MARTIN

A.

man

SPRING ANNOUNCEMENT.

Schipper, a last year graduate, and

a

for yokes and

shirt-waists.Linnen Lunch

Cloths and

1

ray Cloths.

AU.ovei. LaCl.s and Embroideriesand Ladies^ Linen Collars in all the

Swiss. .........
. .
N

;

new

student at the Seminary had quietly
Tucked
f„n
married his affianced, Miss Kate Vyn, , a(.irocriinoiii 4HiMniMHiiiii.Bim;„... l L mbrellas from 39c up.
„
. „
Largest line of Valenciennes laces and Figh
Muslin, Scrim and Fancy
last September.Mr. Scbipperhimself
insertionsin the city.
..

.

Nets for sash curtains from 5c up.

avers that

so.

it is

Naindook and Hamburg Embroideries Fancy Linings at

most

reasonable

an Insertions.
contemplatedin the near future
prices.
to start a new English religiousweekly
Plain
and corded TaffetaSilks for trimLadies’ Shirt Waists.
urer. L. Vissers, Sr.
fee, with the full regular postage, must
mings.
in connection with the De Hope plant.
Ladies Black and Colored Mercerized
Though the organization was be prepaid, either with stamps affixed
i Sateen Petticoats und also wash Pet- A large assortment Sofa Pillows.
launched by the grocers, other trades to the letter, or in money, the exact
RELIGIOUS NEWS OF THE WEEK, j ticoats in fancy stripesand checks.
Cotton Coverts for Suits in blue, green,
will be asked to join and already the amount to be paid to the carrier.
Next Sunday, Dr. Henry E. Dusker porQpa^ouriside Combs, and Round red. tan or brown.
membership includes merchants in
Double-width Sheetings.Pillow CasCarriers are not to make change, or wiH conduct servicesat the Second Re- ; Combs for children
ings, and Pillow Tubings.
other lines of business. Up-to-date make oral explanations.For this they ! formed church in Muskegon,
New and improved Pully Belts, buckles A complete line of Underwear and
businessmen will not bo slow to see the have not the time. Their trips are
, The Classis of Holland of the Re- ; aud rings and also Leather Belts and Hosiery for Ladies, Gents and Childbenefits of such an organizationand
regulated by schedule and they- are not formed churcheswill meet on Tuesday, j elastic belting.
ren.
will readily understandthat the larger allowed to make over-time. Hence if a
May 8, at 9 o’clock a. m. to examine
the membership, the strongerthe so- ; Utter is not properly prepared the car- j theoiogicalstudents who arc candidates
ciety will be and the greater benefit it rie,. WU1 decline to accept it. and hand , the mj,,! trv.’
will confer upon its members. At the out a card of information, will explain!
next meeting on Thursday, May 10, | ^ refusal‘ One of the rules of the de- 1 Prof. G. Boer of the Grand Rapids,
It is

j

.

30 East Eighth

Street,

Over Doesburg’s Drug Store.

Uoum: 8 to 10

j

A.

m.

1

to

3

and 7 to 9

F.

M.

1

Citizens*

Phone *208.

Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat a specialty. T
T

TYT

If

TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

you want $4.00 worth of Men’s, La-

'

-

;

/

street.

L

0

‘

-

bv-laws will be adopted and ‘matters of lmrt®ent' lhf while carfier8“ar® , Theological Seminary, will speak in
d\ lawswm oeauopieuanuIIiauus 01 1 quired to be always courteousund reRof ,.hlltv.h u- at nikv
general interest will be discussed. ' epectful to patrons, they are positively the
dluah
01h\
. i forbidden to engage in discussions." ! “ext Sunday forenoon and afternoon.

Bad blood and digestion are deadly
good health. BurdockBlood
Bitters destroys them.

r.

;

i

Co’s.

Pure Teas, Coffees and spices at
for(}

&

Bots- We
<

;

'

1

at

Chl-

I

dies’ or Children’s Shoes for 25c, go to enemies to

M. Notier, 200 River

!

full

G-VAN

PUTTEN

202-204 River Street.

Co.

have Sweet Cheese, also mild For the best canned and bottled good* Royal Blue Tomatoes, none better.,
- Dots ford & Co. can 0n Botsford &
Trytbem. Will BOTSF ORD & Co.

cream.

,

!

!

KM MKItATOlU
OTTAWA COUNTY.

CKNMrs

MAY

anil looked for

SUs.

pins. Nothin);
was hurtingit.
She looked to

'FriCB, WAVF.Rl.V BLOCK, EIGHTH AT.

Ixiby

and
wailed. Then
she calle<lthe

doctor. He
examined the
child and said

—
wPT

lows:

he-

TIME!

by an Ohio Farmer writer on u
, f'-steill
nhiitit.i,.rfor
.......
p-steni of
«if iintotn
potato jdauting
which

'

.......

Woodbury.
!lT«Ului£rCI'"!- L B««:j

^W|M

MOflJum" is
Is the mime
name

fol-

Allendale— .lessc G.

bis claims are by uu means small as

P°«

Grand Haven
Town
.....
....
,

,

~ Wm’
-

.

...

van Itob'n
* an

~

.....

.....

*

The winner

Hrst. adaptabilityto the dWTerent soils
of ,b,‘
the actions
sections where potatoes are
......

'

l
!

—
,
nuizon.

.

..

olas

Entered at the pout ottleeat
.r1 "ollaad.
«ien., for transmimlonthrough the nmiN u
iccona-cUka matter.

I—

*Tuhh

.‘
Bounm.
,
i.-

rtdvaaOe.

IdrtrtisinKHatei inad« known ou

—

, food.”
"starvation.”
But,”

.

|
1

year If paid in

Mlilcli Mm'h In Claimed.

•*"('»«<« from
win*:
: Crockery
urocicerv —
Orange A.
A Jubb ’ j
......... Ul
*oiHy which iI
- Orange
1)0,11,8
01 nm«
^'la-riorlly
Application j Georgetown
.......... .....
~ IW li. c^i. ii- Yl«h. t‘Iai,n
claim <’vcr
over !'n.v
any Other
other system are:
arc:

reran of Subaerlj.tion, f .60 nor year,

cried

“Hnnny Medium" Nyatoni

for,
Happy Medium"

enunicrtttor*for
census enumortitors
ntiawa County. The full list is an'
point men!?,
of
..M,,

Published Kvery Kridny, at Holland. Michigan.

But the

of

r<

ANTING, Publlsner.

food. It was
sweet a n d

still

«*h. , .77.

M

the hahy’s
wholesome.

w

M.G.

K B. Allen, .Supervisor Ceu:’l,» let. has forwardedIda ap-

Cap!.

4, 1900.

w.c, ..m

,

!‘lde,,t D1,jkeiD“>

'
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I

Times
.
----ITEMS

«
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n

Till

!

'
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Rotoilot-r
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^
n-T

involving

two of the

j
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ST

GRAAFSCHAP, -

V

j ttie,

...... 1

G. II.

Com'™™

Raw Furs Wanted!

wiil^r^3

Are

*

........

.....

.......

blends of the choicest teas from

duce a character of flavor distinct
from other teas. Are unequalled at
the price, and are as pure and full of

aroma
I

as

when

picked from the trees.

ackcd only in lead-lined, air-tight

Packages. In

no other way can the

delicate flavor of the tea be preserved.

Eeing

air-tight. the odors

and chang-

ing temperature of the grocery store

cannot affect them.

OULU
SOLD br
BY

RANTERS

R. A.

FYr.l I ICiwe:

EXCLUSIVE GROCERY
Tower Block, Cor. River and Eighth

Streets.

•

|

•e.8.«.g,a<,esB»o»ee.>e.a»c..««e,8<,S09,ct0<!!.acctBtaJ

^

DON’T

.

V

^

^

1 "What
\Vh:it do you mean?" a>’:cd
asked Mr.
Mr.

ituK

-*
drawli'd

.

......

h'®r1,0"’nr weeiier
feeder after the
tlie
,,lt>

I)lants

n’t
appearance
i-s detrimental in some

eases and that the use of

.....

...........

Company of Kalamazoo has filed a §300,- speaker. "I was only wondering ai
000 mortgage running to the Illinois N'e uniformityof things down your
Trust and Savings Bank of Chicago, ' wa-v- 1 suppose the hots,-s are all
and tlie persimmons all
covering an issue of a like amount of ti
per cent bonds, running for 20 years.
Well.” interruptedMr. Freer, "there
The company owns the large electric Is one thing in our favor, the persim
Plant at Allegan, a large water power mon has more taste than tlie pump-

Is

tlie

MISS

cultivator

better.

QUR OFFER OF

|

-Dcicrmvr

1

I

111

Grow

1

dia and Ceylon, so blended as to pro-

The cultivatorsare started at once,
mid the soil is worked up fine between
Highest cash prices paid for Raw
the rows ’o a depth of two inches beFurs of all kinds.
low tlie seed piece, allowing the cultivator teeth to run quite deep and close
T tt a
to the roots, as shown in the second
U
kin.”
figure. Renderingthe soil loose around
33 East Seventh St , Holland ^ eT?'"' :,nii ulcctrit' s'KI:l rail"'aJ' The laugh was on the speaker, and and below the seed piece is tlie object
Call -it
an ,lght 8>’6terasJn Kalamazoo, Battle he acknowledged It by cordiallygrasp- »s the first roots that form run right
uau at noon
Creek and Jackson. The mortgage is ing the hands of the lillipntiansand around the seed piece and down to the
given for the purpose of constructing joining in tin* merriment.
oo.se soil below. Now if tins operation
an electric line between Battle Creek
Vuclc IIHI’a Hailstone story.
Is performed quickly and thoroughly
and Jackson and to develop the water
i ba. hailstorm the other day rsthe plant will Immediatelythrow out
nds me of an old countryman
power at Ceresco.
a second and third set of roots that will
iiH-d to know when 1 was living in seek the lowest depth attained by the
I ho condition of weather during the
smith Georgia." remarked a college cultivatormid below, fillingall the soil
month of May for the pgst 28 years may piofes>or.apropos of sudden changes
under and around the seed piece verv
interest some readers. According to in the weather. ’’lie was in at least full of small roots. This loosening of
the bureau at Grand Haven the mean one respect a very remarkable char- the sod should be accomplished by the
You certainly have the chance if you
acter. To a casual listener lie aptemperature has been 54 degrees. Tlie
peared to be a fluent ami um-oiisciou time the potato tops are not over three
eat our fine meats.
warmest month was in 1890 with an av- able liar, yet when you came to scru- inches in height.
Two of tlie plants In the second figWe aim to have choice meats at all times erage of 02 degrees. The average date tinize any of his statements c!> -civ it
-Fine Roasts. Steaks, Pork, Veal, Ba- of tlie latest '’killing frost has been was impossible to catch him in ‘the ure indicate the condition as it should
slightest deviation from the truth. One be at the time the plant makes its first
con, Mutton, Poultry, Sausages. Lard, April 28. The average rainfall during
day in early spring we had an un- appearance, showing the cultivator
Etc. Everythingbelonging in a first- the month has been 3.20 inches.
usually severe fail of hail. 'ami next teeth within about two inches of the
class meat market. Prices as low as any.
morning, while driving down tlie road
seed piece and below the seed piece
MIUIoii* (aivt'iiA wiiy.
"iili a friend, we happened to enWe pay the highest cash price for
level. ’J he third plant indicates tlie
the old fellow at his gate.
poultry.
It i- certainlygratifyingto the public
repetitionof tlie first work at a time
Well.
Inch*
Bob,’
i
said,
‘that
was
a
to know of one concern in the land who
pretty bail hailstorm we had yester- when the plant is from four to six
WM. VAN DER VEERE, an- not afraid to be generous to the day.'
‘I should say it was.’ he replied; inches high and at about the same disne,
and suffering.The proprietors
Proprietor City Meat Market. of Di. Kings New Discovery for Con- .von jest oughter seed some of tlie tauce from the plant. Each cultivation
sumption, Coughsand Colds, have ,riy- Mones that come down in »)V back should be made narrower as the plants
East Eighth
50*
en away over ten millions trial bottles yard ‘How big were they?’ asked. grow, so as to keep dose to the roots
of this great medicine and have the sat- c.,i il1 ,,s ',.1V,S Kma11 "'a ter melons,’ and yet avoid cutting or breaking
”
isfaction of knowing it has absolutely u dJn ' V i1, yi‘,1ve
klnt in a
eured thousand* of hopeless cases. vv hopper at last.’chuckled mv friend
Asthma, Bronchitis.Hoarseness and all us we drove on. Wo. we haven't, i
New» nnd Note*.
groaned. ‘As usual, the old rascal
the diseasesof the Throat, Chest and
Dirty seed endangers tlie farm bv
has
secured
all
the
advantage
of
a
Lungs are surely cured by it Trial
»<* large He. and at the same time Introducing weed seeds. Low priced
bottles 10c, regular size 50c and §1.00
seed Is often poor seed, and it Is then
at drugstores of H. Walsh, Holland, in 1 !hT>] riKll,ty 10 t»n* truth.
far more expensive than a high priced
Look
at
that
vine.’
An
early
waterand X an Bree & Son, Zeeland. Every
r,'0','v "V’''5 foKtoouInK i,nttom good seed. The price of seed per
bottle guaranteed or price refunded.— 3.
rail of a fence by the roadside, and pound or bushel is no accurate meashere and there Ir was studded with ure of its value. The true value Is
HI* Ht-amin Why,
minute green spheres about the size found by testing the sample and thus
General X. It. Forrest, the noted
determining the per cent of good seed
Confederate cavalry lender, was a hard comment.” rr °S My frl,*ml
present.
fighter with whatever weapon he
Churut-tur in Handwriting.
If you are thinking of going Into
The American Association of Nurschose for combat. Few men got the
"Do you believethere Is anything !u erymen will celebrate their twentybusiness or looking for a nice home, best of him with sword or tongue.
-----aatt ». J4JI
IA n UAIari
claim that
men's
characters are fifth anniversaryof organization at
They are still telling in Alabama of a the
call on
June 10
13 uuu
and 14.
shown in their handwriting?” Chicago
^«*v*»6w uuue
curt retort he gave to a rival officer
' Yes. A man who always writes his
As
destroyers
of many of our most
who once insinuated that Forrest used
name
hair dye.
ne so that it can be read at a glance
glance Pest,feroi>snight
C.
JR.
. .....flying insects, like
une
“How Is it. general,”sneered the offi- has uot yet arrived at the point where mosquitoes, tlie bat is almost our sole
cer. “that your hair is gray but vour he thinks the world can better afford dependence,and as he is known to
beard is black?”
to waste time working over puzzles hunt insects afoot as well as on the
115 W. Twelfth St., Holland.
‘•Probably because, unlike some peo- than that he should put forth an extra wing he Is also of some value for larvae
pie I know. I use my head more than
effort, no matter how small it would that do not fly. So says one of the
may jaws.” was Forrest’s grim and ho."
scientists,who also credits the bat
instant
reply.
. I have several nice Houses and
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jC0at.9 to the Stat;
delegate Con ven- they went up to the ponderous Main I
Bliss supporters
supporters are laughlarnrh. I ,uflin
man 10
to be
j lion.
non. The
me bliss
i,e introduced.
nCi.Z
’•Hump:" said-fl*1'
Mr. B<
-d. "Is tha
| ‘«g aVemand
wager 3 to 1. lha»
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I ‘‘-sled on their oars, went in and car- 1 of the last house.
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together with the uncomfortable consequences of the condition. There is no
medicine made which can equal Doctor
Pierce s Golden Medical Discovery in to be plainly seen and which will bo
Dan. F.
j Into planters. In the llrst llgitro, which
the quickness of its action on the stomtheir credentials for gathering stat(.rand Haven, .'Ird ward — JohnCtKik. ,s a ,,,'"ss •‘'cctlon, the plain line shows
ach. It yurts diseases of the digestive
aiid Haven, 4th ward — .lohanae,* ; Hie ground level. The straight dotted
and nutritivesystem, increasesthe ac- istics. The badges will bo made of F. GiVos.
Him is three Inches below. The seed
tion of the blood-making glands, and German silver, one and one-fourth
ALLKCAN COUNTY.
phres are shown In the bottom of the
ao induces a proper and perfect distri- inches wide and one and five-eights
bution of the necessary nourishment
April 12.. the following named per- groove. The curved lines show the
inches long, shield shape, surmounted
to blood and bone, nerve and muscle
sons were appointed census enumer- ridging above tho rows. The ground
throughout the whole Iwdy. There is with an eagle and bearing this inscripator- for tho places designated, all in Is supposedto lie thoroughly fitted and
no alcohol, opium or other narcotic con- tion: “l ‘ni ted States Census 11100.” It
either dragged level or floatedtill the
Allegan County. They are to assist in
tamed
—w— in “Golden 4i4v«aii.«u
Medical Discovery.
i/iatuvcry M
will require 00,000 badges to supply the
surface is even and smooth and in perI wUh to MV to the world that Hr. Pierce'a
taking the census of 1900, and will begin
Ti.
a.— • — _
•
enumerators.
fect condition as to fineness of top soil
June 1:
at least, always using a jointer plow
Of the 40 applicants who applied for
Allegan Townshlp-Wm. H. Warner. where there Is a semblanceof grass or
fciid not taken it. Prior to Scptcmlxx, 1897, 1 had teachers' certificates at the recent exAllegan Village-Chas F. Davison.
sod.
doctored for my rtoniach trouble for several
Clyde — Stephen Atwater.
amination at Grand Haven, only five
In sandy and loamy soil the seed is
Fillmore — Wm. Bergman.
were successful.
planted
three inches below general surwy aick *pells and grew worse ; could eat but
Ganges — Geo. B. Meehem.
face of ground. In clay soil depth of
^ ,n f*Ptcuib«r.i«97. to lake •lohn A. Roost of Holland,is suing Heath — Benj. Brower.
”5,”* *“cd,i«“e «nd in a short time 1 could
planting is decreased to two inches. In
Hopkins, west — C. B. HolTmaster.
for divorce from his wife, and charges
Sc^Soath?'1 1 *** *tiaed twcnty pound‘ ,B
I.aketown — Harm Bouws.
each kind the soil Is ridged along the
her with desertion in the bill of comManlius — Geo. Leland.
row to a height equal to the depth of
plaint. — G. H. Tribune.
Martin — Geo. B. Nichols. Jr.
the seed below the general surface. I
Monterey — K. K. McOraber.
I he soda water dealers of Kalamazoo
plant early potatoes JO by 18 to JO inchOtsego, south — Wm. W. Pullen.
have combined to raise the price of ico
es: late varieties. JO by JO Inches apart
Onego, north — Alta E Cook.
cream soda to ten cents a glass.
A ridge is left by the two horse planter
Otsego, village — Chas. F. Owen.
directly
over the seed of J-'1’,or J inchOverisel — Hein Brinkman.
General Passenger Agent George Dees of soil above the level, or about five
Parties who are thinking of going
Salem — Lewis R. Hensley.
Haven, of the Grand Rapids district of
Saugatuck,south - F. A* Knicker- Inches above the seed piece. In all
west can save money by writing
tho Pere Marquette has retired. The bocker.
fnrms of hand planting we secure this
formal order was issued Saturday by
Saugatuck, north -- Everard L. Le- ridge by going through the field with
land.
g. m.
General Manager S. T. Crapo. H. F.
flic wings or mold boards on the cultivator several days after the planting
Moeller, the general agent of the SagW. S. Musser, Millheim, Pa., saved
Immigration Agent X. P. Kailway, inaw district, is appointed noting pas- the life of his littlegirl by giving her and before the potatoes appear.
The next operation is the use of a
senger agent of the entire system. The One Minute Cough Cure when she was
201 South Clark St . Chicago.
weedcr or drag, and I much prefer a
10-18
understanding is that the separate of- {tying from croup. It is the only harmless remedy that gives Immediate re- drag with the teeth set shallow or
fice of general passenger agents of the
sults ft quickly cures coughs, colds, slanting enough uot to disturb the seed,
two districtsare to be abolished im- bronchitis, grippe, asthma and all for the reason that It does the work
mediately.
tnroat and lung troubles. L. Kcamn-. more thoroughly at one operation mid
should leave the field level once more
. Stearns Republicans up in Crockery
and free from weeds with the potato
! thought that the convention this week
A Joko 0,1 Rerd.
sprouts just appearing. Our latest exJustice of
Peace. 'was for the purpose of electing del- 1
Story is told in West Vlr-

Gerri!
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Siersina.
ton
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Av;,|'iliTripp.
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you have any furniture want whatever, id us advise you.

ll'osl borfe<,t s.v^eiu for a change of
season to wet or drv wee tlier thn

,

'

always ready to start on “time.” The thrifty house*

trout,, north or south; second, the

pie child is crying for
“
fiends of the Times, who have busl..... . win' Mvun
Mid the mother, “it has all the food it
ness at the probate ollice, or have other
will take.” “The question of starvaOlive -c. B Cook, Henrv
n‘sul,s,n either ease; third,
,..n,
tkm" replied, the doctor, “ is not how legal advertising,will confer a favor on | . 'o
k
Simon LielTei^
'c most even crop of tubers and the
much food is taken but how much is as* this paper if they will request that
'
quality; fourth, the system that
| nuest qunlity;
•titillated
and
trees
to
tiniirkh
1^1..
*»
imilated
goes to nourish the body.”
i Is
their legal advertisementsbe given toj ,‘,)binson — Henry A.
!s in itself the
ibe most effective prevent
preventPain in the
^ is
•.•v.nvu
wmy the
mi; outom.
body
often only
the
^-ake - Cornelius .Idler, Al-|
» for rot and blight and has
__ ___ «.
cry of stanation. You eat enough but
------•'".p 1V,„l|mttnV.
successful for 15 years without
the stomach is not doing its work, ami
(•ENKltAL
GVo.Cook. ; une\(T|,tlon.
the nervous system is starving. Put the
Wilg',t-l,i„.cC. U ullcer, Ch»rl,>! Tl.« Mlowlng llluslratlon . ......
•tomach right and the pains will cease,
!•

is

Keeper a ever ready to make selectionswhile the opportunityaffords itself,
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with destroying coddling moths.
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‘•A Howling SuccesM.”
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"Wlne

n ^hc,;?.vei'Pr°Perly introduced Dr. couVhs adnd
Caldwells Syrup Pepsin, as a cure for
verge of consumpti0n°Wn l° ,h”
It is cheaper to buy now than to qpnstipation,bas met with phenomenal
«ale. Many druggists cannot say
rent next
*
enough in praise of its merits, as well
as its great popularity with the people.
Yours for bargains,
In JOe trial size and also in 50c and 81 00

mpll0n-

spring.
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Jour Stomach trouble you- Are y

SY-RE-CO

full line of

JK guaranteed,sold bv yon’s Homeopathic Remedies

MTffilFmpFlcK"'

tlie

fr°ra ™De

Homeopathic Remedies.
A

the me(Iiu,n of a “corn kitchen.”where

^

Painesiille, Ohio.
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. Rc‘ot 8Uffnr supersedes cane. In 18!)9
but 34 per eeut of tlie supply of

G
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In,dlan1>,Ie Ointment will cure

core aS „„
! article of food. This will be through
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sizes, of

Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Plants, Bulbs, Seeds.
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8ave the life.” One
UIie of
of the
the American agricultural
agriculturalefef*
irtc nt «1.r. It....;,.— _____
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Syru1P cures, forts at tlie Paris exposition will be
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UNIEORM STANDARD.

T

“Well, wlml’s hi* iimiicrV" on Hod
tin* flootor from ilie socoml-story window to tho man who had hoon rin^liif;
j

lull (In* Mfirl%i*( IIoiiiiiimImIn

j

THE GENIUS OF AMERICAN
CIVILIZATION.

Hut*

(or mill I'Iiooho.

Ids nl|?ht boll for sovornl mlnutos.

Ooo

“I want you to come to my houso
Iminodlatcly." nnsworcd tho mnn at
tin* bell. "My daughter foil in n tit
and has romhincd sonsoloss for ovor *
two hours.*’

of tho Hoods of tho time Is

The

southern group of cotton mills
1 i- v '.ir not less than 1.500,:hm> bales i i eoiioii, while those of the
north will a ,* 2,25o,000bales. No fact
in the economic development of this
country is of greater Interest than this
of cotton manufacturingin the south.
Prior to IKitr, the raw cotton was raised
by slave labor, not a pound manufactured In all the South, the crop all shipped to the north or to Europe, tin* valuable seed product all wasted or at
best only used as a fertilizer. Now the
crop Is raised by free labor, mills and
factories going up in ail sectionsof the
south for the manufactureof the lint,
aud the seed becomes a product of only
a little less value than the eotton Itself.
This is the genius of American civilization— that, no matter whether It touches an arid desert in California, a south-

some

will use

uniform standard ol hultor and chooso
making, so that there will bo loss dlfforenco betwoon tho grades which are
shipped to our markets,says \V. E.
Farmer
in American Cultivator.
1
‘ "IHvMtnr.Such
Midi

THE SOY BEAN.

,‘.r;

"Huh!,* t'rowlod tho doctor, "that’s If- Tnlno In fid, ok. !!»K» „„d «heep
nothin^: I Know lots of poople who
How (u Pin hi nil<i iiurvi*ii(P' 1 ,,nifomi,tJ’ of 0,ir l,l',"h,et would be of
Imvo boon that wav all tholr lives.”
some of 11,0 following . ..... on* on nc l,U!St",‘“,’l(;v»lu“ to our shipping
trade, which at present has a good
count of which the Kansas stationrecdeal to contend with in foreign marommends the soy bean to fanners of kets. If all dairymen tried to make
that state will apply in some other sec- their butter and cheese after a certain
I
tions and may Interestthose who are excellent formula, the products would
For Inlanti and Children.
considering the question, “Will It pay soon obtain a better reputation in Europe. One of the secrets of the sucfTlte Kind You Han Always Bought to raise soy beans?”
The soy bean stands drought us well cess of Canadian cheese in England
Bears the
is all of a uniform standard.
ns Kaffir corn or sorghum It Is not Is
,s that
nmt It
11 ,s nu of a uu,forin standard,
Signature of
.oncou by Mie Clncl, bugs, ,„o grain

CASTOR A

and they look so much alike that it
would bo hard to believe that they

A DEMOCRAT
and of course, want a democratic newspaper, The Chicago Dispatch Is the

YOU ARE

"wo

I'n

mnilo hi widely dlircrait' irartViof
tin* coiin, ry by as many dlffcrcm mon.

Great DemocraticWeekly Newspaper
of the Country. It advocatesthe readoption of the Chicago platformand
thj renominationof William Jennings

Tlimnsh
...... and united effor, the ('nnndl-n dices, .makers have
come to adopt a modern, clean, sue-

1

method of making and curing
their cheese, and, as all cheese that
fails to come up to the standard cannot be exportedas Canadian cheese,
the shrewd dairymen have little Incentive to make anything except tho
best. Now, having established an enviable record for their cheese, these
same dairymen are devoting their nttention to the Improvement of their*
butter product. They are employing
the same method to do this that they
adopted so successfullyfor their
cheese. It Is the uniformity of their
cheese more than anything else that
has given it the reputation abroad.
In looking around for a standard of

I

A

,'"',"
"k-'

l,y

.....

For Infants and Children.

The Kind Yon Have
AVege

It

Bears the
Signature

Promotes Digestion,ChecrfulnessandRest.Contains
neither
Optuin, Morphine nor Mineral.

111

of

Kot Narcotic.

.....

its healing

Always Bought

Preparationfor As -

lablc

similatingiheFoodandRegutating the Stomachs and Bowels of

11,0
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"rmidr*''
"
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1paradise, lays
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Into a
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Sni*
the wasted fields of the fair south and
Alx.Smna •
There has never been a political camworks out a marvel of regeneration
JtmAMSJkpaign that will equal in importance
An'm Atm/ •
and development,bores into the granthat of the one to be fought next year.
ite hills of the far north ami gridirons
/ft firtut Mi i
The republican party, backed by the
iVtm Sttd the
earth with steel and dots all the
money power of this country * and
prairieswest with splendid farms and
Europe, is alert and aggressive.Flushed
the homes of a happy and prosperous
with the victory of three years ago it
wHl seek by every mens in its power to
A perfect Remedy for Constipapeople, its work always beneficentand
maintain its supremacy.
tion . Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea,
progressive.Hs story that of a modern
Democrats must be up and doing.
Arabian Nights’ fairy tale, always
Worms Convulsions, FeverishThey must wage an unceasing war upon
seeking for the new mid the better,
ness and LOSS OF $IEEP.
their enemies. In no better and more
lH»autlfyliig while it utilizes,never in a
effective way can this be done than by
Facsimile Signature of
nit, scatteringtraditionsto the winds,
the circulation of good, sound demoseizing nature’s vagrant aud untamed
cratic newspapers. The publisher of
forces; scientist, capitalist and inventThe Chicago Dispatch will send a
copy of The Chicago Dispatch from
or working as a trinity to literally
now until Jan. 1st, 1U0I, for 50 cents.
make bread out of stones. Is it not a
either cheese or butter, it is only necesIf you are not already taking this great
glorioustime in which to live?
sary
to
examine
the
product
of
tho
political weekly, send in your subscripcareful,skillful dairymen in the spring
tion at once. You should not only do
MAPLE SrCAR.
and summer of the year. Nature’s
this yourself, but you should induce
We
are
asked
to say something about
.vour friends to join you. By a little
succulent food is at Its best now, and
how maple sugar is made. This seems
effort you can easily raise a club of ten
it Is not dilliciilt to make tine, yellow
at first thought like too simple a thing
or twenty subscribers. An extra copy
butler or rich, tine, full cream cheese.
for club of ten.
TIIE SOV UEAV
The product of the dairy at this season to write about, but when we consider
that the majority of all the young peoshould be accepted as the standard for
by William Jennings Bryan and other '* * r,C,HJr
ple in the country never saw a sugar
the
plant
enriches
the
soil
on
which
it
the
year
round.
Our
June
creamery
democratic leaders.
bush or bail the pleasure of sugaring
Is grown. It will cost the Kansas butter is considered so fine that specuAddress The Chicago Dispatch,
off In the maple woods it Is not so simlators
buy
hundreds
of
tons
of
it
ami
1-0 and 1”2 Fifth Avenue,
farmer from 40 to 55 cents per bushel
ple a question after all. Maple sugar
Chicago, Illinois.
to raise the soy bean, $13 to $18 per store it for winter trade. This would
is made from tlio sap of the bard, or
not bo necessary if we made an effort
ton. Pound for pound soy beans are
Farm For Sail*.
rock, maple tree. Tills sap runs very
to keep up the standard.
worth a little more than oil meal, and
freely for a short time in the spring of
80 acres of good farming land. Just
the year and is obtained
Comm iim Food
uimiiiih-u by
u.» boring
ininug
outside <if city. Apple orchard and feeders are paying $”4 to $30 a ton for
some small fruit. House and barn and oil meal.
The cow is one of the most valuablea sn!al1 110,0 i:i tree and attaching
plenty water. For particularscall on
UIM’11 " hlcli hangs a bucket,
A bountiful supply of protein will of tho farm animals as an economic
4* ft* .1 l*
- lift
1 One hundred pounds
. ....,1
logucs ol all dealers,or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO„ 135 Rft^Ave “ncw VoS.^*
A. W. KLEIS,
to /••Itfll
catch flltl
the 4!*1
sap.
greatly increase the milk yield. Soy producer of food from the coarse and
Half mile south of City.
of
the
sap
will
make
from
three
to
four
beans are rich In protein.Three to cheap fodders of the farm, says a correspondent of The Breeder's Gazette. pounds of sugar. The sap is boiled
Quality has much to do with the four pounds of soy beaus per day add- The following illustratesthis point; down in an evaporator in the woods
value of some things, but the man with ed to the usual dairy ration of hoy, One pound of dry matter in milk is and is marketed aud used either as a
plenty of commou sense has no reasou fodder,sorghum and corn will increase producedfrom s pounds of dry matter sirup or as sugar in cakes. In pioneer
the winter milk yield of the average
to complain.
In food, in beef from 27 pounds, in mut- days the making of the maple sugar
Kansas cow from 25 to 100 per cent
ton
from 21 pounds and in pork from was always a great event, and some
His Crop.
Fed to young pigs, soy beans will 7 pounds.
of the pleasantest memories of the
'J here is nothing- makes a room more attractive than nice Wall
& you want big crops of wheat or make them grow more rapidly and The only fair comparisonis between older people of today are connected
other grain, use Northwestern Fertil- Lave better health. Fed to fattening
the ruminating auinials; wdiieh are fed with
'vi,h this
tllis yearly
•V' a,1.v event.
‘’vent. There is a dede^)on
blle 011 clieaP trash*
on5y ccst you a few
zer. It has been used by many farm hogs, soy beaus will Induce them to eat on similar food. The hog is fed :ii J Belous flavor associatedwith the sweet cenls more to a room for jgood substantial paper; then you will be
era and gives the best of satisfaction. more, make more gain for each bushel
most wholly on concentit. ted foods, as "f ,ho ,na!,I'* 'vl,I(-,,»ls huin.l “"where >atislied. The price for getting-it out on the wall is ius't the
Try it. For sale by
of feed eaten and shorten the fattening
the various grains. It takes
' '‘nuont makes more genuine
As
• ,
J
B. J. ALHERS.
period.
three and one-half times as much food ,na|),!f su^,,r than any other state.!
aper our special business, we can certainly
Overisel, Mich.
Soy beaus fed to young stock will
to make a pound of dry food In beef j There is no commodity which Is adul- »lve .vou sonle Lr<>0d advice in this line.
J. Q. Hood. Justice of the Peace, Push their growth and “keep the calf
ns
it does to make one pound of
,0
an extent as maple
Our stock of Wall Paper is complete and un-to-dateand
economCrosby,
Miss . maKes
makes tho
the following fat," which Is so necessary to
Y»suv, wiss
luyuuuoui- ; matter in milk and over two and one- 8U^^aLau,, 11 is vt*r-v difficult
........ 1
‘"Tieultto obtain
obtain * nr;rpw
nrice, from 5c „er double
*ind at
statement: “I can certify that
f®®d,ag- , u<,1ntu ^utlenlu« anl* half times as much t.. produce
ought d!from
5c per double
luce the th'' ^bine' article unless I,bought
di- '
!^
.
aou,),e roll
ro'i and up to the very best in the mar-
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Wall Paper! Wall Paper!

1

following
One

claimed for it. My wife could not get
her breath and the first dose of it relieved her. It lias also benefi tied rnv

r
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:

:

whole family." It acts immediately
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1

nearlv
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dry 80
and
tha 11
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ho,negroua
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1f
roll
•C frnni
m
ket
^

and cures coughs, cold*, croup, grippe, feed at redmul cost' 1,11 a
^w. moreover, produces a food
,uai,,I'‘ autl uot of so good a flavor.
wonchitis, asthma and all throat and
ihnt is adapted to a wide range of use l ^ 10 Krt*atiy increased value of the tua- ! .
Soy beans quickly and cheaply
lung
L. Kramer.
' and is almost inilispeusahleto
t*mber for uiauufacturing purposes | Citizens
crease the yield of other crops.
‘ .voting of humankind. Milk. too. and Is ao'v (‘ausiuB ver3’ nmuy of the old
The soy beau should not be planted
Their MinutcM.
the productsfrom it an* more thor- 8Ugar ,ni8,,us t0 !,1‘ cut down aud the I
"lliis. ’ said Mr. Hopperton,as he until the ground becomes warm and
oughi.v digested than other animal timbor soldlaid aside his paper, ••only goes to the danger of severe frost is over. foods, and there is less waste. The
prove tin* truthof what I always said.” While the plants may not die if the dairy cow will long survive the
C0R:v hlaxtixg time.
"Ami what’s that?" Mrs. Hopperton
The cornfieldis so very quickly and
as a producer of food for man.
asked.
-----j easily planted nowadays with the Im"iiiai women have no appreciation!
Corn OH
proved machines that more attention
of Hit* value of time. Here’s an acWe
are
of
f’buub^ be I,a*d to the time Ui
of Piuuimg
planting ;
me
receiving
many
inquiries
|
count of the conventionof the Steplate concerning this relatively new by- : ,ll(‘ ''rul’ aud die preparation of the
daughters of the Rebellion,aud it savs
product from corn, says Hoard’s DairyDairv-ij 81,0,1
81,0,1 bc<1- Iu Jl
a Funeral
^‘nerai way. it
It is safe , ufJW.1
they put in nearly two davs listenin'*
to the reading of the minutes of the
1 man. It Is made from corn hearts, or to siiy tl,at coru sIjould not be put into
previous meeting."
I tho germs of tho coru kernels,and Is the ground until the earth is well
claimed to have bettor if not greater warmed up. If corn does germinate
feeding value than linseed oil meal. in a cold seed bed, it never does well
“De Witt’s Little Early Risers are the
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The Paper Hanger.
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Cor. Thirteenth Street and Central Ave.
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finest pill* *1 ever used.”— D. J. Moore.
Mill brook. Ala. They qnickiv cure all
liver

—

j

-

O'

Minnesota’sschools cost about $5.000 annually, ami that is about
one-thirdof the money raised by taxes
000,

I-

In th: state.
BOV

BEAXKMFE OX

-

rr

Pianos,

- Hftm?
—

" bile we are not preparedto vouch and gets a setback from which it never DdlWrfcfl fit YOlir
for the literal accuracyof this claim, recovers later ou. The old Indian
corn when
the leaves ou the --- .plant
........
......
FREE!
we have no question that it is a valua- —to
ble addition to the list of highly con- inir oak ttws «.«. as wr as a s.|uir- 20 other IMs .......$15.00 up to $60.00
centrated foodstuffsrich in digestible n*l s loot-- is not tar wrong. This time Every machine truarantfidten years. ThcNo 19
protein and one that dairymen will in the season seldom comes before tin* ! Nvw Hoinp has a double feed; a scier.Gi.c treadle
,,a!f of tie
be well repaid for giving a fan* trial. IMIt of May

I

and bowel troubles. L.' Kramer,

^

Feed merchants
...v.

CULTIVATOR DEANS.

sign

.

..

„u

In

1,1v
j

conditions. *
be.
-

seed is put in earlier, they do not meal
thrive. The beans should be planted in
small lots so that its value may
rows 30 to 42 iuebes apart, with the
demonstratedand the farmers be pre- AMVAVS LOOKIXG foh THOUBLi:.
: single beans dropped one to two Inches
p.'i red to place their orders for next " L‘ bave !l k'ood
friend, a farmer,
apart In the rows. Une-lialfbushel of
winter’s feed understandiugly.Itought ",l0 ,s il boru pessimist. His laud Is
i seed per acre is required. We prefer
to be sold regularly for about $22.50 r,cl,t.!10 ,,as ^""l health, the rain and
' samc
tl,(* I,or ton nl "-'“ff*and. if it shall prove . ,ll(‘ l'1',SS(‘'1Kun»hinepass him uoVbp!
sary to harvesting a full
l”1 ,t,'ial ,t0 .l,!lV0 tll°
claimed for llls
nro,««>d. and still he Is ah’
i The croo tiiould lx* linrv.-Kir.il
^ 1 w111 1111 a place now largely va- 'va.vslooliiug fortrouble. lie seems to be
the nods turn brown ,m,.i 'i r ' " ca,,t ,M>cauS1, cf the excessive prices al'va-v8 Poking out for late frosts, hog
;

xli';:

'

j'i'1 ;

Organs

---

TRIAL,

idllllt

t
u u r
aisti*n*m n’ni belt. Coni is a s<*lilitropical
,1U!,'c,i:ln,s
districts
to ho prepared to distributethis a!"1 'vil1 only •,0 i,s best under semito their customersthis spring in Wop^n!

j

UIVC,CU IUUr,,UmC

,

^;'‘*

t'o tncri* than

AND ALL

an

age. Seethe No IS nUv iSSbeforeytM
buy any other. IiAR.;,*.i\List Free.
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Musica! Merchandise.
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We are strictly in

*

,r‘m
u-i

it.
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A. H.
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MEYER

ItlVEK STREET, HOLLAND.
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We

give

it

.

our personal

at-

v

tention
.........
aud see
* that
t-iiw
every
\ n j
detuil is carefully attended to*.

We

furnisli
You with our own

country.

.....
I. It IUI umii tno sections of the
, clones* low prices and agricultural
misbeans become thoroughly ripe, the pods
ery of all sorts. lie is sure everything
will open and the beans will be scatIs o-—
going
to the
lltll}' Milk illlll
i —
n •*'
"••v ‘bowwows'*
uunivuns IIIUI
and SCCIIIS
seems
tered on the ground.
The oleo men are now making
incapable of sensing any of the
The only satisfactory way we have
.......
•• v *»»
'•- of the nrgumom that liltliv milk is niultltude ofble.sslugswhich invest his

j

hearse,

.

..

the ground m

carriages,chairs and all other rows with
equipments.
oanrit1^

d

*i horse ril

}lC,ejS

e

“l!
I'

Wagons and Buggies

Dlco,

much

j

»

V®

f‘r
ulaklu- W* i^ral New York-

l,,,lt01;

Whore mv*

I'fr.
lls-

b

it

wMItLiil, u

ns a hired mourner

,0

a,e ^ro^’n tld^^tHiig | thalf

TT

koto to

_

Ti ^
compel ful ^
lawgTo^e^ fi01nc
Say tIiat la'V8

It

Uo™

^

Two

•

l,as lt?a«F no pltice in this beautl-

Seated Surries,

!

Road Wagons

in

!

and Farm Wagons.
Whips, Harness,

|

from a tlo horarTuki^to^LKl10^^^^^^^^
: 7
"7 tl,!,'k
I,,ro,u I A fore,^n
came to us the
Blankets and Varnishes.
ing to the Inner Shank of (-ich be*iin *l 1 ®[andpoi^t 111,11 ,u lllllk Is a terrible j other day aud wanted to know where
horizontal
knife
about
18
inches
long
! n !m Tu
11' l'1 l'Usl,,‘‘ss uu,v^ ^ , ho c,,u1U1 'flnd a Pair " ell matched
Are always on sale at the lowThe finest assortment of
the knife set out from tho cultivator ! t T
’f J,ai,'*vn"‘n,k' u°t object f ung horses which would weigh about
Caskets, Robes, etc., from the
est prices at the wagon shop and
and slop! ng back from 'point
t a hS
'Vil1 bo 1 "
,;°Un,,S-He 8a!d tl!at ^ ,li'1
cheapest to the higher grades,
carriage emporium of
.w I'WIMV
meat to
point fcVV
so ito
as Ill/l
not IU
to VJUfe.
clog T n •
16 'f0 II)?opIew'in be honcHt- i ™VC 7" PI>eed’ bm wa,,ted acat prices that are right.
th can
make these
1 A 1 ! JL'r of tl',oks ftre sorted to in , tiou. l*or such a team lie had $500 to
blacksmith
can make
these knlvTs
knives.
order to evade the present laws. Just Sive. They were not to be found. \Ye
ns in the sale of "process.”or deviled, ,iavc Polity of beef horses, heavy
EAST EIGHTH
Services Prompt and Courteous.
Mixing: of Sweet and Field Corn.
r
-------------- ---- -- Gutter, all sorts of schemes are prac- ^ou«b and well enough matched as to
v
ti. ..
«
no1 ::a;°beeni growing sweet corn for Jiced to pass the stuff off dishonestly. ! color, but they are utterly lacking in i before' s7vlai s2:ond Hand
h«e'r* 1
« f** »«*« Price, a.
Best of livery in connection at -0 cai s. ami when I have idanted 1 Iu «omo cases where* the state laws do- i st.vlc aud action. This Is largely
ggieionhand.
the “New Brick,” No. IS W. 9th sweet corn within the range of field maud that packages shall he plainly j result of improper handling, a whole*
s^’eet. Both phones.
corn i have had them more or less marked purple wrappingpaper Is used, Iot of style can lie put into a horse by
WHEN IN DOUBT. TRY
They have stood the test of years,
1 fre"' ffc*'.1corn for market, I "’bb the printed name in about the ! breaking him in properly.
and have cured thousand* ol
and when the sweet corn come in range ; same color ink. In other cases yellow
—
(Cases o( Nervous Diseases, such
, STRONG
as Dcbilitj*,
Dizziness,Sleeplesswitli it I would have a small strip ' ink is used on the white wrapping paness aud Vancoccie.Atrophy.&c.
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AGAIN
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Ihe whole beinc.All d.^kTar J
•’•epfopc-iy cured, their condition nft'-n w
v*rcr

1

F.adcd sealed. Tri-eft per ion; 6 Loses, v
Send ler Lee bcxik. A

They clear ihe brain, strencthea
the circulation,tnalce digestion
perfect, and impart a healthy
t * c necked permanently, \J nless p^tientl
tem'oto Insanity, Consumption or Death,
'-v',..*. legal Guarantee
to ore or refund the
-----

- PEAL MEDICINE
n.euivt
CO.,

FOR SALE IN HOLLAND BY UEBER WALSH

Citoelaad, 0.

Ottawa County
MAY

lornciAL.)

Times.

Siemens A Halskc Electric Co., meters ... 83 00
II. Oostlng,hauling coal ........ ...... 5 7B

Cotuinun Council.

I

.

Boot A Kramer, supplies ............. 23t
Holland. Midi.,May I, IWM.
The common mi noil met in regular »eM>iou F. Uostlng. rep- 'ring boilers ............ (CO
J. PathulN, draynge ...................... git
and wan called to order by the mayor.
Electric Appliance Co., wire, supplies, etc. 84 78
l'rc»ent— Mayor IlniMte,Alda. Ward, Kiel*,

4, 1000.

M.G.M ANTING. 1'ublUHcr.

Interesting

News that

Values.

makes

j

He

'

*

-

Flleman, Hole, SjirlcUma,l.uldeua, Van Fatten, J. a. Dogger, wiping rags ............... 22o| ij; for pair Lace Curtains
J it. Kleyn, Est., lumoer ................ 4
PaUlahwlRTenr Friday, at Holland, Michigan. Habermann.Klkaen.Weatlmekandthocltycierk
the regular 50c kimi».
pipe,
etc.
. ............
11814
The minutes of the last meeting were read James B. Clow A Sons, .
OWFtCS, WAVRRLY BLOCK. EIGHTH ST. and approved.
Alvord A Shields,engineering,maps, etc. 134 75 8»c for pair of Lace Curtains, .'J yards long, extra
G.HIom. paid freight and cartage ........138H
rCTITIONM AND ACCOUNTS.
Tamtof SubM'riptlon.Vl.Miieryear,or II per
deep Hbrul boarder and
—Allowed anil warrants ordered Issued.
A.
F.
Ksmeraad
petitioned
to
have
the
matter
year If paid in advance.
Bides, they are worth
The clerk reported applicationof llofsteenge
Advartlilng Ratea made known on Application of culverton Thirteenth ktreetbetween Maple
$1.25.
A Japinga for license to keep a saloon at No. 4.
street and First avenue referred to the commit
West Eighth street, aud also saloon-keepers’Nc for Felt Window Shades
tee on sewers,drains and watercourses.
Entered at the ••oat office at Holland,
bond with llofsteengeA Japlnga as prlncl|«als,
30 inch'*s wide, 2 yards
Mieh.. for tranamiaaiou throughthe malla a' —Granted.
•oeond-claiamatter.
long, attached to ‘autoJ. A. Vender Veen petitioned for |iermlssiou ami Cornelius Van der Bie and Fred J. Metz as
matic spring roller.
to place buildingmaterialadjacent to west w, sureties, and liijiior dealers' bond with Hofateenge ami Japlnga us principal*,and Tlunmcu
ft. of lot .1, block 37.
80c for Ladies Wrappers,
1 1 need not surpriae an},one, now that
Slagh and John Alberti as sureties.
—Granted, subjectto ordinance.
made of extra quality
Bonds aud sureties approved, and license
if William Alden Smith is renominated Cappon A Bert soli Leather Co., and &!4 others
Rereale. They are worth
granted.
for Congress,if be will bare considerable petitionedas follows:
$1.00 and $1.25 as this lot
The clerk presented applicationof John II.
Holland,Mich.. Apr. -JS. 1000.
to say in regard to the prosperityof the
are a manufacturer'saTo the Honorable, the Mayor and the Common Van Zee for license to keep a saloon at No. 8.
gents samples. Sizes are
McKinley administration.It is the Council of the City of Holland
West Eighth street, and also saloon-keepers,
all .‘ifi,but we bought
bond, with Anton Self and Jacob Kulte.Kr. as
usual “stuff” on which he foods his fol* Gentlemen:—
them cheap and will sell
lowers. If he will but look about him We. the undersigned propertyowners and tax sureties, and Ihiuor dealer'sbond with John H.
them the same way.
Van
Zee
as
principal,
and
Anton
Self
aud
Jacob
in his own city of Grand Kapids, he (layers oi the City of Holland,would respectful Kulte.Sr. as sureties.
80c
for Ladies Wrappers,
ly petitionyour HonorableHndy to reconsider
all our regular HWc, 08c
will find enough to give the “lie” to
Honda aud sureties were approved, and license
the actionof your Honorable Body taken at the
and $1.00 ones to help out
his unlimited statements in this re last meeting of the council,in regard to the dis- granted.
the aizes in the above aThe
clerk
reiairtcd
receipt
of
statement
from
Sjiect. At least two thousand working- posal of the tire wjulpnienlsIn engine house No.

75

.

Boston Store

t

money

.

.

men arc today walking idly about
that city trying to find work in

the county treasurer of dellmiuent taxes credWe believe tbat two companiesare belter ited to the city of Holland for the quarterendthan one and a necessityIn a city the al/.cof ing March 3|, I9UU.
Holland at the present time, and whereas, the -Acceptedaud treasurer ordered charged with
3,

in
its

numerous factories.

or the

discontinuingof the same.

37 East Eighth

$7.75 for Men's Blue Sergo
Suits, worth $12 00, all

of its factories run but 45 hours

closed until after July 4. Smith's pets, expressed by them
the trusts and monopolies may be very by.

at that lime,

should

tie

Placedon

abided

file.

$18.00. Light colors and

The clerk rc|*ortcd the following bids for the
team work : Ityk Klksen and John Van A Is
Hy Aid. Luldens,
well to do and enjoy prosperity,but the
Hesolved, That the petition be referred to the burg, 10 eents per load: <3.50 per day.
factory hands in his city can notice
The contractwas awarded to R. Rlkaen and J.
committee on tire departmentand ihc city atvery littleof the great “wave” except torney, and that they be aud hereby are lustruct- Van Alsburg aa (ter their bid.

figured black goods, well
made and lined, bound
with velveteen.

The clerk presentedthe following bid for lumber: Scott-LugersLumber Co., 8x18 white pine
before departmentin the City of Holland aud reiwrt
the same at the next meeting of the common 13. 14 A 16 ft, <31 per 1000: 6x18 white pine 18 ft..

in so far as all the necessities of life be-

ing higher in price than even

and

to

the schedule of wages having hard-

draft

an ordinance perfectingthe presenttire

the “hard times.”

the resolutionpassed by the oommon council ers f 14 |ajr 1000.
Hy Aid. Ward,
Tuesday, April 84, «00. be carriedInto effect.
DEMOCRATIC STATE CONVENTION.
Resolved, that the bid of the Kcott-Lugen.
-Carried.
The Democratic State Convention, The followingbills were presented:
Lumber Co., be rejected, and |htUhe street com-

for

5c

lined with

for Children's Three
Piece Suits, ages 3 to 8.

$1.28

$3.50 for Cbildret’s Fine
Suits, light and dark
colors, made in the very
newest way, ages 3 to *8
and

$11.25. Ladies' Tailormade Suits. We have
only a few Uilor-made

45c for Men's fine Macco
yarn and Balbrigan Underwear. silk neck bands
and fronts.

To close have
put them all in above
three lots. 1st lot in-

to".
Stiff Hats, black
only, broken lots of this
spring shapes, values as
high as
$t

$2.25.

89c Men’s Fedoras, light
and dark colors, worth

46c Men's Xcg'igee Shirts

$1.25.

with tie to match.

cludes all that sold up to
$8.25, the second lot are
those that were $10.00 to
$12 00 and the $11.25 one#
are those that were $16.

to 10.

89c Men's

wear.

suits left.

8

^OQc Women's Oxfords, patent tip coin toe, sizes 3

Underwear.

10c for Men's medium
weight Summer Under-

what you get

been put in this lot.

10c Men’s Ribbed Summer

lined.

at this store and you always get all tbat you pay
for.

ax high us $9.00 have

a

$7*7«». Ladies' Tailor-made
Suits, made up in the best
way, latest style.

#

Suits, that formerly sold

74c a yard for yard wide
percale, fast colors, new
patterns.

IM.85 for Ladies' Tailormade Suit. Jacket silk

satin.

$4.85 for Men's Suits, all
broken lots of Men's

yard for extra quality
Shaker Flannel.

$3.93 and $4.95 are our
prices, they are worth
from one-third to twothirds more.

Laces, Embroideries and
Ribbons, lots at special
You pay

<33 per 1000: 8x13 white pine 30 ft., <31 per 1000; 8
aud.
Resolved,further, that pending the considera- and 8 ft. sidewalk plank <18 per 1000; IS, 14 and
tion of this mailer by said committee, no part of 18 sidewalk plank, 130 per 1000: Hemlock string-

but we give you bargains
that are unmatchable.

basis, $1,19, $1.89, $2.95,

bargains prices.

council,

ly advanced beyond that paid during

fast color Gloria cover.

silk and wool mixed
goods, also fine blacks,

don't give you credit

Other Ladies’ Dress Skirts, 4c a yard Apron Check
which are a manufactuGinghams.
rer’s represuntatives samples which we purchased 4c a yard Light Calicas.
at a very low price aud
5c a yard Curtain Scrim.
sell them on the same

10c Ladies' Summer Corset*, extra good 25c values, as the lot we have is
small they may hold out

45c for Ladies' Umbrella,
fancy Congo wood handle
and steel rod and frame,

We

bile for Ladies'Dress Skirt,

standard 16c value.

city

$13.50 for Men's Fine
Suits, worth $10.00 and

tax |«yers of the city of Holland did almost the amount.
for only a few days.
The clerk reported Invitationto attend the
a week, nine hours a day, and not atall unanimously vote to have both engine houses
e<(ulp|ied with horses,hose wagons, etc., one meeting ol the League of Michigan Municipali- 18c a pair ladies extra quaon Saturday, while the Chair factoryis
year ago. we think the desire of the people, an ties at Jackson May 33-31. 1900.
lity Black Stockings a

Some

wool and fust colors.

HOLLAND, MICH.

sample lot.

gents’

for you.

St.,

Straw Hats in all the newest fads, and caps in the
latest shapes at bargain

28c Mens Silk Neckties,
.Imperials, Four-in-hand,

Bows and String Ties.

prices.

1

held in Port Huron, Tuesday, was one

WmO

Van Eyck, salary

city

of the largest, best and most harmon- GWilterdink, do do
HJDykhuis,do do
ious in the history of the Michigan
do do
Democracy. The fifth district contest, JC Brown, do do
where Hummer and McKnight both .1 F Van Aurooy, do do

TNauta,

clerk ....... f h3 3.t missioner lie instructed to purchase lumber in
treasurer... 3H7 such quantitiesaud at such places as he may
marshal ..... fiOM) deem desirable for the ensuing year. Carried.
The clerk reported bida for doing the city
st comm'r.... 37 bo

printing by Mulder Bros. A Whelan and M.G.
night police.
dep marshal.13 so Manting.
Referred to the committee on ways'and means,
4 00
claimed the right to be nominated del- J B Coleubrauder.Janitor .................
to rc|»ort Monday May 7. 1900.
W. J. Scott, driver at No. I ........... 41 (M with instructions
egate-at-largeto the Kansas City ConMOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
A. Ulerum, driverat No. 3 ............. 30 so
vention,was conducted in the utmost Jacob Lokker, salary as fireman ........ 38 00
By Aid. Ward,

humor.

••
“
J.Streur Cook. ••
A. C.

••

of both contestants,Hush Culver of the J. J.

*•

good

It resulted in

the defeat

Keppel,
Rutgers,
Klooster,

"

Cook,

GENERAL ITEMK.
The

students of the Universityof

Hesolved,that the city marshal be Instructed
the Holland Sugar Company to remove Michigan have won nine out of the
..........35 00 all obstructionsfrom the street runningalong
twelve inter-collegiate debates in
..........35 00 the west side of the Holland Sugar Factory withwhich they have participated.The first
......... 35 00 in five days from receipt of notice. Carried.
By Aid. Flleman,
debate was in 1893 with the University
......... 35 00
..........isoo

........ 35 00

Upper Peninsulabeing nominated by A.
Gerrit Ter Vrce,
••
the Convention. The result was brought Gerrit Van Haafteu, ••
about in this wise: It was very evident
•• ..........3500
that the State at large was for H ummer, li.
G.
•• ........ 3500
but the McKnight men in the Fifth
C. Lokker,
•' ......... 3$ ou
District had in some way gained conEd. Streur, 4 months 15 days ............. i« ;«j
trol over the Kent County Convention Abel Smeenge, *•
............ibto

“

Boston Store

•*
••

"

Ill®

to notify

“Dutch

Uncle’1’

RIDING CULTIVATOR

Resolved,that the matter of improvingand of Wisconsin. The other institutions
gravelingWest Third street be referred to the
whose representativeshave met those
committee on streets and cross walks. Carried.
of Michigan are: the Universities of
By Aid. Van Putten,
j

Resolved,that the matter of procuring a

map Chicago, Pennsylvania,Minnesota and

A. Van Duren be referredto the committee Northwestern University. Four of
Jacob Flleman, repairing ...............50 on publicbuildingsand projierty.Carried.
Michigan’s nine victories were over the
tion. The two factions could not agree
By Aid. Ward,
s, Adams, street labor .................. 3555
and the contest wa» brought into the J. Van tier Plocg. street labor ........... 3815 Resolved, that the matter of opening alley University of Chicago, two over thei
convention.
Kent's name was U Kik sen, team work .....................14 44 through block 31, from College to Central aven- Universityof Pennsylvaniaand onej
ues lie referredto the committee on streets and each over the University of Wisconsin
.....................
go 50
called, Mayor Perry announcedthat he J v Allsburg

by applying the unit rule on

delega- James Price. surveying,

its

etc..,. ..........

0

for

15

When

do

do

FTerVree,
...................1450
was forced to cast
47 votes for McMichiganTelephone Co., me—age ....... 15
Knight. The final vote of the Conven- Itoot a Kramer,supplies ................. 30
tion stood more than 800 for Hummer 15. s. E. Takkcn, repairing ............. t*j
and a little over OO for McKnight, with K. Vaupell,strap, etc ................... 030
it.-

crosswalks,and the city attorney. Carried.

The council adjourned till Monday, Mav
1909, at

7:31)

p.

ent motions were

Wm. O. Van Eyck, City

Culver the unanimous choice
Convention.

1

with those of the University of Chica-

go. The

2

Mrs.J.H Kleklntveld,8washings for No.
300
Boot A Kramer, oil .....................
J3
of the 1*. A. Kleis. |>aid poor orders ..............«00
Van Dyke A Sprletxma,files ........
115

making

test with the representatives of North-

western University, and one in contest

Du Mez Bros., supplies. ................ 05

made by both the con-

testants of the Fifth district,

Cleric.

A MEASURE OF MERIT.

Scott-LugcrsLumber Co., lumber ........30 40

mom-

the three defeats were received in con-

m.

:i

Culver in the lead with 444. In a

and NorthwesternUniversity.Two of
7

Holland Citizens Should

....

last seven of

the twelve con-

tests have been victories for Michigan,

j

Of the 3,441 students enrolled in the

|

Universityof Michigan for the year
1899-1900,2,006, or more than one-half
Evidence.
are from the state of Michigan. The
number of Michigan students in the
Proof of merit lies in the evidence.
Convincing evidence in Holland
several departments of the University,
Is not the testimony of strangers;
rge P. Hummer, Thomas Cook, 11. Olert. paid poor orders ................ 30 50 But the endorsementof Holland peo- not making deductions for those enrolled in more than one department, is
Emery G. Winner, Charles Casterlin. Hoot a K ramer. (•aid poor orders ........ 9 75 ple.
That's the kind of proof given here. as follows: Literary department,916;
The delegates for the Fifth District Crana Harrington,house rent ............350
The statement of u Holland citizen.
engineering, 208; medical 235; law, 323:
are George R. Perry, of Grand Rapids Wm. Dutkau, house rent ................ 3 00
G. Tubergen, house rent
..........3 50
Mr.
John
Kloosterman.two
miles
from
pharmaceutical,44: homoepathic,44;
and A. A. Ellis, of Ionia.
liotsford a Co., paid poor orders ....... 7 50
Zeeland, says: “For ten or twelve dental,1C9; summer school, 70.
The greatest enthusiasmprevailed J. a 11. DeJongh, (»aid poor orders .......13 50 years I looked in vain for some mediand the outlook for the coming cam- Du Mez Bros., paid poor orders .......... 80 00 cine to free me from distressingkidney
The Jewish population of the United
First State Bank, paid poor order ....... 3 00
complaint. I suffered at intervals dur- States is now said to be 1,043,000. Durpaign seemed to all to be very encourF
K left, house rent ..................... 4 00
ing that period with aching pains ing the last fiscal year, ending June 30,
aging. Ringing resolutions were adopt-

Weigh Well This-*4

Thomas Klom|>areus.wood for city poor. . J 75
. The delegates at large chosen by the
G. Van i’utten, supplies .................. BOo
convention are Daniel Campau, Thomas Holland City News, printingmayors' nus. 9 10
boo
E. Barkworth,W. R. Burt, and Rush The SentinelPublishingCo.,
97
Culver. The alternatesare: Geo- M. Jansen, labor, etc ....................
Seott-Lugers Lumber Co., lumber ....... 1 13

do

state*

w

...

IS

j

De Vries, paid poor orders ........... 10 00
—Allowed and warrants ordered issued.
HEI'OUTS OP STANDINGCOMMITTEES.
The committeeon (toor reported presenting
the semi-monthlyreport of the director of
the poor aud said committee, recommending
for the support of the poor for the two weeks
ending May 15, IPUO. the sum of il!.5o.and having rendered temporary aid to the amount ol

through the loins, twinges up and down
the muscles of ray back, irregular and
“We extend our sympathy to the
unnaturalcondition of the kidney secretionsand frequent attacks of dizzicitizens of the .South African Republics
ness. My son. John Kloosterman, a
in the gallant fight they are making
tailor, 133 East Eighth st., Holland,
for life, liberty and home.”
noticed Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised
“We instructthe delegates from the
in the Holland papers and highly recommended by people who had ‘used
state to cast the vote of the state for
*
them. Thinking they might help me
William J. Bryan for president."
—Adopted and warrants ordered Issued.
he procured a supply at .1. O. DoesDuring the session of the first day
MESSAGES KltOM THE MAYOR.
burg’s drug store and sent them out to
William J. Bryan addressedthe con- The mayor presentedcommunicationfrom the me, I noticed shortly after I comvention on which occasion the galleries Weather Bureau relative to locationfor a new menced the treatment it was doing me
steel signal tower for the displayof storm sig- good and a:- I continuedmv condition
were crowded with interestedcitizens. nals.
improved. In my estimationDoan’s
In the DistrictCaucus of the Fifth Matter referred to the mayor with power to Kidney Pills are by far the best remeDistrict, Henry Klein was appointed act.
dy on the market.”
one of the vice presidents of the con- The Mayor presented invitationfrom the Phil.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50c.
Kearny Po-t No. 7. G. A. R., of Michiganto be
vention.
Fostcr-Milburu Co., Buffalo, X. Y. Sole
present at the unveilingof the statuesof Linagents for the U. S. R. •member the
Those who attended the convention coln. Grant, Sherman and Fnrragut.
name, Doan’s and take no substitute.
from Ottawa County were George P. Communicationaccepted, and the clerk In-

^

fjflOO.

For Sale at

Hummer, M.

J.

O. Doexbii rtf's Dnitf Store.

structedto acknowledge receipt of Invitation.

Manting,Henry Kleyn.
.MarriitK*' I.U'eiiM-ii.
J. C. Calhoun, A. Michmershuizen and COMMUNICATIONS PUOM BOARDS AND CITY OPPleEHS
OTTAWA I'OUNTV.
Henry Van Ry, of Holland:Tom Van Justice Van Duren reported the collection of
<11.09 tines and receiptof the city treasurer for
James Scanlon, 33, and Lizzie Krottv.
Eenenaara. of Zeeland; E. D. Blair, the same.
22, both of Lament.
D. O. Watson and Isaac Sanford, of — Acceptedand the city treasurer ordered
Nicholas Van Slooten, ]!», and Susie
Grand Haven; D. R. Waters, of Spring charged with the amount.
Glass, 17, both of Holland.
Justice
McBride
reported
the
collection
of
Luke and Jas. R. Crofoot, of .James
Walter I. Pike, 22. Tallmadge, and
<1.00 for violation of the city ordinances,and retown. Among the Allegan County ceipt of the city treasurerfor the amount.
Nettie B. Thmkette, 22, Allendale.
delegates were W. H. McCormick, of —Acceptedand treasurer ordered charged with
Lubert Vliek. 20, and Reku Sjoerdsma. 17, Holland.
Pennville; Marshal Bugden, of Casco the amount.
The streetcommissiouey reported Ids doings
Mindert Van der Wall. 25, and Marand Thomas Cook, of Allegan.
for the month of April, 1900. Filed.
tha Dc \\ ent, 25, both of Georgetown.
Terrible plagues, those itching,pest- The marshal reportedcollection of <783.85 elecJohn Huitz, 25, Coopersvillc, and
ering diseasesof the skin. Put an end tric light rentals for the month of March, 1900. Ethel Mars, 23, Berrien Sprsngs.
to misery. Doan's Ointment cures. At —Acceptedand treasurerordered charged with
James Kiper, 44, and Kate A. JefferG.

the

any drug store.

amount.

Bills

son, 42, both of Nunica.

Board of Public Works.

1890, 37,415 Jewish immigrants were

a

I.ouIcIiik

for »

Farm?

1

u- *

fV»l

J

Austria, MfUTB
1,343 IIUUJ
from Rouraania
and 405
lUtiM IH lllJU

(,AN(,S arc operated

'

furnished the

'

remainder.

feelingin

my

We guarantee it

&

TeMii.c, We

stomach caused by dys- wo.

§ypujp

1

U never
be without it as it is the best
for Constipation and Indigestion I have
P. R.
Traveling Salesman for Pearson

overused.

Indianapolis,Ind.
In 10c, 50c aud $1.00 bottles at

.

is a

g-ood crop.

com.

The “Dutch

Uncle,,

It is •***+'•1*'
made to VY
CULTIVATE
J. 1 1 \ ."1 1
*

them

all.

d0 e,XKl w,,rk in a11

>'‘’u <=»«

is

#

steel

kimlsof

a#<l Oliver
guaranteed to do better work

^I

A L
\//\ l\l LJ

%

CORN

of the rows while you are working- levers

a

a

—

»<
A A I
D. VMIN liMML
w w ll—

B
I

t
I

Heber

Walsh, Holland, Mich

FURNITURE

FOK SALE.
80 acre farm, 0 miles from Holland,
with 3 good buildings, 2 houses and
barn, good orchard etc. For further

information enquire.
J. S.

Feb. 22,

'00.

DOSGEK.

Kennedy, Roanake,Tenn., says:
“J cannot say too much for DeWitt’s
Witch Hazel Salve. One box of it cured
what the doctors called an incurable
ulcer on my jaw.” Cures piles and all
J. C.

skin diseases.

Look

Closing

Holland. Mich.

out for worthless
L. Kramer.

imitations.

-Out

Sale!

,

i

i

j

I

I

lo make room for extensive repairs and improvements
in the interior of my store, I will close out at strictly

Corn,

COST PRICES

«

-ALLBedroom Suites, BookCases, Chiffoniers and

Lace Curtains and Draperies.
All other goods at reduced prices.

DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY.

14-J0

.

s

99 Steel Beam Plow, which

do

.

without levers.

Corn

.

WeytehlmportersofQueensware,'Corner River and Ninth, Holland.

.

. .

one, too.

a

are agents for the Osborne Lever Harrow, the only

j

do do do

_

;md

to beat

i
‘hil“
remedy
1
CLARK.

A Knight or the Gri,.

1

B

do

1

from Germany. Fifteen other countries — not to stand at the end

good house and barn and a young orchheld April 30. 1900, the following billswere ap- Sena M. Langius, both of Zeeland.
zer. I have the Northwestern aud alard on it. 20 acres, black soil, adapted
proved and the clerk instructedto certify the
so Swift’s, for corn and other crops, and
for celery growing.
same to the common council for payment.
A Woiiihu'h Awful I'erlt.
alse a specialfertilizer for sugar beets.
B. K A MM ERA AD.
Jus J)e Young, salary superintendent_____ 75 00
“There is only one chance to save It can be purchased of me or from Bert
A i; McClailn, engineer. .. -T5oO I your life and that is through an oper- Tinholt at Graafschap.
“I had stomach troubletwenty years
G Winter,
t im-l"
III.
I.t ..... words
....... 1
t.
a
do asB't engineer. ..... finflfl
5000 ation”
were tthe
startling
heard
B. J. Albers.
and gave up hope of being cured till I
H H Dckker,
..... 50 00
began to use Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. It
by Mrs. L. B. Huntof LimeRidge.Wis., Overisel, Mich.
C I’ Damstra,
fireman ............. 3700
from her doctor after he had vainly
has done me so much good I call it the
L Karaerllug,
........... 4000 tried to cure her of a frightful case of
Start a mailorder business,be your
savior of my life,” writes W. R. WilC Wheatly, dynamo tender ............. &oo
stomach trouble and yellow jaundice. own boss. With very small capitalwe
kinson, Albany, Tenn. It digests what
J Jonker, Sunday relief man ........... 600
Gall stones had formed and she con- can show you how to make money. Enyou eat.
L. Kramer.
Frank McFaU, salary engineer 19th at. sta 23 33 stantlygrew worse. Then she began to close stamp for reply.
J D Kiel, salary electrician ...............
7000 use Electric Bitterswhich wholly cured
Chicago Mail Order Purchasing Co.
Get $4.00 worth of Shoes for 25c. For
J R De Feyter,lineman
.............37 50
254 Wells St., Chicago, 111.
her. It’s a wonderful Stomach.’ Liver
particularssee M. Notier, 20G, River.
H Dykhuix, lamp trimmer..* .......... 35 00 and Kidney remedy. Cures Dyspepsia.
Hunter W. Finch A Co. coal less freight . 92 02 Lose of Appetite. Try it. Only 5Ucta.
“Gobboll”
We have Sweet Cheese, also mild full Pere Marquette Ry Co., freight on coal . U3 38 j Guaranteed.
For sale by Heber* Walsh
Royal Blue Tomatoes, none better.
«ream
Dots ford & Co.
Von Dyke A Sprietsma,supplies ........
163] Holland and Van Breeit Son, Zeeland' Try them. Will Botsford A: Co.

do

?o„d
a
,
llelPs

land,,! at the different porta of the! It is a "Dutch Uncle,"
United States and Canada. Of these
.
1
24,275 hailed from Russia, 11,071 from ! A *»00d Lultlvator

Royal Blue (Main) Sweet

Wm.

i

Douley, 24, Muskegon,and LizHolland. Mich., May 1, |P00.
sweet aud nice. Try it.
To the Honorablethe Mayor and the Common zie Ten Hagen, 20, Holland.
Will Botsford & Co.
Call at the house of the undersigned,
Council of the City of Holland.
Peter J. Braamse, 28, and Minnie
No. <»0 West 7th street, Holland, Mich.
Gentlemen:—
Westrate. 18, both of Noordeloos.
FERTILIZER.
He can sell you u 40 acre farm with a
At u meetingof the board of public works
Farmers should now get their fertiliWilliam G. F. L. Wentzel, 20, and
Are You

*

..OOM PAUL.

.

1).

ed among them the following:

LIKE

S.

.

|

REIDSEMA
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND.

Now

.

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.

Weeder.

!^eJ^vex

MILK FROM SiLO FED COWS.

OTTAWA COUNTY.
AgrlculttiriilIleiuirtnifiii of llllnoia

.lolin I)*- .lonph nml wife tu ’Jans

and Albert NJuyer u
w

we

i,

n • e

t

1-(J

I

h

T. it n r 15 West ......

•,ii

hunk

Boll) u is and wife tu .John
Glupker and wife ellDi ft lots,

w 4

r/3

3

0>

ft*

u
u

I

ft

lot? block II s

iv

|

iiM|N || th

Good.

Baking

I

add, Hoi*

..........................
.'HO
Jannetje Van rotten to .Jacob H.
l“»d

Xlboelipk et al all of lot 4 block
40. city of Holland .............. 2200

Nt"

ulvemli)

Tin- ntlaclieH of tin; UlinolB Hlnto
Agrlniltunil t-ollcgo think they have
st-til«-dtile eoiiti-ovei-sy whluli sprung
up between certain buyers of milk
ami the men who produced it, the former refusing to buy the milk of cows
fed ou silage.

100

The college has bist announced the
result of a series of tests concerning
this matter. Samples of milk taken
2rom the cows on the agricultural
Hansom X Jones and wife toGer*
farm were sent first to a dozen differrit T. Huizenga n 22 in width lot
ent professorsof the college, then to u
6 block .’I?, city of Holland ...... 4500
number of students and later on to a
Gerrit T. Huizenga and wife to
number of women and finallyto sevRansom X. Jones r. 22 ft, s ] lot
eral milk experts. In addition, the
0 block .*{?, city of Holland ...... 2500
samples were sent to hotels in Chicago
Tiemcn Slagh and wife to Jacob
and Springfield, in each ease both
Wabeko n w i. s w * sec .‘{2 T. 5
n r 15 west ......................900 silage and noiisllagemilk was sent,
and In no ease was the object of the
Anna S. Klelnhekselto Jacobus
undertaking disclosed. In each case a
Haas lot 118 and 110 in Riverside
add city of Holland ............. 500 person was asked which sample was
preferred and whether there were any
No advance in price, although the cost of material has greatly John C. Post and wife to Henry
objections to the milk of a certain
Van
Der Linde and wife n I.'l ft.
advanced.
lot 10, block 20, city of Holland 800 designation, but which was the silage
product.
Gerrit
A. Vap Dyk and wife toTo*
All inquiries by mail or otherwise, receive prompt attention.
The result of this test, which covbyas KofTers n e i, n e i sec 4 T.
5 n r 15 west .................... 800 ered several weeks, was that 118 tests
Address
favored the silage milk, (45 the nonHendrik Hiddiug and wife to Alsilage and :t7 had no choice. To 3G0
bert Bidding n e i. set sec 32
T. 5 n r 15 west .................1200 samples of silage milk there were no
objections. The tests were double In
“Neglected colds make fatf grave character, milk from cows being taken
yards.” Dr. Wood's Norway Pine
P. O. Box 7,
Mich. Syrup helps men and women to a hap- both before and after feeding the silage.
py, vigorous olu age.
Professor W. J. Fraser, under whose
direction the tests were made, says
LOCAL MARKETS.
that there can be no reasonable objecPrice* Paid to Par mars.
tion to silage as a feed If the feeding
PROUUCK.
Butter,per lb .........................15 Is properly done. This is considered
KgK".perdoi ........................
........ 11
Dried Apple*,per lb .......................
"‘m ft very imiiortaut matter, ns a vast
I’otatoea. ner bu .......................... 30 amount of money has within the last

Abraham Hruidschaatet al
ter P. Boone, n w 1, s w {

to Pesee ,'12
T. 5 n r lo west. ... ............ 1300

n

Powder
Economy

sr

Perfect Satisfaction Guaranteed.

The manufacturers of Royal
Baking Powder have always declined

CHAS. TIMBRMAN,

t

at the sacrifice of quality.

Holland,

81 East 13th Street,

UeatiH, band picked, per bu ...... .. ....
Onion* ................................

all

work.

me know as

you are thinking of

If

I can save

you

,1 no
i.uu

money.

,

HOSE.

embodiment

attained in the highest class baking

powder.
Royal Baking Powder costs only

feed of the kind to reach the barn,

BKEP, PORK, BTC.

the

of all the excellence possible to be

building silos.

Chicken*, dnsaed, per lb ...............to 10 there will be no trouble.
Chicken*, II ve. per ib .................in
Spring Chicken* live ...............
o
Some Foreign Cbeeaea.
Tallow, per lb ............................
5
Lard, tier lb ......
It has been proved that the quality
Beef. dressed, per lb..
........... fito II
of cheese dejjends ou the pasturage,
Pork, drecKed.tH*r Ib
................. n
Mutton.dresKeu, per lb
.......... » v says the New York World. Cows, daiVeal, per lb
.............dto.iir
Lamb .. .. .......................... to 12!4 ry maids and specialmethods of mak-

a

'

garden

-BY-

few years been spent by farmers in

1

,

made from

ingredients, and is the

^

,

is

most highly refined and wholesome

The condenser people claim that milk
Wheat, per bu ..........
70
from
cows fed on silage takes on an
Oat*. per bu. white ................
.'.Vi*ft'i8”au
Buckwheatiterliu .......................
undesirable taste. This the professors
building, let Com,
per bu ................... f 43
claim comes from decayed silage.
Barley,per 100 ....................
60
51- Rye. |»er bu ............................ When the milk is exposed to its odor
Clover Seed, ner bu .........................
'5 so
and If care is taken not to permit any
Timothy *eed, per bu. (to consumer*) ....... 60
...

Free Consultation

.

WinterAjiploM-Kood.......
GRAIN.

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Estimates given on

The Royal

„

WM. D. R0TTSCHAEFER,

powder

to produce a cheap baking

and

fair price,

is

cheaper at

its

price than any similar article.

ing have been taken from Cheshire to
another part of England, and the reFldu r, ‘Sunj ight
patent, per barrel '.W.
^‘JO sult was a product very differentfrom
lour- Daisy -straight, per barrel ...........i w the famous Cheshire cheese.
Ground teed »l per hundred, !» ou per ton
Cheddar, too, which comes from a
Corn Meal, uuPuited, $; pet hundred,ID
IPO'I
00. per
ton.
vale
in Somerset, lias a flavor for
.Corn Meal, uolted 3 O) per barrel.
which there is no chemical counterfeit.
.Middling*i<0 per hundred 10 uo per ton.
Bran Ki per hundred, IS.UOpertuu
It smacks of the soil; It breathes of

FLOUR AND FEED.
Price to couKumer*
’

‘

I-

’

.

Linseed Meal it. .Viper bund red.

Wc handle

all

kinds of Hose,

cluding the Chicago Electric Hose,

^

of which you can get any length

one

desired, from

foot up to 500

the pasture.

Illiles.

inI

Samples of mixtures made in imitationof baking
powders, but containing alum, are frequently distributed from door to door, or given away in
grocery # stores. Such mixtures are dangerous
to use in food, and in many cities their sale is
prohibited by law. Alum is a corrosivepoison, and
all physicians' condemn baking powders containingit.

.

-

‘rice* paid by

No.

i

"
“

1

Bertseli

Leather Co

Brie comes from a small district near
Paris and is a cream cheese of unrivaled delicacy,but not easy to keep during warm weather.

cured hide ................ #14
green hide ..................
71?
tallow ............................
ip

,
I

theCapponA

WOOD.

flOYAl BAKING

Price*paid to Farmers.

POWDER CO.,

ICO WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

Beach f mm ...............fl.VJtot.MW Camembert, a cheese very similar,
Hard Maple, from ............. *1 1,, •»
though coarser in liavor. which is made
feet, all in one piece. Also have Green Beach, from ........... ..:.:..fl.lomiS
ALLEGAN COUNTY
iu a large area in Normandie, has been
WOOD AND COAL.
MAY
steadilypushing into favor.
other brands in 50-foot lengths.
Price to consumer*.
pry Beach, per cord ........................2 00
Pont i’Ereque comes from XonnauThe
farmer* an* all enj tying the
OTTAWA
COUNTY.
.[j/jja
All kinds of Hose Repairs, Hose Dry Maid Maple, per cord ................
beautiful!spring weather.
Green Beach per cord .................| w die. It is not. as some might suppose,
OTTAWA STATION.
Hart Cod, per ton ........................
Gerrit fi. !>•>»ve hail the misfortune
merely a Camembert gone dry, but is
Couplings, Wires, Washers, Hose Soft Coal, per ton .............................
Wir Meow to he uof veratl.
!,'•
'VlT
intentionally made more solid and battle was fought bv a eum.ln
I;' 1 b1'‘>^,,rl;"!r >"
Nozzles, Lawn Sprinklers, Hose
milder ia taste and is 10 per cent more Holland imgllUts over a ;,i e. ut'iob U' J l’ec11
Hi“ 1,1111 hl' ,'l*ul
ry

CORRESPONDENTS

1. .

Thelast
n, .

..

DR. Me

EXCURSION FARES
VIA THE
HERE MARQUETTE.
CHICAGO.

Reels, etc.

DONALD

The Specialist.

Landegend

T. Van
4!»

lfi

Tuesday, May 22
ONE DAY ONLY KACII MONTH.

•

9 A.

M. To

8

HOLLAND, MICH.

“iid,‘ot
thelrcure ii,ze ••Uxl.iJ.

I
I

iiSS

Corner

st„

i">'1

College

,

1
lot,
ave.
size
overdosed with Mroiii;mineral lM4vl 111
drug* and noihon*. Dr. McDonald uses onlv the
•
inirest
purest medicines
ntedlelne*from
from the
the vegetable
vegetable kingdom
kinifdom. House and
lltb Qtronf
He pays
payMitteiiUou
attention to the cause of
of the disease
‘ 1 l’ 111,1 OUCCt, SlZC
and instructs his patient' the way to healthand
"v/.s
1
«v.
50x150.
happiness. Dr. McDonald can show hundreds 1 rr
w. ,vo,. .......
ui graieiu
i HouseaadUt, size 50x132, between
patientswho nave been cured by idm when oth
Pine and Maple sts.
ersfalleil.Dels so familiar with the human
system that he isableto read all disease* of tinmind or body correctly at a glance without ask- 15 Very desirable lots in south west
ing any questions. Thousandsof invalidsare
addition, on Ottawa st.
being treated daily for diseasesthey do not have
while a few drops of medicine directed to tinmost fruit, house
seat of the diseasewould give speedv relief and 10 Acre
iKTinanent cure in a very short time. Good
and barn, near school house, six
health Is the most preciousjew el in our crown
of happiness. With it the world is bright: withmiles from town.
out It misery claims us for tier own. if you are
it Kiitrereryou should weigh well these words*
100 Acre Farm, all level ground,
A person u ho neglectshis health Is gulltv of ii
soil is heavy gravel loam.
great wrong to himself and a grave injury to hii-

e*|>ecially those

tlii*

lot

;

Farm,

manlty. The name of Dr. McDonald, the wellknown specialist in 1 he cure of chronic and lin- 30
geringdiseases. has become a household word In
thousands of homes which his skill and wonderful remedies have made happy by restoring dear
ones to health alter all hopes were lost The
doctor is a graduate of the highestmid best medical colleges, and Ids advancestheories in the
treatment of chronic disease* surprise the most
skeptical. All chronic disea*e*of the

EVE.
THROAT,
HEART.

Acres standing timber located
in Holland settlement,two miles
from Holland church and one-half
mile from school, in Missaukee
Co., Mich., near Cadillac.

.STOMACH'

Alberti

Those unable to call w rite for question blank.
Hundreds cured through correspondence. Medlcities sent everywhere. Consultation free and
strictly confidential. Address

DR.

D.

The
Wellington

Specialist.
Grand Rapids. Mich,

Flats,

Keystone Baking Powder, guaranteed to give satisfaction, 25c lb.
Will Dots fob d & Co.

OA0VOI1.X.4L.

Bean

the

bis Kind You Have Always Bought

wedding,
m I mi... ,

of

Hud (he IIpM of

“Do you

It

AIL
window of

After

tin*

sell milk 7” said he.

“Yes.” said the shopman.
“Then give mo a yard,” sold Pat.
“All right, said the

Bell

Phone 105—1

shopman. And

dipping bis finger in a milk can at his
prompt attention side
he drew it a yard. In length ou the

counter. Looking up triumphantlyat

ring.

Pot
l()tf

,^
,

in ....

a country general shop that everything
was sold there by the yard, an Irishman entered.

26 East Eighth Street. Holland.

W

.t, m

daughters.

I'nt

Signature

,

1

On seeing a notice iu

Lady attendants.

iSf

.

;

Calls receive
night or day.

iwinter.
itider.
^
j

I

j

kSf•!’

.

j

Dykstra

A.McDONALD

t

make

and T

FUNERAL

,

i>

T

SLAGH.

&

rr

the

LIVER.

T.

!

sister.
..... ,

free.

Any of the above property 1 will sell
on reasonable terms or will exchange
for other City property. Please call you know it!”
KIDNEYS,
I and see me.
ami BOWELS.
“You miserable fraud!” hotly rescientifically and successfully
treated.
sponded Vox Poptili. “You never adDr. McDonald has made a specialstudy of all
disease* of tilt* brain and nervous system,and all
vocated a public measure in your life
delicate and obscure diseases peculiarto womeu
that was for anybody’sgood but your
Dr. McDonald'* Special Remedies are a iterown, and every 'man of sense knows
mauent cure for men sutferitig from nervous and
sexual debility and early decay. Rheumatic and
it!”
paralyticcripple*made to walk; catarrhaldeafAt this juncture they were about to
ness jiositlvelycured and many made to hear a
whisper in a very few minutes. All aches and
clinch,
when Veritas happened along,
pains fade away under his magicalremedies.
UNDERTAKERS and
Epilepsy or fallingsickness positively cured
and they both fell upon him mid gave
through hi* new method of treatment. ‘ Special
him a severe thrashing for being the
DIRECTORS.
attentiongiven to catarrh and diseases of the
Biggest Liar on Earth.
blood.
EAR.
LUNGS,

.

Mrs. R- Miles has returned home domine win ion*'
vkerk hb
from Grand Rapids where she visited home,
her
....
,
. . , . Ml ti- S. Diophuis, of Muskegon, vism!vb V-d ,!
'varileP visited ted her children, Mr. and Mrs. !l,nrv
t°h«
wee.k,a1^d,"cufed Boeve, Jr., aid also attended the funthe (inail questionwith Mr. Tusker, eral of Mr. \V. Oonk, here
rates also to Muskegon and Whitehall.
Gorgonzola, not French, but Italian, it) e latter w -is obliged to relea-e
u,
Bicycles
H. F. Moeller,
is more expensive than Roquefort, bird, be bad eaged duvin, the
?!
Act’g G. P. A.
though its base Is the same— namely,
A FiiHt itit-rcii*
any one needs the help of a lawyer, he
the milk of the goat. This cheese
•‘After sufferingfrom piles for fifteen
Will
often
receive
painful
cuts.sprains
h!,}0
r1' KtK’iers;1 ,Ie
comes from the Milanese districtof
V,uml b>' Using two boxes of Italy, retains its aristocraticrichness or bruises from m-aiident-. Buckien's bh™'-9tdnd conK?ieDUoysa* wel! a'
De\\ itt g Witch Huzcl Salvo.** writes
Arnica Salve, will kill the pain
. ,p.
,
W. J. Baxter, North Brook. X. C. It unspoiled by the democratic climate of heal the injury. It’s the cvclist's friend. , 1 1 bursday the funeral of Mr.
wus tttt.e,ldetl by many of his rel
heals everything. Beware of counter- America and is a good cheese to swear Cures dialing. Chapped* Bands, Sore
by.
Lips, Burns, Ulcers and Piles,
Piles. Cure allvus and /,dt'nds l* be re were many
manL. Kramer.
Parmesan, another Italian or Sicilian guaranteed. Only 25c. Try- it. Sold sorrowing heart bccaut they all loved
the deceased
Royal Blue (Maine) Sweet Corn, variety, has been kept 150 years and by Hober Walsh, Holland and VanBree Mr. Oonk wa> born at Winterswijk
&
Son,
Zeeland
found still delicious and full of life and
sweet and nice. Try it.
province of Gelderland. Netherlands, it
10 «er.
l$-b, and came to thi> country in 1857
PORT SIIKLDON.
Will Botsfoud a Co.
Xcufchntc! Is a French cheese, not a
Two years later he marrfed Henri, tt;
Abe
Ten
Hagen
is losing his daughSwiss, as many fancy from the name.
Ma- Your friend, the author, apters one by one. Qupenie, who was Dour, and settled on a farm on which
be remained till the dav of hi- death.
pears to be an even balanced man.
employed
in Muskegon, was married . mg lire .V1U fnl.
Milk Lima.
His life was full of hardships, in mor»
May-Yes. In* parts his hair in the
A Springfield milkman was recently
Eight children wen
middle and cairlesa middle name.
brought before the local court on the
born to them of which two have died
Great Men Tall Oat.
complaint of the hoard of health, says
^
j one at the age of 12 and one at the airy
M«. and Mrs. H.J Davis made atrip of 2 years. Mr. Oonk was a devout
The
New
England
Farmer.
The
milk
Now it elm need that Fro Bono Pubto Chicago to spend a few days with Christian. He made friends when eve!
lico, while taking a stroll, fell in with was shown to contain D.(J!i per cent of their sons and
he went.
solids. The defendant, a man of good
Vox Poptili.
Our post master was up to his ears
“
“It always makes me tired,” he said, cha meter and good standing, testified house cleaninglast week. Abe Anys'
bfe may be sacrificed to t
of croup, if you don't
“to see your name in print. You are that be had no personal knowledge of team ran away and went over the
such an infernal humbug! You never the milk. It being given to his man by bridge and the jjost master was so busy i “ave, I)r- Thomas' EclectricOil on hand
‘ Ior ^ee emergency.
speak for anybody but yourself, and the farmer from whom it was bought. that he didn't hear or see

m.

House

^

at

day.

lingeringon the breath than the others.
It is made of goats’ milk, and the chiaroscuroeffects iu it are caused not
Train will leave Holland at 0:00 a. m. by rusting it with Insertionsof wire,
Leave Pentwater returning at 5 p. m.. 'but by dropping into it some handfuls
St. Joe at Op.
Rate 81.00. Low of peasant bread.

CHANGE CHEAP.
^

...

t i

AND

Consultation and Examination Free.

rwjulreskillful medical treatment for

Port do Saint is another cheese of the deaths or broken

PEXTWATER.
SUNDAY, MAY 13.

^

'

P. M.

there were no

same order, but superior In liavor to
Kay LIck, who has been very til with the cattle broke three leg* ami had V
all except true Brie. It costs about the appendicitisis thought to lx* slowly re- be killed. The farmer- >houhl be care
Methodist General Conference. Sell
same as Brie, ami It may take rank oneting. Dr. .1. Y\ \ an den Berg of ful in giving their cattle the necessar
May i, 2, 7, 14, 21. Return June 1.
over that, as that has done over Roque- New Holland Is attending. One night amount of exercis.- during the winter
One fare plus $2.00. beyond 200 miles of
lust week Dr. Meengs of Holland was if Htn. 11(ll.
Chicago. One and one-third fare with- fort, aud as Roquefort did over Swiss, called as
-• ,r.,e lind?‘ traaiP- 11 L'oot
in 200 miles.
which was Hie first foreign cheese that
razor in his po-sesMon. seize it and re
I
he
weather
is
excellent
aud
oat
turn
it
to the owner Bv so dointr
ever really had a hold on the affections
CINCINNATI.
sewing is the order of the
A. Grootenhuis will be obliged.
of
the
American
stomach.
_ Peoples’ Party Convention. Sell Mav
R. Easterly and wife of Grand Rap- r»HV
a... \ i,* r
7 and 8. Return May 12. One fare.
Roquefort,though its price yet is
high, is a richer cheese, more fond of :onLuLtVnthiSWe°ktWViSit theil‘ P,'ea(-'he(l at XykeHc last TTiesday e^nST. JOSEPH

»». ,

St.,

FOR SALE OR EX

I

---

OFFICE HOURS,

West Eighth

freelv

!,r

t“heS c!,fc I'1' a' '"T T'
.T ' In unloading
‘r"\ "eal' Uk'
.... ?Michigan.
them, one o

bone,.
it.,

While bli,d ran

counsel.

OFFICE PARLORS AT MOTEL HOLLAND.

—ON—

costly.

he asked:

them.

j

The suggestion was made that the exMr. Jordan of Grand Rapids, was
cessive amount of water iu tills sample here Saturday looking after his pro- r„
,, HAMILTON,
i Today Rev. Harvey will conduct the
might have got Into the milk accidentally. Such cases as this, however, arc
Oscar Volmer had quite a trip Satin- : ,
commemorating Mrs
lUVSUttV
exceptional and are no argument for day
ly night. He brought the mall
mail for
*a^nen 5'her;,1.JHV
she uicu
diod Tue8<5ai
morning after an illnessof eleven weeks.
letting the standard down or doing this place and Ventura.
She was a zealous worker in the Presaway with it, which would open the Our highway commissionerwas here byterian church and the highest tribdoor to far greater evils than those to see what could be done with the utes of praise for sincerity, and earnestbridge. He left it to Chris Cook to see ness of purpose belong to her.
that would be remedied.
to putting in a new abutment and the
The eighth grade complete their anroad had to be blocked in doing it. He
Othtfra Can Du the Same.
nual examinationsthis week and severintends letting the job.
Iu the Eighteenthdistrictinstitute
al expect to receive diplomas.
Chris B. Cook lias received the apaud Fayette county farmers’ Institute
pointment for
------for census enumerator
Mkc,s 'vas am?hP the number
at Vandalia,Ills.,L. A. Spies of St.
yy^ek^ ^ tax Ba e ln ^**e£an this
Jacobs said that he had made enough half of Olive
Four of Dr. Sion's family- have at- i
,n
in dairying to retire from business and
rived for the summer. The others ex.wS gfe,!nk, w*l move bere about
live comfortably(he rest of his days pect to come in
the -Oth inst . having purchased the
and that any intelligent farmer could
H. Van Draw has hired out
do the same thing. He attributed his Davis for the
Seyeral ear loads of logs are itoing
success to careful selectionand breedAbe Kline and Sarah Gooding were
—this week,
ing of bis eoyvs, generous feeding and
married Monday. Tuesday
fillvorf
marketing of his milk in the best poslarge party of relatives and friendsfrom
sible condition. He utilizes all his corn Holland, and neighborhood,gathered I n,m • I>0l*Jman 16 celebrating his soleccrop, cither as green feed direct from at Abe’s
auc s piuce
ploce ana
and an
all had
nad a good
” as census enumerator by placing a
We wish them good
good
° i new ,,oof on his house.
the field or through the sijo. Ho roe-! Wc
ommended those who are about to be- Mr. Flieman and Johnny Van Len- #?' J- Albers shipped several carloads
gin dairying to visit some successful tc were here to get what* they could i t? ,nay tms 'Veek’ moat,y to eastern parfor the minister:
. ......... could tlea.
dslrymnn before Investing either
•

“Do you want anything else, sir?”
KNo,” said Pat; “but Jlst rowl it up
in a bit o’ paper and I’ll take It homo
cows
tvid me.”

perty.
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for!
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RURAL INDEPENDENCE.

CENTS

14

Wo wf*h to ffttalHi
••!» I>i|a r»«r <•<>
UKt(im>T»,
•ml fi
------terKf •111]
1 Pkf.Cit/
--at.Oity(iardi’ii
UtrUi-n H»«t,

HOLLAND & CHICAGO

.

Men

LINE.

naturally rhmethods to achpkimj hchliulk,in kfkkct Aran. 4 moo
complish their alms which cost them
1 PkK.Kari'ot t.ui. tkld t»v —
j the least effort, for few labor for the
i •* LaCruM.'Uarki-tLattuco. Iik
TIIL ELEGANT AND FAST STEAMEK
8tr»wln rr» Melon,
I love of labor, but from sheer necessity.
II DayJtaliNh.
K.ri7n%M;.7u*B,
I For this reason, says Gideon H. Allen,
I '• K«rlr Dium-r Onion, Inc
CITY ”
mnuy shun agricultural pursuits,conBrllfitnl Flower Heed*, U«
Worth 41.00, for 14 reoU. ftSu
WILL LEAVE HOLLAND
sidering them very laborious,less profAboTolti Pkg*. worth 41.U0,wo will
Monday, Wednesday,Friday, - 8 P. M.
itable aud presenting fewer possibiliMil ><iu tree, togetherwith our
Creat Plant •ml Heed Catalog, tellties for enjoyment of the ordinary
lag ail about HaUvr'a Mlllioo Mai.
J. S.
LEAVING CHICAGO
*r Potato, upon reoeit* of thla
pleasures of life tliau other occupa•tl<*<* 4 14r.atamp". Wwinvita
• 4M • • mmm •
—
* •Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday, 7 P.M.
vourtradaand know when yon unco
tions. They associatewith the work of
wy Mwlgpr’a or r da yon w ill nerer
the farmer the Idea of drudgery con- < I'iciiKoDock. No. i State Str.-.;t.I’are,one way, f: ”5: round trip. *3.60.berth Included.
COFTmiGVT, 1000, BY J. S. THICK*, ROOLFOHD, U.
do wit hoot. Tha iMu Straw berrbaarall^uuqaartatwloa
yearly.UiSf.l*
stant and unending. The millions who
MNi4.aiua
uunsu4co.,L^»MH^in^^
" • "• l,l:A‘ H- |,r< >-lde"t.Holland,
UIIAS. H, JIOPJ’EJt,G. K. a 1\ a., Chicago.
toll lu factoriesunceasingly, the other
millions who drudge year after year at
the counter or desk, in store or office,
DO KS IT l* AY TO BUY CHEAP?
have little reason to exalt their condiThe
cow
should
always
he
a
preferProsperity
in
the
com
belt
may
be
A cheap remedy for cough h aud coldr*
Hummed up by being able to put eight tion over that of the independent and
is all t ight, but you want something red creditoramong the farm stock.
390 pound Polniid-China hogs In a hog unhamperedtiller of the soil. The!
that will relieve and cure the more seSouth Carollua will use 4O0.000 tons rack and get .Sign for them at the de- merchant and manufacturer are no
vere and dtngerous results of throat
less drudges and must keep everlastand lung troubles. What ihall you do? of comnierclal fertilizers on her crops pot stockyards,as ean lie done today.
(»o to a warmer and more regular oil- this year.
ingly at It if they desire success. The
mate? Yes, if p >wsible:if not possible
There Is no time so good to make lawyer, doctor and teacher are all hard
The mule is the most conspicuous exfor you, then in either case take the
friends with your neighbor, when he and constant workers if ambitious and
ONLY remedy that has been Introduced ample of how man is able to improve
Ih at outs witii you, as when some faithful aud under continuedstrain.,
in all civilizedcountries with success on nature's methods.
trouble has overtaken him. It Is often None of these, I believe, enjoy that
in severe throat and lung troubles,
very hard to touch the lawt aide of lasting freedom of person and of spirit,
* Boschee's German Syrup.’’ It not onIf it was ns much trouble to raise a
Home
people when they are prosperous, that feeling of contentmentand tiie;
ly heals and stimulates tin* tirsues to
litilopig ns it Is to raise a baity, pork
destroy the germ disease,but allays inbut when troublecomes the uelghlmrly general immunity from care, trouble'
would sell for !?o a jtoimd.
flammation, causes easy expectoration,
aud disease which are the usual blesskindness offered will not lie refused.
gives a good night's rest, and cures the
ings of the farmer’s life.
patient. Try on r; bottle. Iteeommend- It is noticeablethat the Increased InA
storage
tank
for
water
placed
at
ed many years by all druggists in the terest in horse breeding is almost wholthe bottom of the haymow In the barn
At GIST DAIRY LOSSES.
world. Sample buttles at H. Walsh's ly on the line of the draft horse.
and
covered
with
the
hay,
with
pipes
We
want
to say a word about August
drug store.
leading to It from the windmill and losses in dairying, wldeli in so many
Ciin always he relied upon to
Wo will pay a -.alary of $1.*) per week What the great northwestneeds Is from It to a watering trough, solves dairy herds constitutethe big leak oit
varieties
of
spring
wheat
and
oath
and expensesfor a man with rig to introvery effectivelythe questionof the the dairy farm. Poor pastures and
duce our Poultry Mixture in the coun- which will g.-t ripe by the 1th of July. freezing of the tank in winter and a flies— that’s what’s the matter. You)
all wheat offered every business day
ty. Only good hustlers wanted. Resupply (if water when the wind is off know all about it. The cows shrink
Here
is
a
Biblical
admonition
as
to
ference, Add re's*, with stamp. Eureka
duty.
iu their milk yield in August, and
Mfg. Co., Mo. Ave.. East St. Louis, clover:‘in the morning sow thy seed,
tin; year,
to pay highest
when the fall rains and fall feed come
19— and at evening withhold not thy hand."
Some hogs travel on the railroadsin they never get back. This Is one ofj
crates. Rome In stock caw aud not a
the leaks which you can stop If you
Russia raised in.iMsi.iKsibushels of
prices.
record for the past
few in the day coaches. We came will go at it. Plant sweet corn iu the
flaxseed last year. The two Dakotas
across one of these Polaud-ChlnasIn
and Minnesotaraised about 19,000,000 the day coach not long siuce— a whole field adjoining the pasture fence. Take !
-years proves
the cows up and keel ’ em in a darkby the bushel bushels.
hog. occupying two full scats, with not
enefi barn from 10 a. iu. until 0 p. m.L
have tiiis trade-markon
We were asked the other day why it manners enough to give up one of them during the worst of the tly season.
a leaden seal : Smaller
was
that moi: who buy the farmers' to an old lady who was looking lu vain Feed them liberallywith sweet coru
quantities in ]iu]ier
grain
and stock so seldom make any for a seat.
iu the pasture night and morning.
hags arc sealed with a
money.
Options.
green laliel and dated.
A new fodder prepared In a new There is no breed of cows that we
$dT You run no risk if
manner for shipment has been put up- know of which can make milk out of,
you plant these sealed
It Is said that onions will promote
on the market lately from Nebraska. a bare blue grass pasture, bunched on
Seeds— they are
sleep if eaten before retiring, and the
It is shredded corn fodder presHed into a knoll all through the heat of the day.
chances are if you so eat them your
a cylindricalbale 30 inches long and 18 lighting Hies. Too much trouble to
bedfellow, if you have one, will feel
inches in diameter and bound with fuss with them, you say? Well, then,
tired also.
three wires. It is very closely pressed, if we could not take care of the milk!
that
and
such a bale weighs 300 pounds. cow. we’d let the calf suck her.
Stock of any sort permitted to conas honestly descrilied,from notes taken at
our famous FouDHOOK Farms, the larg- tinuallytramp around trees will inva- There is likely to lie a large demand
CROSSING TYl'KS.
est Trial (iroundH in America. If nut riably kill the trees, no matter of what for it.
The experience of the past decade
already received,you should write sort they be. This fact should be betGrubbing out brush land is mighty has taught no lesson more emphaticalTO-DAY for tim “Leading American ter known than it is.
hitrd
work, and a scheme that beats it ly than that mixing of types is disasHeed Catalogue.”
all to pieces is to felloe the lot in and
trous, says The National Stockman,
Neither millet, sorghum nor Kaffir
W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO., Phila.
turn in enough sheep to keep every Sections which were successivelydom-|
corn is equal in value as a forage plant
green thing eaten off as fast as it inated by the trotting, the coach aud
to just common, everyday corn fodder.
sprouts. About three years of this sort the draft horse crazes ean show the
A man is foolish to sow millet and let
of treatment and you will have a nice worst lot of "nothings"In their hishis cornstalksgo to waste.
blue grass pasture which you can tory as a result of such mixing. The
break up without trouble. Angora horses named above are worthy of no
Under modern methods the hide of goats will do the work a little quicker,
other classification. They are the draft,
the horse lias become of great value. for they will pretty nearly climb a tree
coach, road or anythingelse of great
The Cordovan shoe is made of horse- after the leaves.
value. This year breeding will be rehide and for general use has largely
vived. More mares wifi be bred than
supplanted the old fashioned calfskin
While waiting for a train the other for years, aud as stallions are not over- I would call the attention of all in need of jobs on wheels to give me a call, f
shoe.
day we went up to a s -cti in hand who plentifulthe owners of mares will be have a well assorted stock of Wagons on bund, made of the best selectedstock,
grow paying crop* becausethey're
al. well seasoned, thus preventing loose tires and other troubles resultingfrom
The ground sparrow is one of the was repairing the roadbed near the de- tempted to cross types
rather
fresh amt alwaya the beat. For!
<.*!<-"
i than go partly seasoned timber. We use -eeond-growtb spokes in all our Wagons, aud
pot. He was a Swede and about no to the trouble or expense of finding n endeavor to build the bc.-t Wagon for the least money. On examining our
first birds to nest in the spring. The
. sale every where. HefiiKeHub8tlttJi.es.
years of age. Asked bow lung he had
robin
comes
next,
the
latter
sometimes
stallion of the type they need on their 1 ”"n,*v H,u* ‘’btaining prices you will find our claims correct. Iu vehicles our
Ktlck to Krrrj-'a herds and prosper.
having its young large enough to leave worked as a section hand, lie said. mares. A word of caution: Don’t. Bet- as“0l’tmentis too numerous to mention.
1H00 Seed Annual free. Write for it.
‘‘Seventeen years." lie said that he
the nest before there is a leaf ou the
ter not breed than to go to extremes
if !l factorywagon i- wanted— one that is known ail over the country— we
D. il. FERRY 4 CO.. Detroit.Mich.
got
81.10 a day and had m nice home the matter of type. There is neither j keep the ‘’Belknap ’’
trees.
aud some money besides saved up. He
pleasure uor profit iu raisinga "aoth-, You make no mistake in dealing with us. We sell nothin
but reThe wild game of the country, both said he was happy and contented.
15abl(i* "’arrautedgoods at lowest possible prices. We buy fo “cash and
birds and animals, is destined to com- Humble though the place flllad by this US'
pb e extermination under our modern man was. lie had solved one of the
what IS A
j th us cat) meet all competition. In addition to this, we have contracts
agriculturaldevelopment. As we look most important problems of life.
!t is by no menus an uncommon, formed in such a manner that we can furnish »oods at last year's prices
at it. all game laws are practicallya
tiling in tills Christian country to come; thus saving money, the benefit of which we give to our customer ' ’
farce.
xr
There is almost always some sort of across eases of most brutal cruelty
<a«i
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heathen?

Kodol

to'

a craze going out among the farmers.
This year it seems to be in the matter
of organizing stock companies to buy
stallions. A lot of smooth sharpers
are In this business < f organizingthese

Not the least objection to leaving the
stalks in the cornfield is the bother
they are when the land is being prepared for another crop. When the stalks
Digests
you eat. are properly saved In the fall, this companies and are working a whole
It artificiallydigests the food and aids trouble is done away with.
iot of .$300 horses ou to farmers at
Mture in strengtheningand reconfrom $1,800 to .82.500 each. The way
The Japanese almost worship the
structing the exhausted digestive orseems to be to give a lot of stock in
gans. It is the latest discovered digest- cherry tree, aud small wonder, for
ant and tonic. No other preparation there is no more beautiful sight than such a company to the big man of the
can approach it in efficiency.It in- when it is iu bloom, unless it be when communityfor the use. of ids name,
and. having obtained that, the sharper
stantly relieves and permanently cures
Us bright, scarlet fruit is artistically
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Heartburn,
finds the littlefellows easy picking.
mingled with its rich foliage.
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea

Dyspepsia Cure
what

SickHeadache.Gastralgia, Cramps, and
all other results of imperfeetd igestlon.
Prepared by E C DeWItt 6 Co. Chicago.

t™

dumb animals. Then we

i“

,

send mission- j we
noVi.t X’-'irTnT'11-'! }'eh!c]e* ?" ,1!lnd: and if an-vlhi!1?"'anted
aries to India to convert and Hvilize : ttt^l'et,,ot
^ort nonce,
them, us wo term it. and yet so kind , U e.
the be&t i lo;v on earth— the Pekuless. all steel. This
toward dumb brutes does the religion r(,u 1S^ positively guaranteed to do all that is claimed for it; try it and
of Buddha make these heathen that; no’ found just u> represented you need not keep it.

U\^

also

an asylum for aged aud Infirm beasts Time given to all having bankablecredit, otherwise part pavraent is necesand birds is maintained near Calcutta, sary. Libera I discount for cash.
iu which are cared for 129 bulls 3o7| We do all kinds of repairing in Woodwork and Blacksraithing.Also Jobcows. LI calves. iS horses. 09 sheep, blog and Horseshoeing.
15 goats. 141 pigeons. -1 eats. 3 mou-j
keys amj 5 dugs— cared for at public!
expense by over 100 servants and a
veterinary surgeon. And while thej
heathen were doing this same old dea- pm'/vver pr-mvr
ro
PH0*NE
ST., HOLLAND, MICH
The western parts of the two Dako- con. in good and regular standing,
One of the things which have been obtas offer good opportunitiesfor young working his horse with a collar gall
tained as the result of the acquisition
men to engage in stock raising. While large as your hand or letting his cows
of the 1‘hilippiueIslands is immense
provision should be made for winter shiver on the lee side of a barbed wire
forests of mahogany iu which are
feed and protection, stock will still fence while he went to kirk. What is!
EYES TESTED FREE. FIT GUARANTEED. PRICES RIGHT.
found trees from which boards 4 feet
largely get their own living through a heathen, anyhow?
A~W~L 4-: -',-L l -d-W*
'-! -l~i- W-Wwide and L’O feet long can be cut.
the winter in that section. A thousand
dollars well invested in good grade WILL TAKE THE EASIEST HOITE.
A young man living lu the city pro- •cattle or iu sheep by a young man who
It is one of the inexorable laws of}
S-X
j
posed to a city girl 22 times before she is willing to “bach” it and rough it for commerce that a freight shipmentwill,
u)
c: v
said "Yes." Now, there is one advan- a few years would result in making always seek the path of least resist4 w
D Y
tage iu courting country girls, and that him pretty well nil in ten years or en- mice; iu oilier words, it will seek its
Before- you've been in our store. No.mattf r whether you buy
m j. °r not: you’re just us welcome. At the same time we will
is a fellow don't have to ask them able bin) to make money faster than destination by that route which will
p. 4 gladly show you anything that might possibly interest
ypu.
U
more than twice before they will talk he could with his $1,000 in any of the move it for the least money. Thus
i o
business.
Our large ami well selected stock of Pure Drugs.
| more settled aud civilizedportions ofj comes that no man is more interested!
w 7
iu new routes, new Inventionsami new;
Our
complete
Hue............
of Sundries,
including
for the
________
_____ .........
. everything
...... „ IV1
,uo 4 £
The Irishman and the shovel have the country.
i buides, such as rubber nipples, teething rings, complete nur»- 4 H
methods
affectingtransportation than
been in this country well nigh disThere are too many men who sell is the farmer. When some new imS’ m’
4 p
placed by modern inventions as a dirt
their fat hogs to the hog buyer and provement permits the moving of a
|
w';ll -elected a line of Hair, Clolh ami Bath 4 m
mover. In China today coal is brought run a meat bill at: the local butcher's,
O K>. Brushes as you see in any first-class drug store and at prices J. »
up from the depths of the mine in In n sense buying back their own hogs, bushel of grain from Omaha to Liver- that will surprise
^
pool for 1 cent less than it lias ever
sacks on the backs of a cooly climbing
after they have made the trip to Chi- been done before, the producer will
2And what ought to interesteverybodyat this time of year is 4 2
a ricketyladder.
cago, in the shape of side meat, bacon get. in spite of all combinationsto!
id T Faints, Varnishes ami Mall
4 —
and hams. Our fathers’ way of kill, prevent It. at least half of what Is;
^
It
Is
always
a
pleasure
to
have
aud
sell
the
BEST—
Heath
&
4
1
The few black walnut trees left in ing and curing their own hog meat
saved. For this reason farmers ean
g 2 JBHikaii’s Prepared Paints, the Slumlord Mixal Points of 4 to
the country are being all picked up at
was something which modern inven- afford to encourage till new trausporta4 •4f"™<-cheape&t because: Fir.-l, Can be reduced 25 per cent i >
bin'll prices and are wanted by the govtion has never improved upon. Not tlou enterprises,even if they are euwith oil. Second, Goes farther. Third, Lasts longer. Fourth, 4
ernment for guustock material. We many men know how to do it nowa£ 4 Looks better,
because.....
brighter than
7 ^
--w.aaaaaany
aatij
giueered by corporations.
have not yet come to the prophetic days. Armour never turned out meat
<
Use ‘•('rcolitc” Floor Paint— dries over night — vour monev 4 0
time of the sword stud the plowshare as finely cured as were thoso hams
g 7 back if it
SWEET CORN A GOOD CROP.
aud the spear and the pruning hook.
and that bacon which 40 years ago
Our “Hallway
“Kill hvnv” White
Wilifo Lead—
Lend — best on
nil en, th— cheapestbecause
..... . J ^
Our
4 r
M here one is so located that a con- [ Uj
could be found iu every well regulated tract ean be made with a cannery,
can take 33 per cent more oil than any other
4 H
We often come across men who are farm borne.
,
"Alabastine
Balll
luish
—
does
not
peel
oil
like
other
cheap
4
there is no question about sweet corn
enthusiasticallyengaged in replacing
finish
4
being
a
profitable crop to raise. It has
The "h'l from the country wearing a
dead trees iu the orchard. While this
Full line of Paint Brushes-allkinds-all
4 ^
may do up to the time the trees ore new hat trimmed with violet ribbon severalthings which commend it. It is a
Inspect our goods before you buy
4
<
cash
summer
crop.
It can be planted in
•1 years old, It Is time wasted to do it ami plume and a magenta silk waist
installmentsand can tints be harvested 1 UJ A
was
in
town
a
few
days
ago.
This
colafterward. When the ground is once
without any special rush aud fret. It
occupied by the living trees, it is al- or combinationwas just too rocky for
is a very easy crop on the land, the
anything.
This
girl
was
fresh'
and
most impossible to get a later planted
ZEELAND, MICH.
pretty, a brunette,and if she had only removal of the oars before tjtey harden
one to grow and do well.
XXXI
chosen colors for hot and waist which up causing the drain ou the soil to be
very light. It gives the grower a valuSome valuable tests were made at would have haimouizodwith her type
HEATH & MILLIGAN’S PREPARED PAINTS. ALL COLORS.
able
forage crop iu addition to what
the Iowa agriculturalexperimentsta- and with themselvesshe would have
he
receives
for
the
corn.
The
crop
tiou last year— one that shallow culti- looked sweet as a peach, hut she was
leaves the land in the best of shape
vation of corn increasedthe yield eight just an old scarecrowas It was. See
for n succeeding one.
bushels per acre aud another that oats here, you little girl in the country, ir }&
WT-J*.
ou rich land are benefitedby mowing uot difficult for you to learn tills lesson
That pretty little grapevine which
them at the proper time before the of harmony in colors,and when you
you are eucourrfgiug to climb that
seed stalk appears, the uncut portion once learn It you will find ii will huvo''
shade tree will climb it nil right and
of the field giving 40.7 bushels per (very much to do with your nitraoilvewill climb it to kill it. No known sort
acre, that cut low 53.4 bushels and that ness of person. No woman looks wc-il'.l
of tree can carry a parasite grapevine
In magenta. Mind that:
cut I’.lgh 58.2 bushels per acre.
1
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j
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QUESTION ANSWERED.

SMOOTH BROMt

GRASS.

Tile History of Grip,
llrlduv MiiH,!o,v I’rl-ht
inns \\ mi i,
history
of ••griiV or Imluenza,
in iteimt*. r„r :,ry CjU
Bridge building is « perilous bus]Is
will he recei d for the
'in only be tntc. d hack, with any cernil4j ,lou (0 j.JnII|
ness, and no Insurance comj.anv will constructsi of a briclr
•tone cul*
Jainty.
years.
IVrhaj.s
Its'home
inoUieis never thought of using any- Smooth broine ma'-s i . a vi-mronR
’fee any risk on the lives of super- vert bet wet
IT in the
thing else for Indigestion or Billions- hardv ncrennhi with vimu . ’ is iu Hussia. It retains certain broad
town.-ii p
f
rii'f l. A
i County,
ness. Doctors wore scarce and
. ;\i,h stl011- ercepiug characteristicswhich make it recog- structure workers. There Is one horri- Mich. S"p
are required on
Id*' sensation k„owu to superstructure
seldom heard of Appendicitis, Ner .ous
“'S’ 'a 11,1 blL‘ :llllv', f,,r l,:'-v uud
n.e:alile even under such odd names as
the material nnd |hi
Prostration or Heart Eaiiure. etc. They 1 £1^'',
™r,kl,r's' 11 I» soinet iili.glike stage
to b" rectdvt d by Jo > Kollen.Overisel
the "gentle correction" and the "new
*
used August Flower to clean out tb'e: " h1111 s*1"’1'1* be fall plowed, diskAllegan Co. Mlih by May If*, 1'". l]
delight."
A
curious description of It
system and stop fermentationof uwliharrowed thoroughly ami the
said one of them, Ilians and siH'eificut
under the name of "coqucluchc”Is „ “I
can be -een at
gesteu food, reguluto the action of the s''(‘,ls"u'n in the spring except iu Callwhen i wasn't up more than 140 feet, 1 fhelaw ofiiceof G>u E. Kollen. tfihitid.
liver, stimulate the nervous and organ- 1 ^0,'ni.'i, Oregon ami Washington and found in the diary of Fierro de L'Esa sudden feeling came over me that 1 I The board . - rve> i*e right
reject
c action of the system, and that is all J pfobnhly in the southern states where toile in the time of Henry III of
couldn’t get down. 1 looked down j any or ail bids.
France, as follows:
t
they took when feeling dull and had It Is perfcr ilde tn <„«• i„ m .’i
Overisel Town-hip Board.
tide swirling
with headaches and other aches. You ! No en I
K
! K‘r 0r
"The coqueluehe at Paris.
I
April
18.
moo.
John
Kollen.
only need a few doses of Green’s Aug-I,,f
' hioadctistat the rate
| SjW
.
........
ust Flower, iu liquid form, to make you i J',, ' “ 1’°1utnasl,,,r :1“'l hat- r1'1'""1
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
satislied there is nothing serious the °„V
10r°USlj y‘
When passion Is king reason
d(
matter with you. Sample bottles at ! lllu yield of hay varies from 1 to -IU
r,
Ja | throned.
— i—
Heber Walsh's drug
, tons per acre, aeconling to climatic of a rheum or catarrh, which they call lustclinghi-tolt tor '-N, '
i,y I 'T’
the
‘eoi mol nolle.’ Tills
Tiii< nim.ee
e..i-».»u
ii,f,,..
T.
.
“
tolnutes. j.uck- 1 Prosperity is frequently
‘coqucluche.’
illness
seizes
— i conditloug,amoupt of seed sown and
tin* pro
10 lot me. the foremau, who was near
you with a pain iu the head, stomach
hide to adversity.
Half
'••e. saw wluit was the matter and had
' ,,,|’,ill'-v
s ,il- 1,1 duality it. is
When you have anythin; to say
I
to Uumtliy.both in regard to ami loins and a lassitude throughout sense enough not to speak to me. If
the body, and it perscmti d the whole
a mule say it to his face.
palatnbilityand nutritivevalue.
he had I know I should certainlyhave
R'-AHt. w. it.. Commission Merchant and ',
(‘ss,,ntiallyan early spring and kingdom of France while the year last- lalleiioil Re kept mi working, and I
If a man really loves a widow it S
ed, so that oiiiv having come hardly
because she wants him to.
It is only f
Oiling hclphv-ly to the beam. Finally,
fa" r?™,
pn"uc'tts » anybody in a town or village or house
How superior a l.ov feels when he
rator. Hast Klghth atrcct. near (t. ,v \y. M 'track ' 11 •' ''impact sod am! a heavy growth
-a a grim voice, he growled at me: ‘Sav
understand
escaped.
lev
— —
- j ‘>f leaves. All kinds of stock cat it
hears some other boy 'being scolded:
git out o’ there! | want to put a rivet
"The best remedy the doctors found
JJOLUNU errv STATi: HANK. Cni.ltaC 'vll!l ,''‘Iis,l<
Most
men
are willing to verve their
Al"1 J' of’i'dleiitto an Instiuet
was to make the sick abstain from
country in an official capacity.
'viili i're.sldSntI-te(a't%irrShnI,t I 11 ,,!IR r,,n‘!" knhle drought resisting
and low pel
of duty toiiml myself moving along.
Cashier. Gonumi Hankiug Huslmuai. ' MirL'' j 'lualltlesand is perhaps the most, suita- wim*. To some they ordered bleeding
The average man i- cither too hrill-ifviner.
1 He feeling passed away us I did move
our
ble grass for the dry regions of the and rhubarb, for others cassia, ami ami didn t coin,; hack.”
hint or too stupid to become 'famous < *
};• Ansi Ice of the Peace.Notary
—Chicago Daily News.
one
west ami northwest. When once es- finally they found It best lo keep the
I was hi Peru hull, ling
Sar Temt K" 0'IN ""
l{h',r s’tablished it will withstand a tempera- sick in bed ami allow them little to cat
•i notice."said the novelist, that the
••I dges, said an engineer, "I did not
ture of many degrees below zero with- and drink. They say at Paris that of
bahy
is less troublesome than he
F. a- A. m.
work, hut I more than
this ‘coqueluehe’ th-re were dead at use
out being Injured.
once
woke
up during the night hang- used to he. I don't hear' him squalling
^R^ularCommuMlcatlonsof Unity Loooz. No.
new.
Some farmers have reportedthat Home, in less than three mouths, more i ig to 11," sides of the bed in despera- so mm h when you put him to bed”
they had succeeded iu sowing the seed than 10,000 persons.”
“No." Ids wife replied, "he Isn't any
1o, 4of ,, ’lr "* '«’«’1» from falling in a
"ith n drill, but the large majority
trouble at ail now. \- -oon as I g. t
<;«.rKii»,K ,I„.
«'b'liimare. Boston Herald.
A Uec. j. also on st John's Days -.lun.vj* and abandoned it after a trial and sowed
ids clothes oiT I begin reading one of
If one is to really do good by garbroadcast.The seed Is very light and
lour stories to 2dm and he goes to sh‘"p.
;
chatTy.weighing only J4 pounds to the gling that is, if one is to Insure that Tilp <M1Kf
West Eighth St
flaying pranks
. 'After siill'.-ring from ^everedysmq*.
bushel, which makes it dilDcult to feed the lltiid shall reach the posterior wall ' *,,,.,1 f ..'V1
Y»>. Au«fUHt Flnwei- .still bae the larI'estMilHofuny inodioino,in the civil- Crowing
/.cu svui’ki. 'i our motbera’ und urand- , >»»<••«—
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of the pharynx - the nose must be hold

satisfactorily through an ordinary seed

'

S. SPRIETSMA.

J..

.S

i,

,

on

,1 :l’V.I’r,,,,;l,',y
ll^", i,s

T^ 1

I

the

^ J
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' a,|d using

many
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SA LU. — Defi

made u, -t,,'1T,|l f,;"rni,‘n'ir,t I -’* uk„idrill. The most common plan Is to am! the head must be well thrown I.......1,... '^ l,, ,IS.1 ,ia,io11,n '"‘tf111
"f Marel, L’o. J1;1-' l,H,K K,;d,'i ' .v-P'T-ia Cure. It
uVr' ''''r'r, n“ 't™?
sow broadcast by hand at the rate of hack while performing the gaMin- ' n r *
-‘..H. ,
,„,v I
T11
f
from IS to L'O pounds per acre ami liar- pmeess.
row It in thoroughly with a peg tooth only the anterior sur^ice of the uvula ! y,!^ ,^|0|!,l!l?i'\la:1,'i,n"."f ,,1,‘ Xtnv ;ir>d ib-eorder.1 Chi^]licot^ea,^I,^,
1
del ii
harrow.
and soft palate ami the base of the ! paviug (lf „!f. . ‘'i
1,1 the j gests what you
L. Kramer.
M
letOUer. ism.
If proper seed drills could be secured,
;,v
.....
..
181: and sal
there are a saving of seed, a better tlie nose and throwing the head well : rorill(
,,1«‘ reUl.uc It IJOCM,*! 111
j e.THH^oiin'o?
uh'j'

Ity

to I

w.,s

!

.

,

1

oril

*'2

^

o»

...

^'i"1

.iu,-

I

eat.

MOKMA,

_

prove.

Apr:!,
chance for germination and a loss like- hack when gargling the medicament 0l- TanuarvVi
,,Je lst
"Ihe little busy l>ee.” coiunioiitcd J*’"1 nod record*.d in saidHccihtrruf
lihood for the grass to become hide- reaches every surface of the pharynx 1 V(.a,.’ A...-, ',"il1l,Jin- "f ,,l<’ »''W
. it. Aptil ] was the time for piv- tile poetic maiden. "See how it ‘Jin- il-M mKi'Wof n!orUablr,'!n 'V
Holland CityStatc
bound owing to its spreading root very
proves each shilling
uhli'hmornaw. II • re
WITH SAVINGS DKPAKT.M KNT.
stocks than when sown broadcast
Tlie comparative value of the two
,.,.'lai1'.1 modc ^''re1
“ It-" 'c".i™"d
methods can he tested !,y painting the fyr.,;,
'. 'K’Is 1IJlose 'V,J0 had
Corner Elglnh and River Streets,
cal fanner, "but you d better come
Ian ,.r iMf-juiniH- n
Sect lo iih For Honey.
'•dilutedto recover the iielc' wnr.
HOLLANJ), MICH.
away."
posteriorsurface of the pharynx care- 1 t
\
rauy
phirt tin
The accompanying cut shows the fully with a strong solution of methv- chine
"Why?" asked the poetic maiden.
itiabliiktd iSj y. UcorfrrattJ as a Matt Bank
in bergov y veu iliat
' S,Iioli' uy slmihir lu
ild n
tn isqo.
"Wa-al." answered the practical '•lowil by uie to th,
sect ion box which is now so largely leue blue and then letting the patient a, ,i'1(, saiu'e tinH.'1 ,UU^ not ,‘uniin«
a net Ion or tlie prerai
de-i
A general banking business transacted. used for getting comb honey stored in gargle will, water in the u-eal
"T.‘ u,ue y,':,r' 1,"-‘ salur- | fs,nil(‘r'"Fve noticed that folks that
rot
Interestpaid on certificates.
the feast of I f.0/
( |«st" "‘‘u’rall.vfound that the ter of the
marketableshape. A crate of sections when it will he found that the w aba’ . m
quarter of
ejected will be clear and unstained'
II? °U 3Ia,,dl 3],',jaK for i,s cljlef 1 i ' '1?*.1"1/ 1,,1,»rovos the shining hour elKbt t«i u<
1 ,nis',,lu<d.diversion the sending of people no ;
* ilhvavg improve the face/’
$50,000
then let him gargle again, holding the
acre- of land lie the -ame more or
fruitless
* Menty HiJrd day of duly, A. I*.
nose and throwing his head well hack,
1000.
D. B. K. Van Raai.tk. - J'residcut
In
Scotland
they
have
a
iHet
,Ioo,Mwhen
the ejected liuid will be found
Adrian Van Putten, Vice President.
»*’•'*
stained, and an inspectionof the Alfl fools’ day
C. Ver bCHURE.
Cashier
S' — M‘u flQ
pharynx will show that the blue has stale. If a fellow can be found slmnle
enough to undertakeit, hi
given a
been washed away.
note to carry to a certain person. He
The stained glass window that is to
This is a thing worth remembering,
A. C. V. R.
reads it and savs it is not for him, hut be placed in the new high school of
kooi:
for many observers have maintained
1. dan
that
he
is
to
go
to— naming another FhHadelphln.in
the
lab
that gargling is not only useless as a
mail— and from there he is sent to an- l)rosklentof the
ard o
method of medication, but is quite ii
qtlier and so on until the bearer grows ! Edward T. Steel
ie gift
mortgage sit
effectual even as a means of clcansin.tire or
Is to lu
a light Tlie not
the pharynx.—Charlotte Medical Jourtali the
Pari exp Irion. T!
nal.
GOO ind
Over Vaupell’sHarnejj Store.Holland.
A Pumous KcutucVj- Hotel.
The Phoenix hotel is in
...... --is seen ami a
i hgney in oldest hotel In the whole
western
coun'uperMtttloii*.
Boars the
A!! Kinds of Plate. Crown and Bridge sections, with three sections resting on
Thore
try, for it has. with varying changes,
many
fiignatnre
mi
lions
about
top.
In
the
eeatier
la
seen
a
section
beWork. .Gold and Plastic Fillings. '
continued to exist ever since the year the egg. 1 u Scotland
of
id Ireland chilfore ii is folded iu a square and the
1SU0. It was here that Aaron Burr dren
utught by
icir nurses to
dovetailed ends driven together.—
lodged in lM)d wuile engaged in his crush the
1
ting an egg or
Farm. Field and Fireside.
daring conspiracy to make himself the to push in spoon tin igb the bottom
used in lining the I!
head of a new empire ami was litre in the fori 1 of 'i ero
snowing a lluGroivln*; KJeia Bean*.
pyu
met and welcomed by Herman Bleu- i b'vi iug relic of the on general super- now building at the (
According to the old saying, ‘‘Too
and that the office:
HomoeopaihicPhysicians.
fu
nerhassett. the cultured but unfoitu- stltious belief that witches lived iu
poor to grow white beans.” It would
States navy are c«iin
nate Irishman he had so completely eggshells and made boats of them,
Tower Block.
seem that almost any kind of soil
vlsabilityof using tl
Holland.
would answer for the cultivation of fascinated. Here, as far back as Jef- casting sp. iis upon the household,
—
tioiis on the vessels ____
that ai
Ofliee hours, Hto 1 a. m. and ” to 4 and Held beaus. While it is true that beans ferson'sadministration,J lemocrats and I J11 Ita,.v il was believed that an eg- built for the American service.
federalists,
in
knee
buckled
breeches.
^a‘d
by
a
white
lien
!u
a
new
nest
on
• to it p. m.
wiU do fairly well on sods of less than
I'uflledshirts and dangling cues, talked , Ea8t(,r day would cure pains in the
For Sale ur Excliiinge.
Bell ’hone 1.1. Citizens Phone 107. medium fertility, they will neverthemlhot polities.It was the scone of a ^ead or stomach; that broken in a
less
pay
better
when
grown
on
moderJ0(i acres of land, 20 acres ol
lo-ta
in
ately fertile soil, says Iowa Home- sumptuous dinner t0 Lafayette, and , viaeyard it would prevent its suffering standing timber— maple and beach, lo
d in Holla
stead. The best soil for the white beau later was the stoppingplace of the froIli !iail or ^bniiarly would save a
id settlement, two miles
and its iiossessiou f,'om Holland hureh in Caldwalj townIs a light, warm, dry one and some- wily Mexican ehieftain General Santa lio1,1
what sandy. On heavy soils or rich Anna. During the civil war, while save one the power to see witches, it ship. Missaukee Co . Mich. Will al-o
exchange for city propiTty ©r for good
ones or those that are highly manured Lexington was held by the Gonfeder- "as a,so believed that an egg laid on
tea it was tlie headquarters of Geiier- Friday, thrown on the lire, would factory stock. For terms enquire at
the tendency Is to produce a heavy
this
t
growth of vines and foliage rather als Bragg and Kirby Smith and before L‘xliu»ui!ii‘It, while the devil would be
tlie struggle ended sheltered
i,’ shot with an egg laid on
than seed, whereas on a comparatively
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
b-ant. President Arthur has also been Uhristmas.-Self Culture Magazine
VETERINARY DENTISTRY
light soil greater productivenessof
The
trouble with the average selfA SPECIALTY.
seed and earliermaturity are secured. Us gue8t.-Lexiugtou(Ky.) Observer.
made man is in his poor selection of a
Atu
Mull Shirt of u Drrvluli TVurrlor.
J lie laud should he plowed some time
pattern.
Jack
IV,.* Glad
(
The
shirt is made of rings, every ring
Office, Seventh St., near Cent ral Avo.
befote planting hi order to give the
" ere It not for tlie weather lots of
Calls by mail, telephone, or telegraph weed seed an opportunity to germinate,
promptly attended
10-14
so that they may he destroyed by the
harrow. This will very materially reduce the labor of cultivatingthe crop. clerk of Boxelder’ ,un''
C0*“My I " 1,0 ar(i fattened out, holes are punch- nn tlje right road, but beaded the
.... . ^ xcI',u couu,.v*
ed through them, one md is turned on 'vr0Lkr way?
'Vet lands are objectionable, and if
those inclined to be moist must be used I’iag^Irnoks^'.ln’M-mui1'?1^ t|iTar' ! l° !h° °1tI,er’ !,",J ,hey ar« tosteued to- j
of touch is highly develtu
m.1 1 •'0U- site asked. get her by a small rivet. Everv rin- opi‘l1 In ,ll'‘ 111:111who knows just when
it will be better to plant in ridges. The
to
ask
for
a
loan.
ics. ma am. he answered. ‘‘What connects four others. The wire differs
noil should be linoly pulverized before
ANDbo^ do you w isi, to
j somewhat in thickness, not bv design
The man who is anxious to acquire
seed is put into the ground.
married’'”1 °Ut " Jaek IY'ters was ; seeminglyso as to. make one part of knowledge is never ashamed to confess
1
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BOOKBINDING
KOOYERS

Grodwet Printing House,
Norlii Klver St., HoIIhikI.

Irrl^Mflnif Wheat la Ce«tral Colorado.
In Colorado wheat is sown earlv in
Aiuil. About May 20 it is six or eight
niches high, when it should be given
tlie first Irrigation,soaking the soil
thoroughly. About a month later give
second wetting. This time the
amount of water required is about half
that used when the first application
was made. Some advocate a third applicationwhen the heads have all appeared. As moisture is liable to cause
rust at that time, the practice Is not

a

,

T1^

ROTTSCHAEFER
BROS.
GENERAL

Contractors
AND

'VBuilders.

Estimates made and prompt
attentiongiven to all matters
in our line.
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1 thought 8°, f,al,l Hie woman. I are worn verv thin. Bound the neei- • Air'‘1ffia>i1totIk* garrulous, but there
shade. Also, [rrav<
"Married Lise Waters, didn’t he’'"
"The licenseis issued for a marriage icatuer,stilt like the stock worn tor- \vi..„ ,i,„ ...
011
with Eliza Waters.”
merly iu our minv 11 ic <».v. i....i.,.,.
B.( ,s. 111:1u who acts as if h,.
E. B.
,“\cp Well, rm Lize. I thought
Box 7:i Holland.
id ought to come in and tell you that
Jaek Peters has escaped.”
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NOTICE!

SOUTLR Ikls u line lot of the
the mau who
ProfessorWalter Ituleljrli,who has thrv
fal1 1jw’all’i''
waste their time in fooling over
many words iu the published a rather clever book ou
very
choicest. All kinds and sizes
tnlles that they could hire a bov to
English language.
"Style,” likes making phrases. “The
at prices to suit the times. All
One Thliiu;imu Another.
“A bet,” said the friend who always poetry of Catullus,” he said iu a col- Dam xowf *- a
Experiencewith Kaffir corn in Kantrees guaranteed true to name.
wears a dress coat after (j o’clock "is lege address, the other day, “has sursas makes it appear that this crop will
Write him or call up by Citizens'
somdliing you make with a man, vived the passing of a religion and an
not mature in the extreme western
phone No. 1P7.
FOK SALK OK TRADE.
winch has to be paid, no matter who empire; the diary of Mr. Samuel Pepys
part of the state, where high altitude
loses. A wager is somethingmore re- wdll be as fresh as at the day of its
A good farm, 7(1 acres with house and 12-17 Geo. H. Souteb, Holland.
gives cool summer nights, retarding
fined. ns made with a woman and is birth, when the Forth bridge is oxide barn, good orchard and plenty of water
the growth, and frost kills the Kaffir
nut considered collectable unless she of iron and Loudon is a geologicalpan- Half of farm is black clav loam, other
1 he season for parties and .socialsis
torn before it is ripe. In sections of
wins.”— Washington Star.
half is gravelly loam. Located 2 miles at hand. So is Tony Hosbach with
cake of brick dust.”
Kansas where this is the ease tlie near
from city limits on the Zeeland road a fresh and completeline of fruits, canrelatives of Kaffir corn. Jerusalemcorn
Peculiar,
near beholten’sbridge. Will sell for a dies and cigars at his store on River
ll**nrtleHM.
and rice corn, do mature and with fair
reasonable payment down and balance street. Do not fail to call on him.
Professor Simon J. Brown, the astro"Did
that man ever write anything
treatment yield from 25 to 50 bushels nomical director of the naval observaat live per cent, or will trade for desirthat attracted attention?”
per acre.
able city property. Also have a lot
Dairy Farm For Sal,..
tory at Washington, occasionally inExperiments are reported iu which dulges in a bit of humor. On one oc- 4# "0l1' J'es.” answered Miss Cayenne. and good new house and barn on Ea-t
An
80-acre
dairy farm within two
"I know some people who have offices Fourteenth street and a vacant lot on
birds eye” disease of olives was pre- casion a colleague came into Ids office
near him. He composes on a type- Last Thirteenthstreet, good location. tm.es of Holland, is offered for sale
vented by thorough applications of a and. finding the professorstanding
than any other farm so near
w titer, and it is one of the noisiest ma, G. J. SCHUURMAN. cheaper
rather weak bordeaux mixture.
tbecity- Inquire at this office. 8-tf
said: "Is it possible you work that
Office
opposite
Walsh-De
Boo
Mills.
chines ever constructed.Anything he
While some of the southern Michigan way? i cannot stand standing.”
writes attracts the attention of the enfarmers, discouraged by crop failures,
"That’s peculiar.” replied Professor
tire building.”—Washington Star.
Uncle Sam’s new 2 per cent bonds
are relinquishing beet sugar culture Brown quickly.“Now. do you know,
are quoted at 104. which establishesa
those of northern Indiana appear to Ik* I cannot stand sitting.”
Jhe first skates were made out of record of high credit never reached by
use. call on
taking it up.
me. Every knife vwarranted. Also
the bones of animals. Sometimes chil- any other nation.
Beware
of
using
the
personal
proFresh manure is regarded as favorabutcher knives made.
noun "I” too freely in your talk when dren would sit ou the jawbone of a
ble to the developmentof corn smut.
horse or cow and propel themselves
Fairbanks.
GENERAL. KKJWlK .SHOP.
Many growers get a fair crop of rape you are talking in a room full of peo- along the lee by means of Iron staves.
ple.
Egotists are often amusing and
Any
person
desiring
any
work
done
Sou4of
thYcUv
r,'i"gto'1
,,1“V
by sowing the Dwarf Essex variety in
entertaining,but as often thev are verv
such us repairing sewing machines,
standing corn just before tlie last cultimuch out of order. - Ladles’ Home I here Is no fun In playing cards for locks, guns, umbrellas, or small mavation.
Hurd* Stationery.
fun, and H is dangerousto bet.-AtehlJournal.
common.— orange Judd Farmer.
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Mrs. J ihn Houtinjf, nee De Matt,

viti’A'd

lira n ih licit Wcuia tday anUThurodav. died this noon, at the a^c of 1“ > ea i>.
Death resulted from the effectsof an
The report of tli'.1 HoIlKr.d t ily StaU*
issue. Patrons and operation for the removal of a tumor.
! liaiik appear* in tbi
She came here in Istw. and leaves a
other* should read it.
husband and six ehildren,to mourn her
A *|»ecialineetintr of the Ladii> Aid

v-*

That Sweet Baby

loss.

society of Ho|)e church will be held
j

Wedi

i

Mrs.

Hi

-

r

home

T. at the

A Wmltirr slK»al MUtlpa.

of

There i= a possibility of the locating
1’. Hoot. IS Kail Thirteenth street.
H. Veneklaasen of Zeeland, has re- of u weather sig ial station in this city.
turned home from Riverside, Cal, At Tuesday evening's council meeting
a coiumuuicutioR
from forecaster Cox
where he spent the winter. Hie health
hl7 clvluTimpm-edand he haa noth- j ol the Chicago wealbei- bureau «a. read

r-,

* V*

May

rday.
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May need a new,

log but trord. of praUe for the .late of offeringto boiid a station here If the
the Gulden

city would deed a. uiuble location.The;

... , « „
George DcHaven, formerly
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genera.
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Here Marquette, haa
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a large
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tinguished itself.

are

stuff,
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summer. We have

this

assortment of Baby Hoods in many styles and prices. All are well made, and

d the |K,-fllon of editor of the ' »1H he displayed
in be a 4 foot wind vane. . The structure
jfurni'Ure journal to be published
would be 10 feet square at the base.
is a proper use of vision. Proper Qrand Hapide by Charles W. Bondy
Electric light rau-s for operatingtwo
use, though. i> not abuse, and it's John Gi’onb rg.
candle power white light* and two 50
certainly a great abuse of tlie eyes The first excursion of the peason on
power red lights, were asked for. The
to be indifferentor careless about the SooClu was given Monday even (.uniraunjcatjljn wus referredto the
of ing The rate- to Chicago had been
mayor with power to act.
what they need in the matter
put down to $1 for the return trip on
glasses.
account of Dewey Day in the Garden
Toiturnl * Wit mm.
Intense sufferingwas endured by witCity of
et )ver a hundred t<«ik
Only a careful test by a
advantageof this rate and made the ness T. L. Martin, of pixie, Ky.. before
he gave this evidence: *i coughed
competent optician can
cept-

Hood

,
^ ti

. .50. feet high.
surmountedby a galvanized iron

station is to be of steel,

i

pretty embroidery

marked with that same price reasonablenessfor which this store has

PRICES

dis-

:

;

j

,

|

j

_

40c, 45c, 50c, 65c, 75c,

10c, 15c, 25c, 30c,

|

j

85c, and $1.00.

!

;

i

SEE THEM IN OUR LARGE SHOW WINDOW.
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the
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trip

every night until my throat was nearly
A brother of Mr*. Cora Krell. a teach- raw:* then tried Dr. King's New Discoi*
er in our public schools, has died from ery which gave instant relief. I have
used it in my family for four years and
As long as you can be fitted , pneumonia at Leadville.Col. The re- recommend it as the greatest remedy
.
.... 11 , mains were interred today at Grass for Coughs, Colds and ali Throat, Chest
accurately it s just as well Lake, Mich. Mrs. Krell ha» the and Lung troubles. It will stop the
to embrace the opportunity heartfelt sympathy of her many friends woist cough, and not only prevents but
absolutely cures Consumption. Price
in this city.
50c and *1.00. Every bottle guaranteed.
by calling on us.
Son.
Holland now has an all night restau- Trial bottles free at Van
Irani. After this L. E. Van Drezer’s Zeeland and Heber Walsh, Holland.

lead to good results.

r

Infants’

A new

;

51.40 and 51.65.

Infants’ Cashmere Hose.

re-’aurant will be open at all hours of

night. Lunches and meals Nearly 3d per cent, of the patientsin
time. This is Paris hospitalshave lieeu found to l>o
persons who wen* addicted to the exa move in the right direction and will
cessive u«? of alcohol
j be greatly appreciated by those who

I

the day nod

i

will be furnished at any

W. R. STEVENSON

I

are sometimes obliged to be out till far

j

after midnight.

A

'

Eighth Street,

Over Stevenson’* Jewelry Store.

tion were adopted and it is a significant

LOCALISMS.

j

the South African war was

fact that

Geert Van Tubbergen of East Sauga-

Dr. George Baker has moved

tuck died Friday morning after

household effects to the park.

41

an

ill-

FOR

1

Hoyt.

*
giri

Garden

j

Mr. and Mrs. P. J. Zalsman attended day afternoonfrom

the Chr.

the Dewey celebratiotAin Chicago this j church at Collendoorn.Rev
wee^i
conducted the services.

.

Seeds.

aud Mrs. Gerrit Van der ! H is Lace Curtains and draperies this
Hill. West Tenth street,on Wedues- week where Ja*. A. Brouwer is talking
day a
about in his add. This is a very imlittlegirl uu- burn to

Mr. and Mrs. Arie Van der Hiil
West Eleventh street.

j

P^rl of every well furnUbed
home, and should be carefully considered. To know the correct

(and styles of the season
B. L. Scott has purchased a house
and lot of Charles S. Dutton on

A

j We

sell

colorings

of

I

it

ta -pend a littletime seeing.and as Mr.

West Brouwer

is

always ready to show

Eleventhstreet.

.

the best varieties]

*,,

b*s;

necessary

is

New Lace

Ref.

Hoekstra

to Mr.

On Thurfaday a

BROUWER

JAS. A.

i>f

ceased was 74 years of age. He leaves
Rev. C. C. A. L. John and family a wife and seven children and a brother
have moved to their cottage in Central M. Van Tubbergen, all living :n that
vicinity. The funeral took place Mon-

Born

DU MEZ BROS.

EAST EIGHTH STREET.

1

but two days. Heart disease is
During April, 30 marriag - licenses J c]H|m(.(}the cause of his death, Deni --

park.

Black. White,

in

^

arrivalof a daughter.

were issued by county clerk

with colored silk heels and toes,

STEKETEE

B.

not as much as mentioned, it evidently
yolee in the j b(jIng a wjru
i(J touc}, upon.
,

fine quality of wool,

and Tan, at 25c a pair.

Try

At the Republican districtconvenGrand Rapids Tuesday,
Attorney G. .!. Dieketna was chairman.
William Alden Smith was re-nominated
to represent the district in congress.
Resolutions endorsingthe administra-

tion held in

Graduate Optician.

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Zoet r.

prices, good values, at 51.00, 51.25.

:

j

24 East

medium

line just received,

Bree

EXAMINATIONFREE.
SATISFACTIONGUARANTEED.

Long and Short White Cashmere Cloaks.

P

large and beautiful line, largest in the city, at winning prices.

A good Nottingham at per pair ...........................
.50
A irood Ruffled Curtain, verv nice for bedrooms ............ 1.50

t h;|

any One.

j

__

goods, whether you buy or not, it is
Prof. J. T. Bergen i- in Milwaukee.I worth your time to call at his store aud 1 KEI’OHT oi THE condition oi Tin:

A very

fine

A very

fine Irish

H. W. Hirdie, one of the city’s mist; F.
inter.'

ad. at head of first column.

Read

Brussels

fine

E. Reese, cashier at the local
the Pere Marquette.,

has been transferred to LaCrosse, Ind

,

Point at per

pair

....................... 3.75

........................ 3.75

pair

Brussels Net at per

pair

.....................14.00

DRAPERIES

IN

sting freight office at

it.

Net at per

j

An extra

successfulOptician, ha- an

Curtains and Draperies.

;

G'

where he will have charge of the staMr. and Mi>. Jacob \V:*tev,-enlost
tion. A. D. Goodrich, formerly located
their oldest child Tuesday afternoon.
in Holland and connected with the C.
The remains were interred oa Wednesx- \Y. M. and afierwardswith the
day morning.
D T. k M.. has been appointed to the
Attorney G. J. Dieketna wos on of position vacated by Mr. Reese. Mr.
the speakers at the larg-' pro- Boer
Bertsch will succeed James Thompson
sympathy gatheringat Grat;- Rapids as night operator. The latter will
Tuesday evening.
move to Ca-uovia. Within a few days

-

\Ye are showing a
a

pair.

a call,

full line of

Tapestries and Chenieles at from 52.00

It is not possible to describe

and

let

them

all,

?o

we kindly ask you

them be shown to you; no expense to you
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to her last moments sang with a clear
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..... « *0.000.00
advertise for persons willing to take J voice: ''Jesus,lover of my soul. ’ A Capitalblock paid in ...... ..... ... Ul.Q0U.UO
Surplus fund ........................ ..
the position of city clerk. She seems quartette consistingof members of the Undivided profit* leb- current expenses, Interest and taxes paid .......... 3,858.iV)
to have great difficulty in securing one. students boarding club sang a beauti- Commercialdepot. it-, subject to check . 6l.SM5.S7
Commercial
eertlflcates of depotit ..... 150.6o*.fl0
ful hymn. The casket was covered with
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42.10
has been made chairman of the repubgifts of sorrowing fi lends. After the
.1368,323.26
Total.
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STATE OF MICHIGAN.
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beautiiul

will soon be obliged

HOLLAND, MICH.

STREET.

j

members. aj

-
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County or Ottawa.
Cornelius VerSchure, Cashier of the’ above
Miss Grace Ballatine is training
You have no excuse to make for using named bank, do solemnly *wear that the abovestatement is true to the hen of my knowledge
chorus of 30 voices of high school pu- poor coffee when we tell you that Boot and
C. VF.K 6CHUKE. Cashier.
pils. This is the beginning of the preKramer carries a full line of the Subscribed ar.d tmrn to before me this 2nd
day of May. iqoo.
parations for the graduatingexercises1 Famous A. I. C. high-grade coffees,
OTTO P KRAMER.
I,

-

belief.

&

next

month.

Harry Post, during the

j

i

first part of

the week enjoyed a bicycle tour through

which please the most critical.

cakd of thanks.
j To the many friend6 and neighbors

COBEECT— Attest
D. B. K.
A.

VAN

W. H.

:

.Votary Public.

VAN RAALTK.
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Directors.

East Eighth

St.,
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HolUnd.Mich,
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Flowers and Trimmings differ greatly from last

year's. They are much more elegant.

SHERIFF'S SALE.

We

keep as

fine

DENTISTRY j*
1:30

to

5:80

P.

M.

33.

DR.P.C.MEENGS,

1

Arc.

!

|

I

|

buying

time.

on

OFFER.

.1

_

_

PREMIUM

,
.

I

SEED

j

>.-

Appointment. r
L

Evenings by
Ottawa Phone

an assortment

Notice is hereby given, that by virtue of fieri of beautiful Flowers and Trimmings as can be found in any Millinery
thanks.
facia* issued out of the circuit court for the
County of Ottawa. In favor of Henry DeKruif.
The enrollment and attendance of puN. G. Heeren.
store.
againstthe goods and chatties and real estate of
pils in our public schools is larger than
William Hacklander. in -aid County,to me
It is always a pleasure to us to show you our fine Hats and TrimThe easiest and most effective method directedaud delivered.I did on the 2nd day of
last year at this time. The number enof purifying the blood and invigorating May instant levy upon and take all the right, mings, and it is a pleasure to inspect them.
rolled is 800. Eight cities in Michititle and interest of the said William Hacklander
the system is to take PeWitt’s Little in and to the following described real estate,
The ladies of Holland aud vicinity are invited to come aud see our
gan now have the free text book system Early Risers, the famous little pills for that is to say: all that certain piece or parcel of
land situated and being In the Townshipof Holcleansing the liver and bowels.
and Holland is one of them.
line of fine Millinery.
land. Ottawa County. Michigan, and being
L. Kramer.
known and describedas lot thirty <30) of BosNext Wednesday from 10 till 11 a. m.
nia's addition to the West Michigan Park acCor. Eighth St. and College
*
the public will again be entertained at
jfy0U wish to buy fresh candies, fruits cording to the recorded plat thereof. All of
which I shall expose for sale at public action or
Jtibn Vandersluis' dry goods store, f !iQd cigars do not fail to call at the can- vendue, to the highestbidder, at the north front
when you can buy a nice dress'ginghamdy and fruit store of Anthony Rosbacb, door of the court house in Graud Haven said DON’T MISS Ol!m
Keystone Baking Powder, guaranCounty, that being the place of holding the cirfor 32c a yard . This will positivelybe ! successorto Peter De Boe, River St.
cuit court for the said County of Ottawa, on the
I teed to give satisfaction, 25c lb.
18th day of uue next, at 10 o'clockin the forethe last chance you will have of
Wright’* I'ertume*.
§4.00 worth of Men's, Ladies’ or
W ILL Botsi ohd & Co.*
noon.
of May. A D 1900.
Children's Shoes for 25c, go aud see M.
these gingharpeat this price, so be
a full line of Wright’s fine perfumes Dated this 2nd dayFRANK
VAN KY. Sheriff.
“Gobbo'.::"
I just received bv
S. A. Martin.
GEORGE E. KOLLKN. Attorney. ml-JulD Holier, 200 River st.

.

f*

AND PRICES RIGHT.
Hocus: 8:30tol2 a. m.:

i

f

GILLEsPIE, f
DENTIST.
£

1

This year’s styles

southern Michigan and northern in* who expressed their sympathy in deed
diana. He was in Chicago oa Dewey land word during ray recent bereavement. I hereby express ray heartfelt
day and saw the great admiral.

ON

)jj

DR. F. M.

Mrs. M. Bertsch.

1

r

CALL

j

Central

Fine Millinery

SS.

jj

MRS. M. BERTSCH.

OFFICE IN
First State Bank Block.

HOURS. - - -

9 to 11 A. M.,
2 to 4 P. 51. and 7 to 9 P. M.

Sundays - - -

2 to 4

I*.

M.

Calls promptly attended day or

night. Residence

81
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M. 0. MaNTINO, PubUtlMr.
ilollaud, Mich., Friday.

Widow

is

May,

4. IIHM).

LITTLE EXPANSION

IN

TRADE. g^ATE TO SUE

POLICE RAID A BIG PAWNSHOP.

ATE.

KILLS

250 IN

A MINE.

Thousands of Dollars Worth of Stolen
Goods Found In a New York Place.
New York police raided Weisenherger’s
EXPLOSION TRAPS WORKERS IN
pawnshop,took possessionof the place,
UTAH SHAFT,
spread out the pledges on the counters
and proceeded to entertainpeople who
have recentlybeet, robbed. Dozens of
Not One Kacapes to Give Focta of Dim
men and women swarmed to the shop and
Arkansas Kivcr to Hubstantial lletri* identifiedpropertywhich had been stolen.
aater-The Heacnera Recover Charred
meat of tMinflower Mate Tar mar* At its conclusionWeisenberger was arBodice of Many Vlctlma - Bloating
rested on a charge of receivingstolen
Htrfcet Car btrike in HL Louis*
Powder Believed to Be to Blame.
goods. The raid was the outcome of a
In the Senate on Thursday aim
The State of Kansas will sue Colorado. confessionmade by Harry Hess, an exTwo hundred and fifty lives were lost entire session was devoted to con
convict and the most industrious flat
Attorney General Goduid has Iteeu in
house thief in the history of the city. In in an explosion in mines No. 1 and No. tion of the right of Nathan II. Sc
Washington to present to the Supreme
the past live months it is estimated that 4 of the Pleasant Valley Coal Company I West Virginia to retain his seat
Court of the United Mates h.s motion
he has stolen 925.000 worth of goods, at Wint f quarterscamp, two miles north Senate. Mr. Pettus (Ala.), who
for leave to tile a bill in equity »u behaji
of the member of the committee on
$20,000 of which was in Weisenberger’* of Scofield, Utah. Every man In the two
of Kansas nga.ustthe State of Colorauo,
leges and electionsis opposed t
shafts
was
killed,
not
one
escaping
to
place, on which Hess realized only about
to enjoin that State from furtherdivertclaim of Mr. Scott to a seat, ma
give details of the disaster.
ing the waters of the Arkansas river aud
At midnight 137 bodies had been re- elaborateargument to sustain his
SLAIN AND THROWN INTO RIVER.
its tributariesfor irrigatiou and other
covered and rescue parties, made up of Mr. Morgan (Ala.) spoke in favor

Cold Continues to Go Abroad-Reviewby
Dun’s agency.
It. C. Dan A: Co.’s weekly review of KANSAS WANTS AN INJUNCTION
trade says: “Gold begins to go abroad
AGAINST COLORADO.
and priebs of iron product* break sharply in the same week. Four mouth* of
the new year have passed and busiue** Claims Latter Is Divcrtinic Water* of

ahkested.
monetarybill ha* permitted,nor enough

to sustaioall the extraordinaryadvance
in priee* last year. The abundanceof
gold and of currency and the large dl**
hurKemeLt* of the trea*ury in exchange
for bond* have rendered rate* for money
l
unusually low for the season here, while
Hruggitt Tcotilic* to Having Hold Her rare industrialnnd speculativeactivity
Aneuic and Mrjrchninc Suicide Not in Europe, with the war in South Africa,
Thought I’robuble A Negro Kuna have tended to make money dearer
abroad. So new gold from Alaska anAmuck on MiM».Mi|»piKivcr Hoat.
swers the loss of supply from the Transvaal, and America builds up in credits purposes. This action is a matter of vital
friends nud relatives of the victims, were colleague's contention. Mr. M
Mrs. MargaretFrost is in the county abroad a breastwork against prostration
and colossal interest to the State of Kan- Conrad Gunther's Body Found In the working in the lead* in the vain 1 ope Old.). Mr. Turley (Tenn.),Mr. Ch
jail at York. Neb., pending an investiga- in finure here ns in the past, caused by
Mlssisslnewaat Marion.
sas, ami especially to the settlers in the
(N. IL), Mr. Teller (Colo.), and Mr.
tion into tin- death of her husband, Chas. troubles In Europe. The reaction in
The body of Conrad Gunther of Cin- that some might have lived through the (Neb.) supported the resolution dee
Arkansas valley. This river Hows through
accident. Help was sent from Colton,
Frost. Frost died and the doctor in at- prices here came where it was expected
thirteen Kansas counties, forming a val- cinnati was found in the Misslssinewa
sixteen miles away, on the Bio Grande Mr. Scott entitled to bis seat. Th
tendance bought the symptoms were least— In the industry more fully orgmley almost as rich as the valley of the river at Marion. Ind. Gunther went to Western Railway, nnd nil possiblewas went over without action. The
those of |toisoii. Druggists testiliedsell
ixed than any other to check competition Nile of 2,500,000acres, .-.ml wtth the nat- Marion on April 14. nnd was admitted to
after four days’ discussion,passe
done to bring out the dead from the
ing Mrs. Froxt arsenic and strychnine, aud in the branch which, through conpostofficc appropriationbill. The at
ural flow and underllow of the river in the National Military Home. On the
with which slie said she wanted to poison tracts covering rod-making and other
Uith he disappeared,and had not been wrecked mines.
to strike out the $1!)(1,000for npecia
I its unimpeded condition this is one of the
The
accidental
igniting
of
blasting
powrats. A soareh of the tieeiisctl woman’s machinerynnd through patents,seemed richest valleys in the West. Colorado seen since. Wounds on the head indicate
facilitiesfrom New York to New O
trunk revealed lettersof an endearing na- more fully controlled than any other. Re- has for many years attempted to appro- that the man had been murdered ami der, of which a number of kegs were ami from Kansas City t*» Newton,
thrown into the river. He leaves a wife stored in mine No. 4. is believe*!to have was 'defeated. The amcndtuci p
ture from a travelingman with whom duction of $20 a ton in wire nails, barb- priate all the water of this river.
gossip had previouslyconnected her ed wire and galvanized fence, aud $18
and family,who live in Cincinnati. He been tbe cause of the disaster. This ing for pneumatic tube servicew.i
LABOR WAR BRINGS BLOODSHED.
served in the civil war in Company K, mine was the first to suffer nnd the ex- fented. The one allowing extra eo
name. Frost knew that he was dying, in smooth wire, showed that no control
plosion in shaft No. 1 followed almost sntion for letter carriers for work i
Forty-seventhOhio infantry.
but did not say anything to indicate .that can afford to hold prices so high as to
imme*|ately. The supposition is that cess of forty-eight hours a week
he bad committed suicide.
cheek consumption.The tendencyto- Violence Follows Strike on St. Loula EIcc
LONE BANDIT HOLDS UP TRAIN.
the llutueswere communicated to the adopted by a big majority. The
trie Line.
ward lower prices is strengthenedby the
TONS OF PURE COPPER FOUND.
second mine by a gallery which connects increasethe salary of the director o
One
hundred
employes
of
the
M.
Louis
idea that overproductionmay appear in
Negro Robs/Passengers on the Iron Mounthe two workings.
sus to $7,500 aud the salaries of
other branches. In staple goods no and Suburban Railway declared a strike
tain Near Little Rock.
Remarkable Discoveryby Two Finlanders change is seen, but in other lines and on the ground that members of the union
All the dead taken out of No. 4 were visors of census by 2 per cent, o
A south-bound M. Louis. Iron Moun- burned and charred, showing that the
on o Montana Creek.
amount received by their enume
fancy goods irregularity is increasing. bad been dischargedsimply because they
A couple ol Finlanders found on tin The demand for woolen goods is small belonged to a labor organization. Their tain aud Southernpassenger train was fire must hnve swept like a wave through was passed.
held up by a negro bandit near Higgiu*
smitli side of Si.Nteen-Mile creek, not far ami disappointing.The produce market
On Saturday in the Senate Mr.
places were tilled immediately and the, son. Ark..’ at 1 o’clock on a recent morn- the entire shaft. In the other mine the
from White Sulphur Springs. Mont.,
bodies were not so seriously disfigured, grew asked immediateconriderati
is inactive, though wheat yielded a frac- system ran as usual during the afternoon
ing. The negro had no visible confederhuge, misshapen bowlder, or rough, un- tion and com gained 1 cent for the week. and evening. The next morning eanj
death having come from suffocation.
a resolutionextending sympathy
washed rock, which prove*] to be almost Failures for the week have been 201 in four armed men boarded the east-bound ates aud confined bis operationst<» one
Many who were in the vicinity of the hopes for success to the Boers in
pasMUiger comb, compellingthe panic
pure copper. It was moss-covercd and th*1 United States, against 184 lust year, owl car ami at the point of revolversforcstrieken passengers to hand over their mouths of the shafts were injure*! by the war with Great Britain. A motion
weather beaten and for ten or fifteen and 22 In Canada, against23 last year.” ed the motorman and conductor to abanfer the resolution to the committee o
valuablesat the point of a pistol. The blast which issued from the openings.
years sheep herders have made it a rett
The buildingsat the mouths were dam- eign relations was carried by 31 t
don the ear half way downtown. They bandit escaped.
BNGINEERS FACE A PROBLEM.
dczvutis. The bowlder is estimated to
aged seriously, nud the whole country Efforts to secure a quorum failed,an
did not interferewith the passengers.
weigh two tons Great excitement exists
Two Killed by Falling Beams.
around trembled from the force of the resolution remains subject to call a
The motorman was shot in the right hand
over the discovery of the virgin copper, Difficulty In the Way of Erectinga Shaft and the conductor was shot on the heels.
An immense truss in the building of the explosion.
time. A resolution was adopted p
on Lookout Mountain.
the first ever found in Montana.
The disasteroccurred while the 250 ing that the exercisesappropriatet
The armed mm then disappeared. A new Ditnmiek Pipe Company, in the course of
A seriousproblem confronts the engi- crew had to replacethe disabledmen.
section ta North Birmingham,Ala., fell, men of the day shift were busy in the reception ar.d acceptance from the
RIOT ON A RIVtR STEAMBOAT.
neers in charge of the »r« ti * ** t c
causing tin* collapse of the entire frame- various galleries and not one who was Army of the Republic of the stat
great New York peace memorial on the
FELL SHERIFF AND BREAK JAIL.
work of the structure with a terrific inside had warning of the jieril. Those Gen. Ulysses S. Grant, to be erect
Negro Runs Amuck and Drives Opponent summit of Lookout mountain. Teunesse*.
crash. Two were killed, two fatally outside saw flame nnd smoke burst from the capitol, be made the special ord
in the Kivcr.
The question is how to get the material Two DesperatePrisoners"sespe from Mai* hurt, and nine badly injured.
the openings,followed by u dull rumble, Saturday. May 10, at 4 p. m. The f
A riot look place on bt*;irilthe Missis- for the monument to the top of the mounshall. Mo.. Cell.
tin* tearing of Umbers nnd crashing of ing bills were passed: For the esta
Clarke Jury Quits.
sippi river .-teamboat Sidney at St. lujiiis, tain, 2.000 feet above the surrounding
Two desperate and murderous prisonment, control, operationand mainte
At Pittsburg the jury in the divorce falling masses of earth and rock and of the northern branch of the Nat
growing out of a light among the roust- country. The railroadwhich has been ers broke jail at Marshall. Mo. When
then all was silent.
abouts. “Bad Eye,” a negro roustabout, running to the top of the mountain as a Sheriff Wilson and his boy brought the n suit of James King Clarke againstEsther
Immediately,from every direction, Home for Disabled Volunteer So!
became involved in a light with t buries freight line has beet, discontinued and their meals they sprang on the otlieer BartlettClarke failed to agree upon a
at Hot Springs, in South Dakota,
came
men, women and children to whom
verdict
and
was
discharged,
after
having
Hogan, u white man. who bud given him the rails will be sold fur old iron. It is with their stools and knocked him sense
appropriating$150, 0U0 for the pm
the
ominous
sound
could
hnve
only
one
some orders. John Sikes, a negro, who unsafe even in running, the trestles and less with a powerful blow on the bead. deliberated upon the case for almoit
The
House passed a number of bil
meaning.It was some time Indore aught
interfered, was seriously st a hired by “Bad cross-ties being worn out and rotten. '1 ht Then, seizing his keys and revolver, they twenty-two hours.
importance,ami the major portion a
could
be
done
and
the
wives,
mothers
track
in
its
present
condition
will
oi.ly
Eye.’’ When be had dist rosed of the
unlocked the door. The sheriff's little
Life Impr’sonm-mt for Lamb.
and children of those entombed in the sessionwas devoted to the Senate l
peacemakerhe made for Hogan again, safely stand a load of 30,000 pounds, the boy pluekily darted trough the open tig.
A jury in Judge Baker's court it. Chi- awful death trap crowded to the en- create a commissionto adjudicaU
but lb** white man jumped overboard and engineerssay, while one of the stones to One of the men caught him by the
cago brought in a verdict of guilty in the
claims of citizens of the United $
be used in the monument will weigh near- and hurled him against the wall of the case of Charles D. Lamb, who shot and trance wailing and crying for their loved against Spain, assumed by this coi
was drowned.
ones.
ly GO.OOO pounds, aud many of them 50,- prison. His screams attractedthe atten- killed his father-in-lawInst December,
Base Ball League Standing.
News of the explosion spread with by the treaty of Faris. The bill was
000 pounds. There is no roadway near tion of Mrs. Wilson, who was in the and fixed his punishment in the penitenly recommitted to the committee on
The standing of the clubs in the Na the spot where the monument is being
lightning speed through Scofield,which is
house adjoining the jail. She tried to tiary for life.
claims, with instructionsto report
lional League is as follows:
chiefly
made
up
of
families
of
employes
erected, it being high above ali surround- prevent the escape of the two men by
a bill to refer the claims to the cm
W. L.
Carter to be a Bookkeeper.
w. L.
of
the
coal
company.
Dispatches
were
ing country.
closing the door leadingto the street, but
claims. The Senate bills to recognii
<5
..
5
3
Chicago
..
Oberlin
M.
Carter,
formerly
captain
in
Fliil.tdelphia.0
sent to Colton, from which place a train
one of them shot her in the shoulder wi'.h
WOMAN BRINGS $40 AT AUCTION.
the engineer corps of the United States with doctors and hospitalsupplies was services of Lieut. Newcomb and th
Brooklyn ... 7 4 Pittsburg . .. 5 <5
her husband's pistol.
7
4 New York. .. 3
army, has arrivedat Fort Leavenworth, hurried to the scene. As soon - s possi- cors and men of the revenue cutter
Cincinnati. . <5
Bcltflan Importation Disposed Of on the
8
..
3
(5
Boston
....
Kan., to begin his term of imprisonment ble the rescue work was begun, but tbe son. which rescued the torped**boat
St. Louis.... <5
BIG STORES ARE INCORPORATED.
Block at Galveston,Texas.
for defrauding the Government. Carter’s tusk was not rescue, only the bringing out low at C'arnedns.Cuba, by court
Within a block of the Federal Court
gold and silver medals upon theta
In the American League the standings
Sirgel-Cooptr Company Is to Have a Capi- first assignment will be as bookkeeper.
of the/lead that was before the terrorbuilding
in
Galveston
the
other
night
a
to retire Captain llodgsdon of the
arc
tal of $24,000,000.
stricken workers. Despite peril from
Eight Llvfcs Lost In Rushing Waters.
uk* cutter Hugh McCulloch, for
W. L. woman was put up at auction and sold to
w.
Siegel, Cooper & Co., who organizedas
broken timbers and loosened masses of
A cloudburst,accompaniedby a high
torious sei vices, were passed.
7 the highest bidder, who paid $40 for his a firm in 1887. will turn over their large
4 Kansas City. (5
Milwaukee.. .
rock,
the
miners
nnd
trainmen
entered
wind, descended upon Waco. Texas, at
white slave. Her name was Margaret
On Monday the Senate, by a vote
ii
4 Buffalo ..... 5
1 'levelend
. 7
department stores in Chicago nnd New
tin* blackened shafts and dragged to the
5 Mi tinea (Hr) is. . (5 S Connette. and she, togetherwith a lot of York July 2 to the Siegel-CooperCom- noou the other day. and the result is that light the mutilated corpses of their to 20, refused to consider the proInditinapolis. ii
eight iieoplo perished in the city limits
resolution introduced by Mr. Petti
Chicago .... r, <5 Detroit ..... 4 7 other Belgian and French women, was pany, • which has iu-orporated In New
and property valued at several thousand friends and neighbors.
recentlyimported under contract by the
Agreed to tin* conference rejnirtol
Jersey, with provisionfor a co-operative
Officials of the company are unable to
dollars
was
destroyed
or
injured.
Nonunion Men Arc Attacked.
agent who sold her. United States Imamendatory Porto Rico resolution,
enterprise, in which the employes and the
explainthe cause of the explosion. The
The Cleveland police were called upon migrant InspectorLevy and the local poed bill appropriating$40,000 to on
Disaster at Pretoria.
public are given opportunity to particimines were comparatively free of coal
1** quell a riot in the Big Four yards, lice oltieialsare searching for all the iierA serious explosion occurredat the Beg- gas and it is said that an ordinary flame and improve the public building at
pate. The capitalstock is $24,OdO.OOO.
where twenty non-union ironworkers sons involved in the affair.
$14,250,000being 0 per cent cumulative bie works at Pretoria, used by tin* Gov- could not have on used the disaster. The lington, Iowa. Agreed to the coafet
were engaged in repairing a bridge. They
preferred ami $0,750,000 common stock, ernment as an arsenal. Ten workmen story that an explosion of powder was report on the bill in behalf of north)
Organizinga Farmers' Trust.
were attacked by about sixty meui tiers of
eru lumbermen, authorizing the S
The first lodge in Kansas of a new par value $50. The company will place were killed ami thirty-twowere injured, j responsiblefor the igniting of the gas tary of War to make certain regular
the Htruetural Ironworkers’Union. farmers’
organizationto be known ns the $2,000,000 common stock in trust, tin* The cause of the explosionis unknown. and the awful havoc that followedseems
on the management of loose logs on
Clubs, stones and pieces of iron were
Knights of the Soil was organizedat Abi- same annual dividend to Ik* di-tr. billed
borne out by the statements of all familF ve Men Bad y Injured.
oral specified rivers. The House sei
used by the combatants and several of the
among
employes
who
have
served
with
lene. Similar lodges are to be started
iar with the interior of the workings.
By
the explosionof a portable boiler
the committee on judiciarythe joint
participants received bad cuts and
throughout the State, aud it is intended satisfactoryresults.
belonging to Drake «N: Stratton, contracolution for a constitutional ninrndme
bruises.
that the whole shall finally form a farmtors at Uunkm, Pa., live men were terdisqualify polygamistsfor electlu
Police Officer Shot Deal.
ers’ trust that will endeavor to influence
Lover Suspected of Murder.
Senators or Representatives.By a
Desk
Officer Timothy S. O'Connell of ribly injuredand eight others cut. bruisThe dead body of Bertha Hoffman, the price of grain by regulatingthe acre- the Wnodlnwn police station was shot ed aud scalded.
of 144 to 2<i passed the Lacey hi
aged ID. the daughter of a Peoria cigar age and controlling the quantity placed
prohibit the transportation
by inter-!
and killed on the Eighteenth street viaLarrc
Out
tor Parliament.
on
the
maDket
at
any
one
time.
manufacturer, was found in the woods
commerce of game killed in viol itiu
duct at Chicago. O’Connell was dressed
James
.U. Barrie, the mnehst. lias icnear Prospect Heights. There was
local laws. Agreed to the confei
IllinoisBank Robbed.
in citizens' clothesat the* time. In the eepted the invitation of a committee to
buliet wound in her head and her rigiit
report on the Porto Iti**o amendi
Burglars secured $5,000 from tbe dead man’s hand was clutchedhts po ice (.outt.sl vacancy in tin* representation
Ji.-iiiuclutcheda revolver. Charles Briggs
resolution. In eommttiee of the v
vaults of the Bank of Coulterville, III., revolverwith every chamber full. Near in the house of commons of Edinburgh
has been arrested on suspicion. Briggs
The bureau of statistics of the Trens- considered the Senate hill for thej
during the early hours the other morning the body lay a battered black derby hat. and St. Andrews universities.
told the police that the girl committed
jry Department has compiled a statement ation of a commission to study an(
and made their eseni*e.The robbers are This hat is’thc only clew to the mystery
toiicide while out riding with him.
CD SjIo of Gorham Realty.
>f the trafficthrough the Fault Ste Ma- port upon the industrial comiitlonl
supposed to be members of the gang thus far found.
The Fifth Avenue Uo.c*i uud Madison rie canal between Lakes Superior and China and Japan. Struck out the el
which has operated throughout the Stn'o,
Mindes Chow g e Is Lynched.
One Life Is Probably Lost.
Square Theater properties in New York Michigan last year. The total number ing clause by a vote of 58 to 54
Indiana and Wisconsin during the last
Mii.dee Chowagee, the negro-Indiau were sold at auctionfor $4.225,00U. The af vessels passing through the canal was amending it by reducing the uuuiIh
Aided by a high wind, lire destroyed
six months. Not the slightest trace lias
who escaped from jail at Marshall, Mo., buyer was William P. Etio. one of the 20,055, whieh was more than double the comniis'innersfrom live to three, pr
sixteen buildingsat Gladwin.Mich., in
been obtained of their identity.
after assaulting Sheriff Joseph Wilson heirs to the Selling estate.
eluding the Methodist Church, Michigan
total for 1880. 'Hie total freight passing ing that not more than two of l
nnd his little son and shooting the .sherMitral depot, BrunswickHotel and the
Gen. Wilson'sWife Killed.
through the canal in 1N0D was 25,255.810 shall he of the same politicalparty,
For Governor o.' Indiana,
city hose house, causing a total loss of
The wife of Maj. Gen. James II. Wil- iff’s wife in the arm when site came to
tons, against but 7,510,022tons in 1881). that none shall be members of e
lud.ana
Republican
State
convention
branch of Congres-. Motion to «
$5iMH)0. The fire originatedin a billiard son. military governor of the department .their assistance, was lynched. The ennominated Wiui.eld T. Durbin, a colonel showing that the freight has increased out enacting clause was vending in
hid), and Albert Bergen, who slept there. of Matanzas-SautaClara, Cuba, died raged citizens broke into the jail, dragged
much
more
rapidly
than
the
number
of
of volunteers,for Governor, and a full
session when adjournment was voted
j> believed to have been 'burned to death.
from the effects of burns accidentally re- out the prisoner and hanged him on a tree
vessels, thus indicatingin some degree
ticket.
ceived while driving with her daughter. it; the juilynrd.
Alaskan civil code bill passed the
the
rapid
increase
in the size and capacOperator Blamed for Wreck.
While alighting from her carriage Mrs.
ity of the freight carrying vessels of the at** on Tuesday, amendments being
Estate
Shows
Big
Shrinkage.
THE
MARKETS.
A Winnipegspecial says: 'Two Cana Wilson steppedon a match, which ignited
great lakes. The development of grain drawn. Harris’ resolutionpasst-d
New Y’ork society and Wall street
di.ui Pacific Railway freight trains, runher dress.
Chicago— Cattle, common to prime, productionof the extreme Northwest dur- corning conservationof the water <*
were
equally
shocked
when
they
learned
jiitig at full speed, collided in a rock cut
Arkansas river for the benefit of
that the estate of Wilson Waddinghum, $3.00 to $0.00; hogs, shipping grades. ing the decade is indicatedby the fact
Mrs. LottridgeExonerated.
at Spanish river. Braketuttu Pole was
$3.00 to $5.75: sheep, fair to choice. $3.00 that the wheat carried through the canal rmlo and Kansas. Tillman’s r*-'ol
who
died
about
a
year
ago,
had
shrunk
Mr.-.
Louise
Lottndge
is
again
free
at
killed. The damage t" the eleven cant
from $12,000,000 it was supposed to be to $5.75; wheat. No. 2 red, 05c to 00c; in 1801) was 08.397,335 bushels,and in concerning tests of Krupp armor a
will be at least .‘'50.01 ID. It is said the Chicago. The coroner’sjury after only
diau Head was agreed to. Consider
corn. No. 2. 3De to 4lc; oats, No. 2. 22c 1889 1(5,231,854 bushels, while
accident resulted from the neglectof an a few minutes’ deliberationexonerated worth to a paltry $18,000. It has just
other
than
wheat"
in
IS!)!)
was
30,000,
1
“f ::n"-v aPDroPriatiou
hill, carrying!
tbe woman from all blame in connection been 'appraised at that amount by the ex- to 23c; rye, No. 2, 53c to 54c; butter,
•operator who fell asleep."
with tin* shooting of Rufus Wright, the ecutors of the estate in New Haven, choice creamery. 17c to IDc; eggs, fn-sli. 035 bushels, and in 1889 but 2,133,245 D-'l •••!'". w;.' r, u,n*-d i .d.v^ as
ment torbiddiug •'tablishuieiii of
11c to 12c; new potatoes, Bermuda. $7.00 bushels.
wealthy lire manufacturer, who died at Conn.
Slain by the Filipinos.
graph or cable lines in Alaska not <i
to
$8.50
per
barrel.
The A merman garrisonof Catubig. the Leland Hotel April 15.
Jury Acquits Mrs. Jessie Adams.
ami operated wholly by citizens o
Indianapolis— Cattle, shipping, $3.00 to
A
report
recently
issued
gives
some
Island of Samar, consisting of thirty
At Cincinnati Mrs. Jessie Adams was
United States was adopted. I’.i
Delaware Sheriff Piles Lash.
$<’*.00; hogs, choice light. $3.00 to $5.75;
insight into the doings of New York's amendment giving preferenceu nun
men belonging to the Forty-third regiFully 1,000 people were present at the acquittedof the charge of murder in the sheep, common to prime, $3.00 to $5.00;
army of criminalsduring the past year. bidders on army contractswas d.-fi
ment. Ii i* been attacked by rebels. Twen- county jail at Dover, Del., to witnessthe first degree. She recently killed her huswheat. No. 2, 70c to 72c; corn, No. 2
During 1SDD there were 98,017 prisoners IS to 20. Stewart'samendment, "ii
ty of tin* Americanswere killed. The whippings of nine culprits, all colored, band, who was the agent of the Union
white, 40c to 41c; oats, No. 2 white,
arraigned in the police courts of Man- ed to prevent a Cuban cable mono)
rcinaindciwere rescued.
who had been sentenced for petit larceny. Pacific Railway there. The evidence 27 e to 20c,
hattan nnd the Bronx. Of these 77,121 was rejected. In the House the emit
Four of the nine receivedtwenty lashes. showed that Mrs. Adams had suffered
St.
Louis—
Cattle.
$3.25
to
$0.00;
hogs.
Street Fight Ends in Murder.
were males nnd 21,700 were females. was devoted to cunsideratiuuof tin
The
lush was well laid on by Sheriff from cruel treatment and was acting in $3.00 to $5.75; sheep. $3.00 to $<i.00;
Daring a street light at Philadelphia
There
were 37,(507 prisonersdischarged aragua canal bill.
self-defense.
wheat. No. 2. 71c to 73c; corn. No. 2
Hugh Gnlhihan. aged 2D years, was shot Wharton.
on hearing the evidence,and (11,11(5perStrike on New York Centra'.
The Senate on Wi*dtH'*'iny pas-e
yellow,
40c
to
42c;
oats.
No.
2,
24c
to
Collapse of a Bridge.
in (he foreheadby David McGovern,aged
The employes of the New York Central 20c; rye, No. 2, 54c to 50c.
An accident within the exposition Railroad
::! years. Il«* die*! at n hospital an hour
specialsessions which, compared with)^ (lu, liattlMh (lf Km,(>ri(.k
shops in Buffalo, about 2,200
Cincinnati—Cattle, $2.50 to $0.00; hogs.
after bis admission. McGovern was ar- grounds in Paris caused the death of nine
,ht. \vil,|,TM,.ys
in all, went on strike. An increase in $3.00 to $5.75: sheep. <2.50 to $5.75: the figures of 1898, shows n falling off (-hlin(,.,l(,r.vj,;(,
persons and injuredforty. A temporary
rested ainl committed for trial.
wages
and
the reinstatementof certain wheat. No. 2, 73c to 75c; corn. No. 2 of 2,294.
Spot'tsylvania.
in
Virginia.
Kocoivi
bridge,although closed to traffic, colmen
alleged to have been unjustly dis- mixed, 42c to 44c; oats. No. 2 mixed. 25c
tic** from Mr. Hoar that on Thors*!
lapsed.burying scores miJcr the broken
Dynam’te ExplosionKills Four.
People keep asking whether it should would call up the Clark contest <-a
charged are demanded by tbe men.
to 27c; rje, No. 2, 01c to 03c.
Four Italianswhile charging a hole timbers and heaps of debris.
Detroit— Cattle, $2.50 to $0.00; hoga, be spelledPorto Rico or Puerto Rico. consideration.Heard Mr. Mason i
with dynamite on sectionNo. 17 of the
Missslng Torpedo Is Found.
The Spaniards spelled it with a "u," port of his propositumto enact leg
Labor Men In a Fierce Riot.
I! liny River Railroad, near Port Arthur.
After six weeks of unexplained ab- $3.00 to $5.75; sheep. $3.00 to $0.25; and the board of geographicalnames, apA battle was fought between union and
to prevent tin* adulteration**t food
wheat,
No.
2,
71e
to
73c;
corn.
No.
2
Ont.. were blown to atoms by the presence the white-head torpedo which was
non-union stonecutters in the yards of
yellow. 40c to 42c; oats. No. 2 white, 28c pointed by the United States Government voted the rest *if the day to debate
mat arc explosionof the dynamite.
lost in the upper Potomac has been rethe HumpmayerStone Company in Chito decide disputes in spellingand pro- army appropriationbi 1, with tin*
to 30c; rye. 00c to 02c.
cago. Due union man was. shot in the covered. This torpedowas lost or. March
Jennie M. Drinkwatcr Conklin Dead.
Toledo— Wheat, No. 2 mixed. 73c to nunciation. adopted the Spanish style, ment of Americansoldiers in t lu14 during an officialtrial of the subma74c; corn. No. 2 mixed, 40c to 42c; oats. but Senator Foraker’s bill establishing pines as tlu* chief subject. Tbe
The death is announcedat New Ver- left thigh by C. MacCreary,bookkeeper rine torpedo boat Holland.
for
tin;
company.
No. 2 mixed, 24c to 25c; rye, No. 2. 50c a civil government on that island provides by a vote of 225 to 35 passed |,j
non. N. J ,. of Mrs. Jennie M. Drink water
that the official spelling shall be Porto riding for the constructionof a pr<
WcD-Known
Educator Dies.
to 57c; clover seed, old, $4.70 to $4.80.
Conklin, widely known as a writer of
GramatanInn Burned.
but not a fortifiedNicaragua eaiinl
Milwaukee— Wheat. No. 2 northern, Rico.
Samuel De Witt Beals, the oldest edubooks for .girls.
Gramntan Inn. at Bronxville,X. Y.,
05c to 07c; corn, No. 3, 40c to 42c; oats.
cator
in
point
of
service
in
Nebraska,
for several years the meccn of wealthy
Tbis. um2 Tbut.
Hons: Wrecked 1 y Dynamite.
died in Omaha, aged 74 years. He had No. 2 white 20c to 28c; rye. No. 2; 57c
The report comes from Cape Nome, Dewey will visit Columbus. Ulnc
The house of Mrs. Katuruh Alldredge New Yorkers in summer, was burned. been engaged continuouslyin school to 58c; barley, No. 2, 42c to 44c; pork,
Loss. $100,000. The hotel had just been
the new Alaska gold field, that coal and in June.
jit Mount Vernon. Ind., was wrecked by
mess. $12.50 to $13.00.
work in Nebraska since 1871.
refurnishedat a cost of $50,000.
wood are very scarce. All available wood
Queen Wilhelmina »»f Ilollaudh
a dynamite explosion. Mrs. Alldredgeand
Buffalo— Cuttle, choice shippingsteers,
has been used for ten miles ou either grieved over the war in South
Canal Grant Canceled.
her 5-year-olddaughter were thrown
Thomas Harland Is DeaJ.
$3.00 to $0.00; hoes, common to choic*,
from their bed, but neither was hurt. The
Thomas Harland, a well-known lawyer, The Nicaragua Government has finally $3.25 to $5.75; sheep, fair to choice, $3.00 side of Nome City. Wood brings $50 Both she aud her mother are eon
to $(‘<0a cord, and it is a very poor article i-outributing funds in aid of the
police are at a loss to understand the is dead in New York, aged 70 years. He canceled the concessionto the Maritime to $<5.75; iambs, common to extra, $4.50
at that. The coal supply is very meager She is fully persuade*!that the |
Canal
Company
to constructa ship canal
was the practical framer of our existing
motive for the crime.
to $7.50.
across Nicaragua.
patent law.
New York— Cattle. $3.25 to $0.00; hogs, and coal is sold by the pound, bringing people are in the wrong.
seven ami as high as eight cents a pound.
BI4 Shoe Dealer Closed Up.
On a train running between Gh*
Lawyci 3tat>s Justice in Court.
$3.00 to $5.75; sheep, $3.00 to $0.75;
Fire Loss of Many Millions.
The shoe store *<f Rok*rt R. llillas. in
Brussels a fierce discussion abi
In a quarrel in u court room at Paris, wheat, No. 2 red, 70c to 77c; corn, No. 2,
.7irc destroyed Hull, Out., leaped the
Minneapolis, passed into the hands of
Proprietarymedicine men want the war .south African war arose among t
river to Ottawa aud burned half the lat- Texas, Lawyer E. V. Scott stabbed Jus- 45c to 47c; oats, No. 2 white, 28c to 30c;
Sheriff Magardeu upon a writ of replevin
tax on their products reduced. They say sengers. An alarm was given, tli
ter city. Homeless persons number 15,- tice J. J. Hooks in the stomach. Judge butler, creamery, 15c to 20c; eggs, westsecured by representativesof Eastern
alcohol, other Ingredientsaud ail com* stopped and the disputants were
ern, 12c to 14c.
Hooks is badly injured.
000; propertyloss is $20,000,000.
creditors.
bint J. art* taxed.
to tiuish the disputeou the groun

SUSPECTED OF HAVING POISONED HcK HUSBAND
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'MIRROR OP MICHIGAN

Galetburg U to have a captured Spas-

BURGHEfiS SLIP

leh cannon.

AWAY

A new

church is to be built at Glenwood, by the Ad vent Ut*.

fAITMFUL RECOUNTING OF HER
LATEST NEWS.

ESCAPE ROBERTS’ TRAP NEAR
WEPENER AND FLEE.

Itev. J. A. Herrick of Chicago, called
by the Baptist Church of Owosho, de-

I

condition of grope.

(DEWEY IN CHICAGO.

lapiwenent Reported lathe Appear*
ace of Wlaler Wheat.
The summary of the crop conditioni
WINDY CITY OBSERVES MANILA

That
Tired Feeling

throughout the country,a> shown by the
BAY ANNIVERSARY.
weekly crop report issued by the weather
Just as surely Indicatesthat the
Michael McCann, a farmer living aontli
bureau, is as foltowa:
X«r*«r Tkeory Upheld - KalanuM* of Jackaou, receivedfatal injuries iu a Trek for the North After FrcelagWe**
blood is lacking in vitality and tb*
"The temperature conditionswere gen- Naval Victor la the Ceater of laBHSt Bmb Her Mother*lii*Lew— Iron runaway accident.
elements of health as does the
eaer British Net to Katrap Eatira erally highly favorable,but excessive
T»wm Dtoregard To* Law-Flau Keeler boasts of a residentwho is so Army Ueeleu-DiMster la Pretoria Mini in the Southern State# greatly in- tercst ia the Farade-BtreetaRadimost obstinate humor that the
ant with Itanaera and a Cheering
strong that while lifting a lady ont of a
terfered with farm work and catlsed
Oealas lato the State.
vital fluid Is full of Impurities.
Areeaal-TenWorkmea Killed.
carriage recentlyhe broke two of her
destructivefloods. In portionsof AlaMultitude Give* an Ovation.
Hood's
Sarsaparilla cures that
ribs.
bama, Mississippiand Louisiana much
The coat of Charlo* RearmiD of Chitired feelingby enriching and viSouth
Africa
advices
say
that
after
replantingwill bo necessary as a result
The new village council at Ovid has
ctfo, who lajrRtcrionf'lydixapi^amiat
Admiral Dewey arrived in Chicago
talizing the blood, creating a
heavy fighting, Wepener haa been re- of the inundation. Farm work has also
8t. Joeeph, was found upon the E. A. passed an ordinance prohibiting absoluteMom ty to attend the observance of the
good
appetite and invigorating
lieved
and
the
ail-day
artillery
battle
at
been
retarded
ns
a
result
or
heavy
rains
Graham docks. Through several,letters ly the sale of liquor within the village
second anniversary of the Manila Bay
every organ of Ybo body.
DewetsdorpWednesday resultedin 'the in the eastern portion of Kansas end Nefound in the pockets of the garment the limits.
battle. He was a little ahead of time,
A church is to be erected at once by occupation of that point by the British braska and Southern Missouri. Rain is as he was at Manila bay two years ago.
owner's name was learned. The theory
troops.
Between
Dewetsdorp
and
Thamuch
needed
in
Montana,
North
Dakota
that Mr. lieannan, who supposedlyhad the Presbyteriansociety recently organA big crowd awaited the admiral and ins
bauchu Gens. Poie-Cnrew and French aud over the northern portionof Minne- wife.
upon his person a reasonablylarge sum ized at West Branch, and a pastor inhave been drivingthe Boers before them. sota. While freezing temperatures ocof money, was enticed to visit the docks, stalled.
The admiral was met at South Chicago
Gen. Roberts’ army is now deployed curred in tin* upper Missouri Valley aud
where be was murdered and the body
Farmers in the northern part of Ionia along an extended line, with Gen. French
by the general executive committee,headmiddle
and
northern
Rocky
Mountain
recast into the St. Joseph river, is substan- County have organized a creamery assoed by Mayor Harrison and George G.
apparentlyrepentingthe tactics which ••e* gions. it appeals that no serious injury
“I hid that tired feeling all the
tiated by the fact that William Hard, a ciationand will build their factory at
Dewey. This committee extended au’oflihas been done.
suited
so
successfully
at
I’nardcberg.
time. Was ns tired in the morning
bridgeteuder, about' midnight heard many Mitliikcn.
nal welcome, the Mayor offering the freeThere is nothing in the dispatchesthat
The week 1ms not been favorable for
when I rose as J was when I went
cries from the tramps’ tents which arc
dom of the city to the distinguished guest
The
National Salt Company has given indicatesthe Boers are thinking of re- the npid progress of corn planting, but
to bed. I took four bottles of
upon the north shore of the river.
and
assuring
him
thut
the
town
would
he
a contract to erect a salt warehouse to treating northward, even though the field preparationsfor this work have been actHood's Sarsaparilla and it made me
wide
01)00"
for
him.
• In the afternoon
cost $7,000 near the "three I" railroad were open. Instead they art* fighting ive iu the more northerly sections and tin
Young Bride Sue* for 920,000.
feel like a new man. 1 could work
tin* admiral was given a reception by the
along the entire line.
Mrs. Charles Fletcher Church has dock at St. Joseph.
der favorable weather conditions will
hard and nos feel tired.” A. P.
I anadiun-American Association. In the
'I he British hope of conclusiveresults
progressrapidly. Planting has ..... . genbrought suit for $20,000damages against
The Business Men’s Association at
Charter,Crcston, Iowa.
evening there was an illumination of the
her mother-in-law, Mrs. Stephen f. Hillsdale has |ierfected its organization, seems slim at present,the Boers escap- erally retarded whore not completed in
lake front, and Inter a naval ball at the Hotod's Sarsa parilla is sold by all drugChurch, for alienation of her husband's and will now proceed to hustle for th-.* ing unbeatenand having accomplished the Southern States, anti also from Kan
gists. Get llood's and only Hood's.
Auditorium.
material interests of the city.
an immense amount of damage. They sns ami Oklahoma westward over the
affections.Miss Mary Kich. the .....
On
'i ucsdny Admiral Dewey occupied
clung to their positions as long as it was central MississippiValley, bciag later
plainr.nt.and her hu*d>and were brought
Henry A. Robinson, ex-statistician of
the post of honor in the great parade givA Wonderful Geological Frenfc.
up togetherin Kalamazoo. The young the Agrieulturul Department and ox- safe to do s<*. and then slipped off to hold than for many years in Tennessee. en in honor of his victory over the Spanman moved with his family to Water- Stnte labor commissioner, died at his tin* next commanding ridge through a
"An improvementin the condition of
Among the many wonderfulfreaks ia
iards two years before. Down through
broken country admit ably suited for a winter wheat is generally reported,exbary, Conn,, but later the son was seat home in Detroit, aged 58 years.
nature there can be none in the geologithe streets,made radiant with banner and
rear guard defense.
to Kalamazooto attend Kalamazoo Colcept in Michigan and Wisconsin, where
cal
line tluit e:m possibly excel «tiiat
Four free rural mail delivery routes Dispatches from Aliwal North, under plowing up for other crops continue. bunting, with ting aud festoon, rode the
lege. 1 he result was a secret marriage
admiral of the navy, the central figure known as "The Giant’s Head." It
will Ik* asked for by the farmers living
date of Wednesday, say the Boers left WHh ample moisture and favorabletemwith Miss Kich Dee. 20, ISOS. When the
about Vicksburg, who are entitled to Wepener so hurriedlythat many of the peraturethe crop has made rapid growth m a swinging mass of color and music. stands, or rather reclines, against the
wedding became public the boy’s parents
these advantages of modern times.
dead were left in the trenches unburied. in the central valleys and Southern Ton thousand men, in resplendent uni- face of the cliff at Point Pinos, iu Monwent then*, and a little later the boy left
Cass County farmers say that the Commandant S. Cronjo is reported to States, its condition in Kentucky and forms of blue and gold, of scarlet and terey County, California,and all who
for \\ aterbury. He lias never returned.
wheat which was sown very late last fall have been killed.
Tfimessce In-itig exceptionally tine. gray, trooped before and after him. Half have viewed the wonder declare it to
a hundred bands blared the brassy notes
Few Obey the New Tax Low.
is looking well, while the ground which
According to advices from Bloemfon- Wheat is heading in Texas, where a good
be the most colossal,as well as the
Only twelve residents of Houghton was seeded early in the season will have tein, the attempt of the Boers at Brand- yield is indicated.The favorableoutlook of soul-stirring marches, a score of fife
corps shriekedthe shrillmeasures of war most marvelousfreak in natural sculphave returned the tax blanks distributed to he plowed over.
fort^ to get in touch with the command on the Pacific coast, except in Southern
ture in existence. All portions of the
to all property owners by SupervisorFox.
As springtime has come again it has of Thalia Nchu was frustrated by a force California, continues. Early sown spring tunes, horses pranced,Hags waved, sabers
flashed and an uncountablemultitude "head,” except the back (which apAt Calumet mueli the same condition ex- thawed out that infernalnuisance— the dispatchedby Gen. Tuekel from Glen.
wheat is coming up to good stands over
^
ists. Hancock makes the best showing boy with a gun, and the annual slaughter Apparently, however, the tide, after n the southern portion of the spring wheat watched the
pears to be "blocked”into the meta»>n completed returns of any copper coun- of the rapidlydecreasing supply of our
momentary delay, is again setting toward region. .Seeding is now nearly completed, George Dewey will probably remember morpklc rocks, against which it seems
ty town. At Irouwood very few returns song birds has started up again.
the British side, though so far as re- except in North Dakota and Montana, tin* sight he watched from the reviewing to lie so naturallyreclining), are as perhave been received and Ishpcming is also
ported
the engagements, beyomftherelief Where from one-quarter to one-half of stand in Chicago. If may not have been fect as tnough fresh from the hand*
Escanaba's electricrailway is to be exdilatory.The new law is very unpopu*
of Wepener, are scarcely of sufficientim- the crop is yet to be sown. All reports as spectacular as the naval pageant of some giant sculptor. The chin,
tended
northward
to Gladstone and Rapar with ail classes, from the wealthy
portance to warrant so sweeping a gen- respecting the oat crop are encouraging which New York arranged for him, nor
nine owner down to the laboringman, id River, u distance of twenty-one miles. eralization.In one respect only can the seedingbeing well advanced iu the north- as long as some other parades he has mouth, nose, eyes and brow are all perWork on the extension will be begun
•ompelled to pay double taxes because his
M*en, but it was a brilliant procession. fect. as is also* the hair, which appears
ern sections.”
soon and the line completed at least to movement against Wepener be regarded
mine is mortgaged.
There were regulars,national guards- to be gracefully drawn back from the
as a Boer success. By making this diGladstone this season.
version and by the renewed activity in DEATH IN CHICAGO LABOR RIOT. men. Mexican and civil 1 war veterans, forehead.The ears are not so "tri: • to
More Finn* Kcuch Michigan.
A truuni officer seems to 1m* a very
man o’-wnrsmen, soldierly youngsters
The vanguard of the .'lO, 000 Finnish immuch needed thing at Ludington.The Natal, where the Boers are massing at Union Picket Leads an Attack mul ]* "ho m;i relied like old campaigners, and life” as the oilier features are, but even
nigrants promised America iliis season
Tintwa
pass, jthtts menacingBuller’s arin this respect no stretchof the ImaginAppeal says thut seventeen boys of
Killed.
Chicago’s represontatvesin businessand
ms arrived. Five ear loads entered the school age were counted fishing off the my. the invasion of the Transvaal has
In an attack upon non-union men em- ’.lieprofessions.Eight divisions of them ation Is required in order to see toleragain been indefinitely delayed.
'nited States through Sault Ste. Marie,
docks near the entrance to the harbor
ably perfectauricular apiiendages.Th®
wo carloadsgoing to Calumet and two during school hours one morning recently,
A dispatch to the London Daily Mail ployed at the Baker-Vnwtcrcompany, there were, and they swept through the
lithographersin Chicago, where a strik» cheeringlines of packed humanity, under bold features, backward wave of th®
0 Irouwood.Houghton Count v now has
from Lottretico Marques, dated WednesII. ^ • David, who has liecn a justice day, says that a daring attempt was is in progress. Peter Miller was shot
the banners and tin* streamers,past the hair, massive forehead, mustache, finetpwanl of 15,000 residents . f Finnish
of the pence in Eagle township, ever made Sunday night to destroy the bridge through the head and instantly killed admiral ami his party like an army ly chiseled nostrils, and deep-set eyes
•irtli and parentage and li.(MM) of Ironby H. C. Raster, superintendentof the marching in triumph of a conqueror.
since ho was old enough to be eligibleto
vood's 10,000 population are l inns. Isliat Komatipoort, the terminus of the
are all reproduced on a natural,yet gifactory. John McGuire watt also shot
the H.'iieo, has a record of which In* is
I’liicagohad turned out to do honor to
•eming. Xcgnunee and Iron Mountain, all
Deiagoa Bay Railway in the easternpar:
gantic, scale, and with wonderful • xproud. Of all the cases he has decided Of Portuguese,East Africa . The.attempt through the right arm and right cheek bv a iiuro. Political ntliliationswore forgot
rmi mining towns, are other centers of
the
superintendent,and severely, al- ten. 'All rememberedthe terse sentences actness.
which have b<-rn taken to higher courts,
failed by the merest accident, kaffirs giv*rge Finnish population, to which heavy
in only one lias his decision been changed.
though not fatally, injured. In addition flashed tinder the ocean from Hong Kong
ecossious are being made weekly.
ing the alarm. The Boers have conseA Frozen No e.
to this affair, the labor situationwas two years ago. That was the keynote of
quently
increased
their
force
on
the
fronThe body of Oscar Curtis was found in
Bravo
hearts
and Indomitable enurintensified by the arrest of George P.
Young Widow Kill* Herself.
the thought along the line of march. That
Paw Paw River on the shore of Hon. A. tier and the hills are lined with riflemen,
nge bad those early missionaries who
Gubbins,
president’ of the Bricklayers’
At Grand Haven Mrs. Will Trotter, a
the
admiral
enjoyed
the
sight
and
the
uenr Watervliet,by the burghers suspectingthat the British
Union. He was taken on a charge of in- omuls of his welcome was shown by his found their work among the Indians of
••idow 2.i years of age and daughter of
his hired man. He was identified by his are advancingupon the Transvaal by
the great Northwest Territory.Egerosrmaster Heath of Spring Lake, com- brother and Floyd Fitzsimons,of Colo- «otm* mysterious route. Every approach citing riot.
tnilingface as lie passed along.
The trouble at the Baker- Vawter comntted suicide by shooting herself through
ton K. Young writes in his book, "On
mn. He expressedhis intentions to Fitz- to the bridge is guarded by barbed wire,
pany’s plant which almost assumed the
u* heart. The cause which is said to simons. his chum, but nothing was
nie correspondentdoes not indicat* who
DEATH RECORD OF THE WAR. the Indian Trail.” of the varied experiproportions
of a riot was the outcome of
ave led to the tragedy was the aecusa- thought of it at the
*
it was who attemptedto destroy the
ences and hardships which befell him
a strike which has been in existenceat CaHtiultic* of American Troops ut Sanon by a woman that she had been alienbridge.
and his wife during their many years’
i’he
launching
of
the
Ravenseraig.
the
the
factory
since
last
January.
ting the affections of the latter’* hu«Part of the Beglfie shell factorv at Pretiago and Monila.
labor among the Indians of that cold
tnd.
first steel steamer over built at Fort Hutoria blew up the other night. Ten men
In comparison with thT’casualtTe^uTnorthern
'
r®u* "'a* marked by elaborate <i»r#mowere killed and thirty-two wounded. They
Kill* Hcntelf and Her Italic.
femi by the British troops in South Afities. Ten thousand jn-ople wore in atDuring those long journeys in the
Mrs. James Simonds, who lived near tendance.the city schools being closed in were mostly French and Italians. No
rica, those sustained by the American
frozen north made with dog trains the
tter Lake, deliberately jumped in front honor of the event. The new boat was entiBo of the explosion is assigned, but
forces in the Philippines seem very small.
halt for the night was often a pleasure.
a Michigan Cent r-il expresstrain with christenedby Mi>s Morton, daughter of it is not believed to be due to treachery.
A statement just compiled by the War
*r 2-yea r-old child in her arms. Both
The factory has been working double
Department shows that from July 1, The great roaring fire of dry wood, at
t apt. Ld Morton of the Volunteer Trantime for weeks. Most of the important
‘•re terribly mangled, dying almost in- sit Company.
1898, when American troops reached Ma- which we cooked our suppers, tha . . d
machinery was saved.
;intly. Mrs. Simmons’ mind had been
nila, until April 27. IfiOO. these deaths out the fish for our degs. and warmed
A Qtiincssee wonmn who owned nothbalanced for several months, but her
have occurred:Killed and died of wounds, our half frozen bodies, was very welinia had not been considered dangerous. ing but the house she lived in and the lot
come.
•K* ollicers,552 men; died of disease, 2U
MACHINEGUNSUSEDON REBELS
on which it stood lias refusedto register
officers, 1,(435 men; total, (49 officers, 2,187
It was hard at first to sleep with lie
Father and Bon Killed.
the deed t.. her property, but kept it hid- Eighty Filipino* Mowed Down, While
men; grand total, 2,25(5. Several thousand
While crossing the tracks of the Lake den in the house. The house was burned
bead
completelycovered; there was
American* Are Not Hurraed.
men have been wounded, but onlv a small
mre Railroad at Riga a wagon contain- down recently and the deed destroyed. Officerswho have arrived iu Manila
such a seuse of smothering, that I off<*a
percentage have died of wouilds, and
a Jooclu!!Kruse, a farmer, and his Now she is unable to s-ll the land* be- from Neuva Cat-eras, province of South
ran tbe risk of tbe freezing rather than
The Burlington may parallel the North- most of them have returned to duty.
•ung son was struck by the fast mail cause she can show no title to it, (he
Camarines,bring detailsof a tight in ern Pacific tracks to Ogden.
The
War
Department
has just issued tbe smothering. One night 1 unconmg cast. Father and son were in- man who sold it to her being dead and his which eighty Filipinos were killed.The
The Canadian Pacific Railroad agreed a complete table of the casualties in the sciously uncoveredmy bead.
mtly killed.The wagon was reduced heirs under age.
American outposts reported 800 natives to join other roads in abolishingcommis- I'iftli army corps in the operations After a time I awoke suddenly, to
kindlingwood nnd bulk liorscs won*
Dexter people aet< .| very independent ass unblod three miles from the town anJ sions.
againstSantiago from June 22 until July *ind that I was trying to pull off my
•o killed.
and haughty to the promoters of the Gen. Bell sent three detnehmenfisof the
The extension of the C. He E. L from 17, 1898. Tbe losses are givog: Killed, frozen nose, which I thought was tha
State News in lirief.
Ann Arbor-.Iaekson electric railroad Forty-fifthregiment, with two Maxims, Marion to Thebes, 111., bus been opened 21 officers,222 enlistedmen; wounded, end of an ax handle.
Lyons Councilhas pns-ed an ordinance scheme until the route was all surveyed who nearly surrounded the Filipinos, the
Bti officers,1.844 enlisted men; total, 1,for passenger business.
I slept with my head covered aft“r
ppressing all saloons in the village.
and the right of way bought and Dexter majority of whom were armed with bolos
GS8 officersand enlisted men.
that.
It is reported that the Nickel Plate
left several miles to one side. Now they and wore carabao hide helmets, coats and
The total strength of the forces oper1 bree buildings, a saloon, a meat' marroad will put in service another Chicago- atin- against Santiago is given as 8(49
i and a residence, were destroyed by have come off their high horse and are shields. The Filipinos were quickly put
One Word.
New Y'ork passenger train.
hustling
their
hot
to
get
the
company
to
to
flight,
leaving
the
field
strewn
wit),
officersand li,.*l!t men. Tito Seventeenth
* at Coopersrille, causing a total Joss
A
certain
Irrepressible
Iwre had a
change
the
route
so
as
to
have
their
vil- armor. Their riflemen were unable to
The Lake Shore has put into service a regular infantry lost the greatestnumabout $10,000,with practicallv no iulage on the main line.
shoot straight and the bolomen never new train from Chicago to Boston, which ber of men, its killed and wounded num- formula which he always used when it
-/iiiee.
A young woman of Ovid has discov- got near enough to the Americansto do "ill make the 1,03!) miles in twenty-six bering 182. The Sixteenth regular in- was sought to put him off, and spar®
'Homs Stanton,employed at the Chnany execution. Therefore none of the hours.
fantry lost 120 men, and Gov. Roosevelt’s the objects of his attentions the trou' mine, Iron Mountain, was run over ered that it is dangerous to use curling
tongs.
Sin* was curling her hair with a Americanswas wounded. Lieut. Baleh,
Hereafter Sisters of Charity in uniform regiment and the Sixth regular infantry Dlo of an interview with him:
an ore train on the Northwestern
pair and had just gotten the instrument with twenty cavalrymen from the Thirtv- "ill be sold half-ratetickets by Central each lost 127 men.
’’But 1 assure you I want but on®
ih'oud and instantlykilled, his body
thoroughly heated and was raising it to sovontli regiment,cornered fifty bolomen Passenger Associationlines without the
»S horribly mangled.
N’ord with him— only one word!”
her head when her hold upon it became in a river and shot every one, the bodies necessity of their securing clergy certifiHe called once on a celebrated Lr.v\<>rk has been e unmenced on the ereeunsteady and the instrument struck her flouting away. One soldier had his head cates.
\ of the new creamery at Mullikcn. It
yer. The lawyer’s clerk met him verv
in the eye. The heat seriouslyinjured struck off with a bolo.
Ail the roads from Chicago, St. Louis
1 cost $4,000 and is to be operated bv
solemnlywith the remark:
the eye, and ..... my lost* her sight.
Gen. Bell’s two regiments are hard
and Kansas City to Colorado will follow
(ock company composed of about fortv
’’Why, haven’t you heard? Mr. B.
worked in clearing the country. They
’tiers of the vicinity.
One of the worst wrecks in years in
the example of the Rock Island and run
moot with many small squads of bolomeit
Red last night.” '
that
neighborhood
happened
on
the
Cinexcursions
at
half
rates to Denver, Pu»ne of the biggest annual events in the
and last week killed a total of 125. Gen.
Ho had scarcely got the words out
eblo and Colorado Springs.
cinnati A.- Grand Trunk Railroad, four
peninsulais the tournament of the
Bell has issued a proclamation declaring
ivhen the applicant was saying,
miles east of Emmet. A loaded freight
Chicago capitalists have purchased a
inenV association.This year it will
that he will retaliate relentlessly unless
.‘iliatingly:
train stood on th*- main line and the enheld at ('aluinet. and the dates have
this guerrilla warfare ceases and that controlling interest in the Munising Railgine was taking a supply of water from
"But I assure you I want but on®
' been fixed as Aug. 8, it and 10.
way,
which
runs
from
Munising
Bay
he will burn all the towns which harbor
the tank. Another loaded freight-train
word with him only one word!”
t° Little Lake, Midi., a distanceof sixty
guerrillas.
ien-liants at St. Joseph and some of
‘•atm* along and there was a rear-endcolmiles. The purchase is incident to the
neighboringtowns are suffering cou- lision. The caboose
jjrKt Irai„
acquisition of over 80,000 acres of MichiDid Hia Ite»t.
Belgium has five automobile clubs, with
‘tably lately through the operations lifted in the air and thrown into a field
gan timber laud.
a combined membership of 740.
. Don t you know you are a very u: *-shoplifters,a large number of whom severalrods away. The engine of the
Justice Shims of the I’nlted States Su’I'll** scarcity of coal in Germn.ny is sen to be operatingiu a systematicman- east train went down a fifteen-foot cmsuming young fellow?” inquired(!i«
ia the county.
preme Court lias handed down a decision riously interfering with the iron and steel stern parent of the trembling applicant
bank men t aud i- a total wreck. The
that Ashland and not Duluth is the East- industries.
for his daughter’s hand.
•.-Detective Ed. W. Buckeridge die I iniin that >tood on the track was loaded
ern terminal of the Northern Pacific road.
'ort Huron, lie had been almost help- with live Slock, the ears upset and 175
Steamboats are to be put on the Dead
”1 admit the presumption,sir,” h®
By reason of this decisiona large area Sea for traffic between the villages on youth stammered.
with locomotor ataxia for the past sheep and fifty hogs are dead.
of
valuable
timber
land
comes
into
pos•e years. Previous to that time he
the hanks. The first boat is already runMiss Ida Guntow, of Ann Arbor, is
"I think,” continuedthe parent of
session of tbe road.
ning.
one of the most efficientpolice oliidead. Shortly before her death she told
the beloved one in hig most sarcastic
the city has ever had.
Attorneys for six big Western land
A syndicatein Paris has made applicatbo followingparticulars as to the cause
tones, "that in your youthful carelesshe two-storyframe store building aud of her death: .Monday night she returned
The chain trust should advertise fot grant railroads have decided to sue the tion to the ministerof public works for
Ciiitod Slates. Government for nearly permissionto run steam carriages on the ness you must have quite overlooked
story machine shop of George Mark- ironi a dancing party and having a «*. missing Jinks.
•VHi.tioo f,)r carrying soldiers from Chi- streets.
tbe fact that l am her father.”
formerly occupied by Arnold & ]•>• Vcre cold look a dose of what she sim'Jlie Duke of Marlboroughhas penegrocery,burned at Mayviilc. Loss posrd to be glycerine, just us :;*ieeetired. trated to Bloemfontein.Still the war cago to San Francisco during the SpanishThe Berlin papers publish a Washing- "I tried to overlook It, sir,” shimAmerican war. Immediatelyafter the
it $2,500. insured for $1,400. The lire
.die realized too late thar she had acci- goes on!
ton dispatch with referenceto the con- mered the youth.— Cleveland Plain
dose of the war the roads filed claims for
umitiestionably of incendiaryorigin dentally pi.-kod up the wrong bottle and
vening of a second Panamerlcan congress Dealer.
Polecat skins are barred from tht
M. Etcheli’s grocery store on Trail bad swallowed a large quantity of car- mails. This is certainlythe decisionoi transportingthe troops The daims ask- and comment on the proposal in rather
ed for full tariff rates, less deductions unfavorableterms.
’ol t, u'-1'1 '"s"*ad of the glycerine she common scents.
t. Jackson, has been burglarized two
Cut Both Ways.
of 50 per cent made by the lines which
nee times recently. The other night hau been accustomed to mo* for her cold.
In an interval in the drillingone of
|» the British House of Lords Lord
1 his is the time of year when some mot)
add
land
grants.
The
Government:
rcEteheilprepared a gun so it would • he was unable to arouse the family, and
talk through the hats they expect' tc litscd to recognize the daims, alleging Kinnaird asked the Government to sup- the volunters belonging to a crack regl.
I ell back on the bed. where she was
seh urged when .he door was opened,
i-ast away after election.
that the railroadswere not entitledto port the United States in attempting to meat stepped out from the ranks to
he morning be had forgottenabout found the next morning unconscious. \|.
wen re non-exhibition disphiys-on 'Sunday light a cigar from that of his officer.
lyT us hope that the announcementoi cates higher than are charged parties of
Dap and on opening the door he was though the doctorsdid all that was posat the Paris exposition.
Jhe latter took this evidence of the
by a charge of shot which shattered sible it was too late to save her life. The Dewey’s candidacy will not start off the twenty c,r more persons traveling on one
ticket, known in railway parlance ns
Tim League of German Agriculturist's democraticspirit of freedom in good
.voting
woman
blamed
no
one
for
her
friends
of
Schley
and
Sampson
into
a
nglit hand so badly liuit it will be
death and said that she took the poison controversy as to which should be nam- 'party rates.” In addition to this the has just held its general annual meeting part, but said by way of a hint: "In
ssary to amputate it.
entirely by accident.
Comptrollercontended that the land grant in Berlin. The league numbers 200,090
ed for second place.
1 Oxford undertaker lias been in the
members,an increase0f 17,000 over the the regular army you couldn't have
roads must deduct 50 per cent.
l anm-rs who owu sugar bushes almost
less for fifty years, and is still at it.
done till® to an officer,Brown.”
A horse bit a piece of flesh out of the
The Rockefellersarc reportedto have membershipof tin* preceding year.
•ugh he is now 7«I years old. During "it ho, it exceptionrompluiueti of a small arm of a Kansas woman the other day.
The marriage rate of Queensland, Aus- i “Right you are,” responded the priitisinesscareer lie has officiated at mHJ oi sap this spring. Like ail other It has been decided that tbe owner oi obtained controlof the Missouri Pacific
tralia.
has been steadily deeliiiing from vate, "but in the regular army you
and
will
consolidate
it
with
the
Missouri.
;:|0U(1*’ l"’"'«;vcr,this one has a silver
» funerals.
the Jiorse .shall pay her $48. His only
could not be an officer.”— Collier’s
Kansas and Texas.
iiiiuig, .is it is n generallyaccepted sign
recourseis to take it out of the animal’)
lisi V'01
,0 i'"i ,K‘1' 1’UU0 in Weekly.
die making an arrest of a refractory that a good maple sugar year is a pour
hide.
A train of twenty-liveflat cars loaded
gdoer a Marquette policeman hand- year for other crops,
The Russian Government has consentA Chicago young women has taken n with thrashing machines from a Raeine, ed to postpone for one year the operation
n; dub to a bystander with the re*
A Chines® Passport.
Flint will have a new industrysoon, a vow in which she promises silence twen- Mis., factory was taken west from Chir that he administera few Jove taps
In China a traveler wishing for a
,'sgo by the Burlington. A private ear of new regulations, depriving Japanese
company
being
now
in
progress
of
organty-three
hours
out
of
the
day.
In
nil
e offender to help subdue him. • The
and a brass band accompanied the train. subjectsof fishing privileges in the 'wat- passport is compelled to have the palm
uder's intentions were good, but he ization, the object of which will be the kindness,it must be said that the maThe Central Passenger Associationhas ers of Saghalicn,Siberia.
of his hand brushed over with Hue oil'0 rattled in the excitement that his breeding of Belgian hares. Many for- jority of her sex are astonished at the
A botanical garden Juts been establish- paint; he then presses his hand on thin
decided
to adopt a composite ticket, with
proposition.
tunes
have
been
made
iu
this
business
iu
blow landed squarely on the nose of
ed at (’oquilhatville,Congo Free State, damp paper, which retains an impresizen who was just offHng ills as- California in the past few years, but the
A Milwaukee girl who was married foi coupons for both, first and second class
passengersin order to do away with any by the Bolginin Government, to be called
industryis practically a new one in Michict to the policeman.
fuu two years ago now wants a divorce
sion of the lines. This Is used to preigan.
opportunityfor tbe roads to offer sleep- tin* Kcw Gardens. Experimentswith
It would be fuuny if she shouldn’t.
rubber aud other tropical plants will be vent transference of the passport, a*mg car service on second class tickets.
the Hues of no two hands are alike
made.
cline* to accept.
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Tolstoi** Sent,# of Honor.
family of Count Tolstoi has »
largo circle of acquaintances, anil hardly an evening passes but tliere arc

Rome

Double Trouble

DAN. GBOSVENOB SAYS:

• According to the IndlnunpolhJour-

guests, At one music party a lady’s
singing displeased Count Tolstfi’s boys
and they adjourned to nuothcr room
and made a noise. Their father lost
patience nnd wont after them, and a

JH

Science,

He Emptied HI* Pocset*.
The Comte de Corbleres, minister of
nal, Bob said: “Papa, what is a book- the interiorto Louis Will., while
worm?”
working In the king's cabinet one day,
“A bookworm,” replied papa, “is a became absorbed in his work, and so
person who would rather read than eat, far forgot himself us to place h!s snuff
or it Is a worm that would rather eat box on the king's desk after taking

The

than read.”

Perunt Is an Excellent Bpriif
Catarrh Remedy— I am as
Well at Ever.”

“

snuff.

The king observed this unheard-of
Brltlih Aristocracy Blamed,
familiarityfrom the corner of his eye,
Many people attribute their recent rebut said nothing. Presently the min“The year 1800,” says Supt. Hammond terse* to degeneracy. The life of luxury
ThtooapUcaUoBof
ister whipped out his pockethandkerdoe*
not
produce
vigor.
Indigestible
supAfter some hesitation came an an- ot the public instructiondepartment, ia pers, constant nerve strain amt la^k of chief .and placed it beside the snuff
his annual report, "has been a busy one
swer in the affirmative: “Y-y-yes.”
exercise upset the stomach. The blood
in educationalaffairs in Michigan. AU
that makes heroes must come from box.
“Does not her singing please you?”
the departments of education,from the healthy stomachs.Hostetter'sStomach
"Monsieur de Corbleres,” remarked
aod
“Well, no. Why does she howl?” de- universityto the common schools, have Bitters purifies the blood aud sirengtbthe king at Inst, “you appear to be
clared one of the boys, with vexation.
felt the influenceof returning business ens the stomach. It cures constipation, emptying your pockets.”
“So you wish to protest against her life nnd activity.”Regarding the matter Indigestion aud dyspepsia.
“Perhaps so, sire,” was the <*111111resinging?” asked Lyeff Nlkolaevitcb,In of teachers’institutes Supt. Hammond
Poor Chi drcri in Japan.
sponse, “but that is much better than
!? f. wry •ore trouble, but
says he .shall uot iu this last year of diis
a serious tone.
doubly,or wparateiy, as sprain
The childrenof the poor in Japan arc fillingthem.”
administrationattempt to give advice
or bruise, there is no remedy
“Yes”
nearly
always labeled in case they Tin? king smiled at the clever hit at
known the equal of
concerning the improveiucntiiifthe sys“Then go out and say so. or stand in
tem. "Tlie plain truth is," lie says, "1 should stray from their homos while the corruption of some of the minister’s
the middle of the room and tell everydo not myself know what would he best their mothers arc engaged on domestic predecessors. Corbleres wan noted for
one present. That would be rude, but along this line. I am certain, however, duties.
his scrupulous integrity.
upright and honest. Hut you have got that the institute law of Michigan enacttogether and are squealiilglike grnss- ed in 1877, should be rndicady changed
The li'-ngcsiDay.
hoppers in a corner. I will not endure and .strengthened.More money should
,dra
June 21 is the long' st day with us ns Hon. Dan. A. Grosvenor of the 'a mo**
Ohio Family.
such protests.” Newcastle (England) he raised iu some way. Our institutes
with all that portion of the globe above
PROMPT, SURE CURE
Hon. Dan, A. Grosvon.jr, Deputy Audishould not he .shorter; they should he Earnest Letters from Women ReChronicle,
the equator, where the rising and set- tor for the War Department, in u lettei
lieved of Pain byMrs.Pinkham.
longer. The compensation paid should
ting of the sun are kept within the lim- written from Washington. 1). r
not
he
diminUhed;
it should he increased.
What Do the Children Drink?
“Dear
Mi:s. Plnkham
Before
I
“A/iOW me tu expnss my xraiitudt
its of twenly-four hours.
Don’t give them tea or coffee. Have This is one icaturc of the situation so difcommenced to take your medicine I
In Montreal June 21 begins a day to you tor the benetitderived iron: on§
you tried the new fund drink called liculf to hainlie. Our neighbor States
bottle of Pcruna. Une week hat
are able to pay more than we. 1 believe was in a terrible state, wishing myself sixteen hours long.
iJltA iN-07 It is delicious ;iud uourishbrought wonder ml changes and 1 am
dead a good many times. Every part
iug, and takes the place of coffee. The Michigan’s institutes have improved evAt London and Bremen the longest now as well as ever. Besides being
more C«rain-0you give the childrenthe ery year under our present law, but it of my body seemed to pain iu some
one of the very best spring ionics it it
more health you distribute through their soelfcs to me the time is ripe for the way. At time of menstruation my day has sixteen and one-half hours.
systems.(jraiu-Ois made of pure grains,
At Hamburg and Dantzig, seventeen an excellent catarrh remedy.’ ' \ cry
adoption
of
some
strong
measures
to meet
suffering was something terrible. I
and when properly prepared tastes like
respectfully, Dan. A. Grosvenor.
hours.
the choice grades of coffee, but costs the demand of new times and new condi- thought there was no euro for me, but
I bm bM0 s auffarsrfrom Rhosmstlsm for moro
Jiui r. Denton, Chief National l..tpon
At Stockholm, eighteen and one-half
MSB til Booths. 1 could not rsiso my hsadstomy about Vi as much'. All grocers sell it. loc tions." Under the heading,"State Teach- after taking several bottles of Lydia
Exposition, 1'hliadelpbla,
1’a., writesi
Mod or put my hands behind ma.ororantakooffmy and li.'c.
hours.
ers' Association,’’ the superintendentsays
"I
was completelyrun down from overwork
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound all
•**, shirt. Baforo1 bod flplshad tbroo-fourtha of a
nml
the
responsibility
naturally
'-onn-'etei
some plan should be inaugurated where- my bad feelings were gone. 1 am now
At St. Petersburg and Tobolsk, nine- with the exploitation<.f a great .atcru;.battla of Badway’aRoady Kalief I could us# my arma
Exports.
.onoJ
•a wall asovar. You can saa why 1 Imvaancbgreat faith
by all those attending the State asso- well and enjoying good health. 1 shall teen hours.
exposition.My physician recommended at
la your Relief. Youra truly.W. 0. BAKER. Enclneer
A comparison of New York’s share ciation should become members. Less
vacation. When life seemed as
•* A* MonUlona’aBoot and ^boo Factory, M Julia St.
At Tornoa, Finland, twenty-two extended
of tlie total export trade two decades than half of those in a! tendance at the always praise your medicine.”— Mrs.
most a hunli'D 1 liegan raking I’erunu. aaA
hours.
Amos
Fesculer,
Box
2?0,
Borneo,
Mich.
with
the
use
of the dfth bottle 1 found aiv*
ago with Us present trade shows a loss meetings are members and share in the
self iu a normal condition.I' have slu.e t'fr
At
Wardbury,
Norway,
the
longest
Female
Troubles
Overcome
expense
and
it
is
suggested
that
memberof It) per (•(*nt. last year, against a gain
Joyed the best of health.''
Almost everybody needs a tonic !n the
“Dear Mrs. Pixkhau:— Ihnd female day lasts from May 21 to July 22, withof l.*iO per cent, for Boston, DU per cent, ship tickets he sold at the same time railspring. Something to brace the nerves,
trouble, painful menses, and kidney out interruption.
for Philadelphia and 240 per cent, for road tickets are purchased. The text
vigerate the brain, and cleanse the blood.
book question is consideredat considera- complaint, also stomach trouble. About
At Spitzbergen it lasts three and one- That I’eruna will do this !s beyond cl. quefr
Baltimore.
Hon. Kveryone who has tried ;t has bad the
ble length. Supt. Hammond says: "1
a year ago I happened to pick up a half mouths.
same experience as Mrs. I*. W TimberiJkSt
would earnestly recommend that the next paper that contained an advertisement
Very Dow Rate*.
of Lynchburg, Va., who, in a recent letter,
Legislaturepass a law whereby tlie presHow's Tills:
made use of the following words: “I always
of Lydia E. Pinkham'sVegetable ComI The B., C. It. & N. By. will make very
ent free text book law may more easily
Badway'a Ready Raliaf ta a aura eurw for arory Pain,
We offer One Hundred Dollars reward for any rake a dose of Feruna after business hoars,
low
rates
to
Sioux
Falls.
S.
D.,
for
the
pound,
and
when
I
read
how
it
had
fraiaa,Bruiaaa,Pains in the Bark, Chaat and limb*.
cuso of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's as It Is a great thing for the nerves. There
be carried into effect. Beyond this the
Takaa Inwardly tbs re it not a remedialagent in the A. O. f. W. meeting in June.
Is no better spring toulc, and 1 have used
bellied others, 1 thought it might help Catarrh Cure.
Legislatureshould let text hook laws se•arid that Will turn Fem and Ague and nil other m*.
about all of them."
Call on your ticket agent for rates,
F. .UTJliXEY & CO., Toledo.0.
me, and decided to give it a trial. 1
ladaoa, biliousnnd othsr faten, aided by RADWAY'S
For a free book on ".Summer Catarrh,"
verely alone.” Manual training is enwe the undersignedliave known F. ,1. Cheney
limits,etc., and see that your tickets road
FILLS, no quickly an RADWAY’S HEADY RELIEF.
did
so, and as a result am now feeling for the last in years, and believe him perfectly
address The I’eruna Medicine Co., C'o!u»
thusiastically approvedby Supt. HamBold by Drnggiata.
I via this line.
bus,
Ohio.
lionorable
In
ull b;isln<-!»
transactions
aud
liuahperfectlywell. 1 wish to thank you for
KADWAY * 00.. U Elm Stiwat.Now York.
j Jno. ij. Farmer, A. <J. P. & T. A., B., mond, and a good word is said for the the benefit your medicine has been tc dully able to carry out auy obligations made by
Wri , fcACliKSiON RA FS
their linn.
incomparable normal school system of
C. it. «!>c N. By., Cedar Bapids, Iowa.
M ll I tnWA.ternC.snadattid
pa»
me.”— Mns. Clara Stikukr, Dillcr, Neb. West & Truax. Wholesale Drugglsti, Toledo. 0.
Michigan.
|ticu)r.r»»tolioNtoM..itM
Waluing. Kinnan & ULutvi.v Wholesale
n
1
IvOktiro’
the
!>•*:
Wb**|
Druggists.Toledo.0.
No riorc Pain
All in a Lif ainie.
eg
aro^isg lied «u tii* > on*
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting
»#at. can he
red oae*
Quartermaster General Atkinson has
Mistress (greatly scandalized)—Is B
“ Dear Mrs. Pinkiiam Your Vege- directlyupon the blood and mucous surfaces of
to tha buoert*
WV
teiulent of lir.mifrat.oa,
table Compound bus been of much the system Testlmoni.'lssent fr«u Price 75c.
possible,Mary, you are making bread worked out a .schemewhereby the Michigan NationalGuard can hold an encamp- benefitto me. When my menses first per bottle. Sold by all Druggists
d#r»ij;t,od.sj^ciaiij '•**
without having washed your hands?
nu., on
ua tli#
ir
ducted #xc!iniooa will laat*St. Paul. Minn.,
let
this summer, but be is very doubtappeared they were very irregular.
New kitchen girl -Lor’, what’s the ment
end 3*1 Tuft'd*; in c*ch month, rr.d #;*
rtut
Koimlcer
Skin.
ful as to its success, as it will require a
on all Hum of mint- nr* •••ing r,uot#*l for eicu.-fioaf
They occurred too often and did not
difference,muni? It's brown bread.—
A|.rU4th, for MeieS
The skin of the reindeer Is so imper- IftaviDg St. Paul on March >:L nnd A|.rl
considerablesacrifice on the part of the
loti*. Anintboi*. Skakhtciiftnaaaud Alberta.
leave for a week or more. I always
The Coluinliiau.
vious to the cold that any one clothed
men who compose the guard. In writing
Write to f. Pedley,Supt. Immigration,Ottawa.
suffered at these times with terrible
the captains of companiesasking them
in such a dress, with the addition of a Canada, or the undersigned, who will isa:lyM
atlasei.pamphlet*,etc., Ireeofcoet:C.J. Ilrough*
pains
in
my
back
and
abdomen.
Would
A»k Y'onr Dealer for ADen'n Foot- Kane, to make requisition on his department for
blanket of the same material,may bear ton, IC-S Monad nock Bldg., Chicago; N. Bar.hol*
A powder to shake Into your shoot*, it rests rifles ami clothing, he adds a paragraph, be in bed for several days and would
the intensest rigors of an Arctic win- raew.BM 5th St.. De* Moines. Iowa; M. V. M*.
the foot. Cures Corns, Uunlomt, Swollen, Sore,
Innei, No. 2 Merrill Block, Detroit.Mica.; J,
asking the captains to consult with the n«t be exactly rational at times. I ter’s night.
Grieve, Saginaw, Mich.; T. 0. Currie. Stevsas
Hot, Callous, Aching, Sweating feet aud iuKEEP YOU DRY.
took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
members
of
their
companies
as
to
whethPoint, Wis.; K. T. llolmes,Imliauapclis,la A,
growing .Nulls. ‘Allens Foot-Case makes
Agents for the Government of Canada.
Compound,
and
menses
became
regular
er
or
not
they
would
be
willing
to
waive
new or tight shoes easy. Sold by all druggists
Try Grain-O! Try Gruin-O!
{Don't b« footed watbamcUatochl
| or rubber coat If yoa wantacoa
and shoe stores,lEic. .Sample mulled L’KHL. all rights of their per diem if it is conand pains left me entirely.”—Mbs. E.
Ask your Grocer to-day to show you a
ItfutwiUimepydldrylqttmhjrd .
AddressAlien 8. Olmsted,Le Boy, .N. Y.
cluded to hold an encampment. The sit- F. Custer. Brale, Wis.
package of GBA1N-0, the new food
uation as explained by Gen. Atkinson is
drink that takes the place of coffee. The
Wear Sandal* In the 31 u t.
this: Me sees in sight money enough to
Ai
u * dQrabl* and children may drink it without injury as
well as the adult. AU who try it like it.
A sandal society has been started in pay for ull the. expenses of the camp,
la all iu stages thart
I IRC “fc"1,, cemfib’
base vail coating, GKA1N-0 has that rich seal brown of
shosld be cleanliness.
Berlin, and on a Sunday not long ago except the i*er diem of $1/25 that is alMochu
or
Java,
but
it is made from pure
laf lb. paper packages, mad* read/ for ua in
forty men and women wearing sandal* lowed the men and the per diem for o UlEly’s Cream Balm
grains, and the most delicate stomach rewhite aod foorteen baantifultint* by mixing
cers
as
will.
Tlie
expenses
for
transcleanses,soothes tndheala
ceives it without distress. Vi the price of
marched through the muddy street*.
with cold water. It is a cement that goea
coffee. 15c and 25c per package. Sold the diseasedmembrane.
portationand the seventy-five cents per
through a process of setting, hardens with age, by all grocer**.
It cares catarrh and drives
day
for
subsistence
and
ull other necesThe Maker* of Carter'sInk Pays
and can be coated and recoateff without washing
away a cold ia the head
sary
expenses
for
the
camp
can
be
pro"We can't make any better Ink than we
off its old coate beforerenewing.
quickly.
Paper Teeth.
l*4wmed by over
do; we don't know how to. We can make vided for, but the item of per dienymust
Cream Balm Is placed into the nostrils,sprsads
> HNNMNJOwmimn,
Paper teeth are made by a dentist iu
poorer Ink. but we won't.” Carter's Ink be cut out. A petitionfor the men to
Is entirely
Tkepenuin* bare W. L
is the best.
different Lubeek, Genftany. One of Ids patrons ever the membraneand Is absorbed. Relief a *.»
sign
accompanies
the
letter,
and
he
exDonfua’name and price
____ fromalllhe has a set whieli lias been in use for mediate and a cure follows. 1 is sot drying-dees
•tampedoa bottom. Take!
pects iu this way to ascertainthe feeling
Flower See i* for Congress.
ot produceaneezing.Large Size, SO cent* at Dre*
various kaleomlaeeon the market, being durable
no substituteclaimed to be
Every member of Congress receives throughout the State. He wishes the
thirteenyears, and gives complete sat- gists or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 centa by mail.
as food Your dealer
and not stuck on the wall with glue. Alabustine
should keep them — if,
isfaction.
•100 packages of flower seeds adapted men to understand that in signing this
SLY BROTHERS, 66 Wtrrec S’.ree:, New Tor*
customers ihonld insist on having the goods in
•ot, we will send a pair1_
petition they waive ull rights to per diem,
to the locality from which he comes.
packages properlylabeled. They should reject
o* receiptof priceand 15c.
.
as he does not wish to have any claim
1* educed
Kates.
e«ra for carriage. Sttte kind o( leatlwr,
all imitations, ijiere is nothing "just as good.”
Piso’s Cure Is the best medicine we that will stand against the State for fuFor the Populistconvention nt Sioux
Falls, S. D., May i), the B., C. It. A N.
ever used for all affections of the throat ture administrationsor the Legislature
and lungs.— Wm. O. Endslcy, Vanburen, to provide for.
will make reduced rates. *
characteristicadmonition ensued:
“Are you making a noise on purpose V” he asked.
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The total amount of beet sugar maun
The French Covcrnmeutmakes no fuctured in the State during the season Prevents much sickness, particularlythroatand
Jno. G. Farmer. A. G. P. A T. A.. B.,
long difficulties, attributable to unsanitary C. B. & N. By., Cedar Bapids,Iowa.
official examinationof the device for recently close*! was approximately 35,
WALTON* A CO., Attorney*.
Washington, D. C., late ex- which a patent is asked, and requires 000,000 pounds, thus making the total coatings on walls. It has been recommended
aminer* U. S. patent office. no models.
3Unclicstt Ship Canal.
bounty for tlie year about JjWuO.OOO, The in a paper published by the MichiganState
Look aud Infomatlon free.
manufacturershave engaged counsel, Board of Health on account of its sanitary
The revenue of the Manchester (Engwhich pajier strongly condemned
who are preparing their ease, nnd pro- features;
kalbowiuesAlabastiue can be used on cither land) ship canal in the last six months
ceedings will shortly be institutedfor planterodwalls, wood ceiling!*,brick or canvas,
was £140,591, aud the expenditure
uud any one can brush it on. ItudmitRof raditclaluu.ottyaiiic*
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“I *ish I knew wliit was the mittef

my dtccks ire

with me,
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so pile,

lips so wiite, my muscles so

my

and
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y

( \\

weak,

nerves seem to le all

{

\

my

101 just #Dout

1

and depressedia
tie morning as I am it
is tired

flight. If I could only get
some

rest,

lut sleep seems to do

me no good."
Skill we tell

That’s
Anemia—

tke matter 7

Anemia

Of

course tkis isn't tke kind to kave.

you want is rick blood, red blood.

old color back to your ckceks and lips.
nerves once

is

-its anotker name for starved blood, tkia

blood, poor blood.

Wkat

you wkat

You want tke
You want your

more strong and steady. To make

you must take

tkis

ckange

a perfect Sarsaparilla, 1 Sarsaparillamade

upon

konor, a Sarsaparilla tkat you kave confidence in.

That’s

AYER’S

“The only Sarsaparillamade under the personal supervisionol
three graduates: a graduate in pharmacy, a graduate
‘0 chemistry,and a graduate in medicine.”
$1.00

bottle. All druggists.

the purpose of testingthe constitutionality of the bounty law. The manufacturers claim not only that the law is constitutional,but that there is no virtue in
the claim of the State that the last Legislature made no provision for paying
the bounty. They claim that the bounty
was authorizedby the law of 18!)7, anil
that the last Legislaturedeparted from
the custom of former years, and, instead
of enacting a law appropriatingmoney
for the general purposes of ihe State
government' in the usual way, provided
for levying a tax to pay all previously
authorizedappropriations.For this reason it is claimed that a fund from which
the bounty can be paid is in existence.
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cars, sleeping oars, free reclining chair .•ar»,
dining cars. Bend to the undersigned fora fre#
copy Of Picturesand Notes En-Rout# lUns It*
. mg this new line as seen Horn the ear window,
Tickets of agents of I. C. It. K.and comie tinJ
, lines.
A. H.
0. p. A., Chicago.
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Kline'd Invicorutiug Tonic. Mil

KJlTrml Houle

I I'ouUlningSwewKi’ireutrneuL
Or. Kline'-*Institute.
! $31 Arch Street,1‘hilaUelplna. Founded 1H7L

.

Cough Syrup. Tastes Uood. Cso
In time, bold by druggists.
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A Complete Premium

FRIENDS’ OATS,

'

year was

We

!

j

are

lj

Many

The State live stock sanitary cominiss:du will, at its next meeting, recommend to Gov. I'ingroc that a proclama- Gold Plated Brooches
tion be Issued prohibitingthe importuBelt Buckles
Jon into Michigan for dairy or breeding
purposes any cattle that have not been
and Charms.
objected to the tuberculin test aud
•ound to be free from tuboreuloubi

FREE!

Valuable Premiums to

all users of

FRIENDS’ OATS.

S»ve the ROUND TRADE
on Every a-lb. Package.

1

MARK

oat6

%

public will be protected ut a greater number of crossings by means of this new device.

ed by the State printers, and the hooks

No. 18-1900

WlkTiNQ TO ADVIiKUSEKSPLEASE SAY
)* saw the advertlscBeat In tbla raper.

THE ROUND TRADE MARKS
ARE VALUABLE.

MUSCATINE, IOWA.

The compilation containingthe laws relating to public health has been complet-

N. J.

responsibleand will do just what we tey^

WHEN

!
I

223, NEWARK,

_

P.O.Box

’"’tKSlJSuMs

Sf

give away

» rittAMfllslTFree
one hatusoms

Mr*. WIurImw'*Soothingsritcrmr Children

FRIENDS’ OATS

will

duce our line of I’l-tures and Frames iu every
forbidden locality. inclose 2-cent stamp fer pariieulars

teething: eoiteue the L*ums, reaui-M inflammeuoa,
tllevepem. cure* wind colic. 33 cents » bottle.

OY

p.Se“ ..

1

HANSON,

We

shouting in the streets to the annoyance
j of persons in the neighborhood.

through us absolutely guaranteedby fllt edced security.Jtefe encee furnished. Stamp for particulars,
helsonA b deon. Brokers in)-]i.rjWall st., X. Y.CIty.

WcNNtaaMG,Des

Moines, Iowa, Oct. Q, 1899.

library-smoking*

Richard T. Greener, iho United

VITALITY low, <U'>ili:a!4)<l<ir

W:1
liliteS

Beet

Hie in the hands of the Secretaryof State
for distribution.

25 cents a box. All druggists.
If your liver isn’t acting just right, if you are constipatedor
bilious, take Ayer s Pills. When the bowels arc all right the
Strstpinlla acts more promptly and more thoroughly.

Waterloo, T or!
Bodge niiu Couta
ollliluffs.liurteV

States Consul at Vladivostock, Russia,
j
Instractiveandinterestingbooklet mailed free is a negro and a graduateof Harvard
toall aoolicants.^
University.

“Too much cannot he uid in favor of Ayer’i Sanaparllla.Since taking it I
like a differentper ion. I now enjoy and profitby my iletping. My appetite
11 good, my nervea are strong and steady, and 1 know my blood is pure." — Fsakx
feel

ford, DubiMuw

£99,800.

cal changes from wall paper decorations,thus
securing at reasonable expense the latest and
best effects.Alabustine ii manufactured by the

P
P ft
KEW DISCOVERY : gives
t* Yere r
I quirk rellsfA citriM worst
Seal lie's death rate last
Dr. Bichard Metcalfe,of Benton Har- wjos. Book of U^lsioaislssnd10 DA YN* treatment
eight per l.ono.
bor, lias failed in his attempt to force the FREE. Dr. IL (ireea’aSees, Bes S, Alias u, Da>
State Medical Board to issue him a certificate of registration under the law of
18b!) wit bout requiringhim to pass an
examination. lie based bis claim on tlie
fact that he was registered under tin* old
law, notwithstanding tier fact that bis
affidavit showed that be attended 11 medThis only shows a few of the
ical college but a single day. The Supreme Court says that bis affidavit showpremiums.
have
more.
ed that Metcalfe was uot entitled to practice. and tlmt lie gained fio right by the
List
action of the County Clerk in registering
him. The decision affects about 200 persent on application to
sons now practicing in Michigan.
Kailroad Commissioner (Isboruis about
t’» introduce n device gotten up in bis
office by the use of which a single railroad gate tender may operate gates at
live separate street crossings. The gate
consists of a line of ropes hanging nearly
to the ground, and the method of operating them is a novel one. Bailroada will
be saved eousid Table money in the operation of gates, and at tlie salt# time the
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everything Thou he sent fo» help
to those lords whom he bad banqueted
and to whom be had given large eume
of money, Lucullus, Lucius, Sempronins
and Veotldias. Did those lords aead any
pasteboard.
help to him? Oh. no. Lucullus said
“It’s limply perfect lour* exdalmed
when ho was applied to, “Well, I thought
Wccmi. "Look what it'a doao to that
was then. Aye, instead of beinf nomadic that Timon would come down; he was
inch board, and then imagine what It
it is immortal, moving on and moving on. too lavish; let him suffer for his recklcsswould have done to thia torpedo Instead!'*
We whip np our horses and haaten on ness." Lucius said, "I would be very
Wcemi now opened one of the hale* of
until thc hub of the front wheel tbivers glad to help Timon, but I have made
woel, and taking out a certainfftftntity
on the tombstone and tips ni headlong Urge purchases, and my meani are all
of the material from the center, pcoeeedinto thc grave, the only permanent earth- absorbed.” And one lord sent one excuse
ed to pack therein, firit the can flf dyly residence. Bat, bless God, even that and another lord sent another excuse.
namite. handling them with the fttmoct
•tay Is limited, for we ahall have a resur- Bat, to the astonishment of everybody,
rare, and fasteningthe torpedo la among
after awhile Timon proclaimed another
rection.
them, after nn approved manner In which
feast. Those lords aaM to thcmselvea,
A
dsy
this
spring
the
streets
will
be
*10 bad boon instructedby a eampetent
filled with thc fnrnitnre carts and thc “Why, either Timon has had a good torn
person before quitting Ixmdoft. The#
draya aud the trucks. It will be a hard of fortune or he has been deceivingus,
over these he adjustedthe machine, after
day fer the horses, because they will be testing oar love." And so they all flockfixing the hand on its dial to a point numorerloaded. It will be a hard day for la- ed to the banquet apologeticfor seemlft*
bered 20. which indicated twenty days.
borers, for they will overlift before they lukewarmness.The guests were all seatFinally, he protected the exposed portions
(Copyrlght, Lolls Rloptch, 1900.)
get
the furniturefrom one house to an- ed at the table, and Timon ordered the
by covering them again with the box,
HIS
disburse of Dr. Talmage is other. It will be a hard day for house- covers lifted. The covers lifted, there
minus the lid. Then, after be had care•Ip pertinent at this time of year, when keepers to see their furniturescratched, was nothing under them but smoking hot
fully rofastened the casing of the bale
IS many people are moving from house aud their crockery broken, and their car- water. Then Timon said to bis guests,
and kicked under the bed aneb of the
to house, and it teaches lessons of pa* pets misfit',and their furnituredashed “Dogs, lap, lap, dogs!” and under the terwool us he had taken out of Ita center
tience and equipoise in very trying cir- of the sudden showers. It will lie a hard rific irony they fled the room, while Tito make room for the concealeddeadly armon pursued them with his anathema,
ing room remained unmolested,according ticles,it presented an appearance differ- cumstances; text, Philippiansiv., 12, *T day for landlordf. It will be a hard day
rcnyrljjht.1881. by Robert Bonner s Hons.
know
both
how
to be abased, and I know for tenants. Especial gra<*o is needed calling them fools of fortune, destroyers
ing very little from the second bale,
to my orders?”
CHAPTER VI.
of happiness under a mask, hurling at the
how to abound.”
for moving day. Many a man’s religion
•i was only in it once, sir. months and which
........ had remained undisturbed in the
‘•Hr*. Gimp.” said she. making her
Happy Paul! Could yon really accom- has stiffen'da fearful strain between thc same time the pitchersand the chalice*
months ago. to make up the bed and set ; (.orni.ri
wav into a neatly furnishedsitting room
after them. Oh, my friends, there is a
He rolled the lighter bale out of sight modate yourself to all circumstances in hour on the morning of the first of May,
things to rights,' said the jockey, with
In which a very tall and very angular old
vast differencein the number of people
life?
Could
you
go
up
without
pride,
and
its
been
under
lock
when
he
took
his
immature
breakfast,
under the 1km 1. and cautiouslydeposited
lady was knitting. “I fancy that were to much humility.
who admire a man when he is going up
the heavier in the corner, trundlingthe could you come down without exaspera- and the hour at night when he rolled into
ami key ev^hince.”
have some
y,
"Who
tluHbuce told you to 'set things trunk close beside it. He then consulted tion? Teach the same lesson to us all. his cxtQiupumedcouch. The furniture aud the number of people who admire him
"Goodness gracious! not men. I nope,
Wo arc at a season of the year when broken sometimes will result in the break- when he is going down.
to rights.’ ns you call it?” exclaimed his watch again, and saw that it was ten
exclaimed the old lady, sitting bolt upeast populationsin all our cities are ing of the Ten Commandments.There is
Weems, with nn oath. "I left you strict o'clock.
Moving Into Smaller
^
right.
"Done at Inst, and all serene so fsr!" changing residence. Having been born no more fearful pass than the hall of a
But I must have a word with those sho
"They could scarcely be women, since orders to lock up everything,as it was
left, without meddling. Keep yourself he ejaculated. "The heavier bale is to in a house, and having all our lives livejJ house where two farailieemeet, one movin this Mayday time move out of .arger
they are fresh from the diamond mines,
within call now, for, if I find anything Ik? smuggled into the doomed ship to-mor- in a house, we do nat have full apprecia- ing out and the other moving in. The residencesinto smaller. Komethoes the
said Miss Muir, smiling. “Pond as we
disturbed in the room, I'll make you row, after I shall have effected tnjr insur- tion of what a house is. It is the growth salutationis apt to be more vehement pathetic reason is that the family haa
mostly are of jewels,we are generally
ances, nud placed my supposed diamonds of thousands of years. The human race than complimentary.
The grace that will dwindled in size and so much room is not
willing enough that the men should col- sweat for it!”
Timidly
followed by the jockey, be in the hands of the purser. The lighter first lived in clefts of rocks, the beasts Ik* sufficient for the 1st of January and
required,so they move out into smaller
lect them in the rough.” And then she
strode out
of the
the place,
place, nnu
and min.
then, «"«»»-*
unac- bale will accompanyme in the Caledonia of the field moving out of the caverns to the 1st of February and the 1st of
W«>nt on to tell her traveling companion strode
out of
apartments. I know there are such cases.
what visitorswere expected. She bustled compnnied. proceededto a large, dark and a fortnight later, to keep up appearances. let the human race move in. The shep- March and the 1st of April will not be Marriage has taken some of the members
herds
and
the
robbers
still
live
in
caverns
g chair and. much to dilapidated building on the oppositeside Then the Scarborough sails at sunset day
sufficient for the 1st of May. Say your of the family, death has taken other memout of mr
’trcIubllng. of thc Rtrcol. This was a disused ware- after to morrow, which will be Saturday. of the earth. The troglodytes are a race prayers that morning if you find nothing
bers of the family, and after awnile
H effecting8some^ininor changes in the j house, in the upper portion of which The clock-worksof the infernal machine which to this day prefer the caverns to a lietter to kneel down by than a coal scut- father and mother wake up to find their
house.
They
arc
warm,
they
are
large,
is
set
for
striking
twenty
days
from
this
tle, and say your prayers at night though
.rrangenu.uto? her cap and hair, when Weems had fitted «>p some sleepingacfamily just the size it was when they
the steps of the new arrivals were heard commodations for himself nud his jockey evening at— say eight o'clock. Subtract they are very comfortable,they are less your knee comes down on a paper of car- started, and they would be lonesome and
directly upon his arrival at the Cape, a two days from twenty. This will give the subject to violentchanges of heat and pet tacks. You will want supernatural
lost in a large bouse, hence they movft
mounting the stairs.
Scarborough almost exactly eighteen days cold. We come on along down in the help if any of you move. Help in thc
"I have ventured to bring my uncle s year or so before.
out of it. Moving day is a groat sadness
He
nbw
unlocked a side dour, by which for sea room, which will place her, in all history of the race, and we come to the morning to start out aright on the day’s
entire party with me, Miss Muir. ’ Imisto such if they have the law of associahe entered, and then stumbled up two probability, directlyunder the equator, lodge, which was a home built out of work. Help at night to repent. All
terously exclaimed Dashwood, who was
tion dominant. There are the rooms namflights of steps in the dark, and along a and hundreds of miles from— say Hcne- twisted tree branches.We come further troubles will soon be gone, and the bruises
Ihc first to enter.
ed after the differentmembers of the
narrow passage which brought him to the gambin. or the Guinea coast— before she down on in the historyof the raw. and will heal, and the stiffened joints will befamily. 1 suppose it is so in all your
"Ah. Miss Muir, glad to see you again door of a room in the front of the buildmeets her sudden and inevitabledoom. we come to the tent, which was a home come supple, and your ruffled temper will
households. It is so in mine. We name f
and looking so well!” cried Weems, bustAll will be lost— burled into nothingness; built with a round pole in the center and lie smoothed of its wrinkles,and order
ing.
the rooms after the persons who occupy
ling in close upon the nephew's heels, folnot a soul on board will Ik* saved. Then •kins of animals reaching out in all di- will take the place of disorder, and you
them. • And then there is the dining hall
lowed by the rest. "And here is Mrs.
CHAPTER VII.
after a due laps** of time, the Insurances rections. mats on thc floor for the people will sit down in your new home soaiously
Gimp. too. whom I met in your company
where the festivitiestook place, the holi“I’d have taken the key away with me. are paid, and I am rich. Then this Scot- to sit on.
to contemplate.
day festivities;there is the aitting room
•t Nyauza Station. Glad to meet you but for such action offeringa bait to
Time passed on, and the world, after
tish beauty, this Agnes Muir, accotupan•nee more, ma'am, and it's surprising how Sims’ blasted curiosity,” grumbled j .(is nip bacj. 1(| Knp|anj, almost under my
where the family met night after night,
Bis Houses and Pride.
much invention,came to build a house,
young you are looking!"
Weems, as he fumbled in the dark for sole protection,for my nephew counts which was a space surrounded by broad
My first word, then, in this part of ray and there is the room sacred because
He shook hands with Iwth ladies, with the key, which he presently found hangthere a life started or a life stopped, the
for little, being a hnir-braiteddrunkard, •tones, againstwhich the earth was heap- discourse is to ail those who move oat
noisy good nature, and then proceeded ing at the side of a door post. "\N hat
Alpha and the Omega of some earthly exof
small
houses
into
larger
ones.
Now
we
a gambler ami a fool. Sir Luke dare ed from the outside. The roof was made
to introducehis companions.
would have become of me if he had tak- not marry her; she is sure to discover the of chalk and gypsum and coals and stones will see wbctiier,like the apostle, you istence. Scene of faceting and parting, of
"How? You have, then, met before/ en it into his prying skull to open that deceptionhe is scheming to practice upon and ashes pounded together. After know how to abound. Do not, because congratulationand heartbreak! Every
•aid
doorknob, every fresco, every mantel,evd Weems, with
witn a shade
suauc of annoyance, popj-.-p containingthe clock-work con- her. What follows? Indignation,bat•while the porch was born, after awhile your new house has two more stories
Mr. Dunmore and Miss Muir hastened
ery thresholdmeaning more to you than
,
red. and pique on her part, und then, who the gate. Then hundreds of years passed than the old one, add two stories to your
to take each other's hands, with pleased
He made his way into the room. ami. j.n0WK but t|,.lt I— Ha! she Is beau- on. aud in she fourteenth century the vanity or make your brightly polished it can ever mean to any one else! When
words of greeting.
striking a match, lighted a candle that tiful.and I have never yet married. If modern chimney was constructed. The silver doorplate the coffin plate to your moving out of a hotfse, 1 have always
"Yes,” said Mr. Dunmore. a tall and chanced to be at hand, after which he
been in thc habit, after everything was
old Hebrews had openings in their houses buried humility. Many persons moving
I thought — ”
noble looking man. ‘T bad the pleasure
arouuj i,jlu wjtii eager and susA slight noise interrupted him. At first from which the smoke might escape if it into a larger house have become arrogant gone, of going into each room and bidding
it u mute farewell. There will be tears
I !>iciou»
,
,
,
many months ago. This Indy is, likewise, The room was large, dusty and almost hi* thought it caused by bis nephew try- preferred,but there was no inducement and supercilious.They swagger where running down many cheeks in the Maying to enter by the sini't door, but a offered for it to leave until the modern once they walked, they simper where
n old acquaintance. How do you do, hare of furniture, with a single window glance out of the window revealed no chimney. Wooden keys opened the door, once they laughed,they go about with an time moving that the carmen will not
.
Mrs. Gimp?”
able to understand. It is a solemn and
T*
looking across the shed to the stables. one directly below.
or the keyhole was large enough to allow air which seems to sa& “Let all smaller
Then the other travelerswere intro- There was. indeed,nothing hi the room
Then the noise was repeated—a noise the finger to Ik? inserted for the lifting of craft get out of these waters if they don’t touching and an overwhelmingthing to
leave places forever—places where we
duced. These were Mr. Alexander Mac- but
.....
..... . ..... a. provided wifh plnin ! „
the latch or the slid.ug of it. There be- want to be run over by a regular Cunardkenzie and his little son. Robbie, the for- and cheap bedding, a washstand of the ^ was sun> tha1 it proomled from the
have struggledand toiled and wept and
ing no windows, the people were depen- er.” I have known people who were kind
war back
to °c«»uu«,
Scotland, «=>
as same material, two chairs and a iimnl K-r vi,initv
mer on his way
«»acx io
^joining room in the rear. dent for light upon latticework,over and amiable and Christianin their smaller sung and prayed and anxiously watched
and agonized. Oh, life is such ft strange
Weems hastened to inform the ladies. of parages, mdud.ug a large hair trunk
bv his jockey, Sims.
which a thin veil was drawn down in time house— no sooner did they go over the
& A _ _ 1 ....
t lift fll
1 1*0*
a... . 1... ..... ( .-...•I tlld*Idtlcftt*
.a .
after
a long sojourn in the
diamond
re
uixtbre of honey aud of gall, weddings
and.1 two
bines of wool, the latter containbt
thl. latter might have
•f winter to keep out the elements. Win- doorsiil of the new house than they beand barials, midnoon and midnight clash_____
iu^i^rha^
“Sf. been spying and eavesdroppingmsin him 4«w glass was, so late as two or three came a glorified nuisance.They were
"I am so glad to meet you and your neatly packed in canvas, but with the ( from the moment of his first entrance in- hundred years ago, in England and Scot- the terror of dry goods clerks and the ing! Every home a lighthouse agaimt
which the billows of many seas tumble!
Utile Bobbie, Mr. Mackenzie, since it (eohtentsprotrudingat the ends.
land so great, a luxury that only the very amazement of ferryboatsInto which they
Thank God that such changes are not
seems you are eoiint ryii.eD of mine!” j Weems' first drew out the hair
''ITie m^'insiaut
wealthiestcould afford it. A hand mill swept, and if compelled to stand a moaid Agnes Muir, with simple heartiness. | and. going careftillyunder the upiK?r con- be wag
.|lt0 the dark paRKage
and an oven and a few leathern(Kittles ment with condemnatoryglance turning always going to cimtinue; otherwise the
"What! and you he Scotch as week my tents, brought to view a strong wooden wiib cl(in(.JiHl hands .md RriUt,d twth.
and some rude pitchers and plates made all the people seated into criminalsaud nerves would giveVmt and the brain
bonny Miss?" saiil Mackenzie, turning box about eighteen inches square, which
Yes, there were footsteps retreating up the entire equipment of the culinary convicts. They began to hunt up the would founder on a dementia like that of
King Lear when bis daughter Cordelia
kindly eyes upon the young lady’s sweet he placed on the bed. He thpn produced from the rear door. With a growl of rage department.But the home plantedin the
family coat of arms, and had lion couchcame to medicine his domestic calamity.
face and' trim
| from the bottom of the trunk four heavy
be rushed through the darkness and down old cave or at the foot of a tent pole has ant or unicorn rampant on the carriage
"Did you ever know one of my name— cylindrical packages, about thc size of
the crazy staircases at hazard in hot pur- grown and enlarged and spread abroad door; when, if they had the appropriate
Reverses of
J
Muir, aiid Agues at that— who was other ordinary fruit cans, padded and swathed
until we have the modern house, with its coat of arms, it would have been a butsuit.
But there are others who will move out
than Scotch?” replied Miss Muir, look- in woolen wrappings; and, in conveying
But the fugitive ‘eps were swifter branches and roots and vast girth and ter firkin or a shoe last or a plow or a of large residencesinto smaller through
In- nn with her pleasantsmile. “I trust these also across the floor he handled
than his. They died u»:«.v at a rear low- height and depth of comfort aud accom- trowel. Instead of being like all the rest the reversal of fortune. The property
that we may be fellow passengerson the them as gingerlyas though the slightest‘fj^^aVofH.m^im'o'.'InegVcted gar- modation.
of Uf. made out of dust, they would have must be sold or thc bailiffwill sell it, or
same
rough jar of one of them might be capaleaving him trembling and breath*
you think that they were trickled out of the income is less and you cannot pay
Good Houses to Live In*
Before there could be a reply to
b_lo"'l“g1']® .,„0_„U.,0IU.8;..„.
____ „ less in the gloom of the hallway.
heaven on a lump of loaf sugar. The the bouse rent. First of all, such per“There!" he tautterefi, seating himself
Architecturein other days busied itself
Mr. Weems interposed, saying:
•Wait!" he muttered."I can find out
sons should understand that our happi"I doubt, though, if’ it will lie cotiven-]>? [»“* bed. and surveying the packages b b
Sims or not.
ness is not dependent on the size of the
lent. Miss Muir, for you to have your ^ had placed on it. I>et me see; not | He hurried
.....
...
.........
to
the street
door, unlocked
house we live in. I have known people
yet eight o’clock.My nephew will scarcenew friendsfor shipmates."
it, aud (leered out.
allowed the people for residences to bur- ; ter' ^ woman spoiled by a intr loust enjoy a small heaven in two rooms and
ly turn up here before ten, if be once gets
There were still some loungersin front row like muskrats iu the earth. St.
‘Why not?"
^d enough but a man so ups-t is others suffer a pandemonium iu twenty.
Sophia’sof Constantinople,
St. Mark’s of sickening.The lavenderedfool goes There is as much happiness iu a amall
and I thought I detected a lurkingdevil
tention of accompanyingMr. Dunmore,
“Sims!” he called out.
Venice, St. 1'etcr’sof Rome are only the a 1011 11(1
,‘nd #s0 I,recist* aT1 1 *° house as in a large house. There is as
in his eye as 1 was quittting him. That
who, being in great haste to reach Eng“Ay. ay, sir!" was the response,and Raphaelcd walls against which lean the affectedin the roll of bis eyes cr be much satisfactionunder the light of a
will leave me ample time to prepare my
land. sails iu the Scarborough at the end
the jockey quitted some companions and
•qualor and the pauperism of many na- i^irl of his cane or the clicking ..e tallow candle as under the glare of a
little bale of wool for shipment on the
of the present week, while 1 have arrangcame trippimi over.
nons. I rejoice that, while our modern ivory handle against his front tee h or chandelier,all the burners at toll blaze. JfScarborough, as there is no telling when
ed for you aud Mrs. Gimp to accompany
His master caught hold of him. The architects give us grand capitois in which i11* effeminatelanguor,and his eoay rsa- Who was the happier,John Bunyan iu
1 shall have the opportunityagain before
my nephew and me on the Caledonia,
jockey’s spare frame was warm, as if
Bedford jail or i.elshaszar in the ftiturto legislate and grand court houses in ti°a B0 interlarded with oh s and ah s
which will be ready for sea a fortnight she sails.”
irom violent exercise a moment before.
waich to administer justiceand g.and that he is to me a dose of ipoc.acu inha. nalia? Contentmentis something you
He then carefully opened the box. and
•To Ik* eont milfd.l
later.”
churches iu which to worship God, they ; Now. my friends, if you move into a larg- can neitherrent nor purchase.It m not
exposed to view a small machine of beau*
Miss Muir looked greatly disappointed.tiful workmanship,that very much real>o give much of their time to the plan- ] or i» use, thunk God for more room- for extrinsic; it is intrinsic. Are there few“Could we not all sail on the Scarbor- sembled the works of a clock of cousidWH4T A W- >M N SAYS.
uing of comfortable abodes for our tired more room to hang your pictures, for er rooms in the house to which you move?
ough?'' she suggested.
i population. 1 have not so much interest nio-e room in which to gather jour
You will have less to take care of. Is it
eruble size, it was a com pad. graceful
"No. no; my business engagements are combinationof polished springs, bolts and She Makes Observationsw'th Some I In the arch of Trajan at Benevcntum as 1 friends, for more room in which to .et to be stove insteadof furnace? All tie
Sage IMii.o .opliy in 'Diem.
•ueb that any other arrangement, on our wheels of brass and steel, bearing on
I 1 have iu the wish -th it all the jieoplemay !>our children romp and p ay. 'or mote doctors say the modern modes of warmpart, is out of the question." said Weems,
A pretty woman is never clever. She have a coin tort able shelter, nor have I so room for great bookcases tilled with good ing buildingsare unhealthy.Is it less
one side a little dial, with a band in its
very decidedly,and with an uneasy center, and numbers one, two. three, four i* too
j much interestin the temple of Jupiter reading or wealth of bric-a-brac.Have pier mirrors? I*ss temptatton to your
%
glance at Dunmore. who had nil along and so on up to twenty, mulling around
The latest hiding place for microbes Olympus at Athens as 1 have in the hope as large and as tine a house as you can vanity. Is it old fashionedtoilet instead
been lookingat Miss Muir with a quiet the outer edge, after the manner of a
of water pipes all through the house?
i ^at every man may have tiu altar for thc afford to have, but do not sacrifice your
mustaches.
but steadfast admiration in his eyes. timepiece, while there was a tiny square is \in imv
never reali/CB how good hlf i *orsh:p of the true God in his own house, humility and your common sense; do not Less to freeze and burst when you cannot
“And. in view of eertnin pressing engage- projectionat one side of the dial, by
iu;Uhs
1*7 1
uiuHj iiitert-st h, the Inse ,oUr Manco; d„ no, be spoiledby get a plumber. Is it less carriage? More,
ments on Mr. Dunniore'spart, it would which it was evident that the machine
room for robust exercise. Is it less sociaJF
•deuce of ceramics, which goes crazy your successes.
be very selfishin us to ask him to wait was to be wound up.
Match peddlers are men of much over a twisted vase, or a queer handled
Living iu a Castle.
position?Fewer people who want to
over for the Caledonia.’’
“There!" continued Weems, in the light aud good understanding.
Years ago we won- the guests in an drag you down by their jealousies.Is it
Jug in use 11,000 years ago, or a pitcher
“It is not to be thought of,” said Dun- same chuckling tone, ns he unwrapped
The hoy with a stern lather thinks out of which the uiicientpharaohs (toured English manor. The statuary,the fern- less fortune to leave iu your last will and
more. becoming suddenly reflective. the cans containing the dynamite, and his principal affliction a parent.
their drunken debate h, ns 1 hive that eries. the botanicaland horticultural testament? Less to spoil your children.
“Much as I should like to have the ladies' adjusted them in a row; "if that isn’t an
The average age of widowers when every man have on his table a plate with genius of the place had done all they Is it less money for marketing? Less
company, l am decidedon taking the first interesting study, I'd like to know what
plenty of healthfulfood and an appetite could do to make the place attractive. For temptation to ruin the health of your
remarryingis 42; of widows JL
Btenmer at all hazards."
is. There's more than u spice of danger
to
attack it.
generationsthere hud been an amassing family with pineapples and indigestible
The jailer is the only person you
Weems drew a long breath of relief. about it. Only to think of it! The (towThank God for your home— not merely of plate and costly surroundings.At salads. Is it a little deaf? Not bearing
The Scarborough was the ship already er contained in 'his little machine, when can’t blame for keeping had company. the bouse you live in now, but the house half past 9 o’clock in the morning the so many disagreeables.
doomed in bis fiendish (dot; it would have properly adjusted,and applied to a cerYou never know how good some men you were born iu and the many houses ( proprietor of the estate bad the bell rung,
I meet you this springtimeat the door
been greatly opposed to his plan to sac- tain percussioncap communicatingwith are until you read their obituaries.
you have resided in since you began your j and some twenty or thirty man servants of vour new home, and while I help you
rifice Miss Muir also; while for the Highthe contentu of these innocent-looking A large part of Christianityconsists earthly residence.When you go home to- ! and maid servants came in to prayers, lift*the clothesbasket over the banisters
lander and his son he was totally indiffer- cans, is sufficientto blow the biggest and
iu being good and amiable to every- day, count over the number of houses The proprietorof the estate read the aud the carman is getting red in the face
ent. With a smile and a bow to the strongestship ever built into eternal
iu which you have resided, and you will Scriptures, gave out the hymn, his daugh- in trying to transportthat article of furbody.
Indies. Weems hurriedaway.
smash! Come, I'll test it for. say a few
It is very hard for a wife to remem- be surprised. Once iu awhile you will ter at the orgau startedthe music, aud niture to some new destination I congratNight had fallen as he reached the still minutes’ set. and then pack it away for
ber sometimes that Adam was made 1 find a man who lives in the house where then, the music over, the proprietorof ulate you. You are going to have a betnoisy street. A brisk walk brought him its final mission."
. be was born aud where his father was
the estate kneeled down and commended ter time this year, some of you. than you
Into the lower part of the town, where
He took a small key and some other first.
! bora and his grandfather was horn and all his guests, all his family, all his em- ever bad. Yon take God aud the Chrisbe came to a pause before n large public articles out of a compartment iu the box
The small boy pronouncesa meal his great-g/andfutherwas horn, hut that ployes, to the Lord Almighty. /God can tian religion in your home, and you will
•table. The window and doorway of a that had contained the machine and pro- first-rate when there is cough gifivy
i is uot one e-at of a thousand cases. I
trust such a man as that with a large Ik* grandly happy. God in the parlor-*
queer littleeating house, half hidden ceeded to wind up the latter,which, dur- to go round.
that will sanctify your sociabilities. God
j have not been more pet ambulatory than estate. He knows bow to abound. He
away beneathclimbing and trailing vines, ing the operation,emitted a soft, clear,
The smallest act may be glorified by most people, hut 1 was amazed when 1 trusted God, and God trusted him. And in the nursery— that will protect your
were shiningbrightly at one side of the purringsound. He then moved the hand
the kindly spirit that prompts lu per- came to count up the number of resi- I could call off the roll of fifty merchant children. God iu the dining hall-thaf
stable, at the doors of which were loung- just a hair's breadth on the dial, to the
dences I have occupied. The fact is, there princes as mighty for God as they are will make the plainest meal nn imperial
formance.
ing groups of tiieii. while a horse was right, and, taking out Ins watch for conThis earth would stgain be an Eden L in this world no such thing as perma- mighty in worldly successes. Ah. my banquet. God in the morning-thatwill
drinking at the trough,and a vehicle be- sultation, awaited the result with the
nent residence.
friends, do uot be puffed up by any of the launch the day brightly from the dry
ing sponged off at the edge of the foot- pleased aud breathless anticipationof If men would only do what women
successesof this life, do not he spoiled docks. God in the eveuing-that will aall
Cliauifc of Residence.
way.
an earnestschool boy in the investigation think they ought to.
Take up the directoryof any city of by the number of liveried coachmenthat the day sweetly into the harbor.
The
public
schools
of
Cuba
are
to
he
“Sims!” culled out Weems, as he paus- of a new toy.
And get joy, one and all of you, whethEngland or' America and see how few may stop at your door or the sweep of th?
ed at the eating house doorway: and then
The hand upon the dial of tin* machine furnished with first-classAmerican
people live where they lived fifteen years losg trail across the imported tapestry. er you move or do not move. Get joy
a young man, with an ex da in at ion of sur- remained as noiseless as if painted there- clocks, another ovidcre-eof the good
ago. There is no such thing as permn- Many of those who come to your house out* of the thought that we are soon all
prise. hastily detached himself from one on: but, just precisely as the second-hand
time in store for the island.
neut residence. I saw Monticello, iu Vir- are fawning parasites.They are uot so going to have a grand moving day. !>•>
of the groups and followed the new ar- on his wut<ft face indicated the passage
The woman who can put on her shoes ginia, President Jefferson’s residence, aud much iu love with you as they are in love you want a picture of the new house into
of five minutes, bang came a signal from
rival into the place.
without sitting on the floor is about as I saw on the same day Mon pelier.which with your house aud your successes. You Which you will move? Here it is. wrought^
"Well, Sims, bow are we now?” said the interior of the clock works, and then
was either Madison’s or Monroe’s resi- move down next year to 320 Low Water with the hand of a master. "We knovF
Weems, seating himselfat a table in the for an instant the entire machine seemed rare as the man who goes to bed withdence. and I saw also the White House, Mark street and set* how many of their that, if our earthly house of this taher
out
hanging
his
necktie
on
the
gas
jet.
alive. Then, with the rapidity of lightremotest corner of the interior.
nude were dissolved, we have a building,
carriages will halt at your door.
The young man. who was a spare-built. ning, something darted out of the bottom
To see a crowd of men :t;id women which was President Taylor’s residence
Timon of Athens was a wealthy lord, of God. a house not made with hands,
and
President Lincoln’s residence and
grave young fellow, and an unmistakable0f i(j(* contrivance, and the entire box-lid, scrambling on a street car at (J o’clock
PresidentGtuli 'id's residence. Was it a and all the mighty men and women of eternal in the heavens."How much rent
j(.: key of the true Loudon breed, nodded on which it stood, was split asunder,as if
sit night is to become convinced of the
permanent residencein any case? I tell the land came and sat at his banquet, will we have to pay for it? We are going
knowingly, and at once proceeded to pour foy an electric shock,
credibilityof the theory that man is you that the race is nomadic and no soon- proud to sit there, and they drank deep to to own it. How much must we pay for
into his master's eurfe a steady current j “Good! good!” exclaimed Weems, rubdescended from the lEoukey.— Philadel- er gets iu one place than it wants to his health. They sent him costly pres- it? How much cash down, and how
of hors] bing his hands delightedly."True as a
phia Times.
change for another place or is compelled ents. He sent costlier presentsback much left on mortgage? Our Father is
"Let up about the horses now,” observ- j die and sharp as a
,
to change for another place, and so the again, and there "as no man in till the gong to give it as a free gr.'t. When
ed th • master, leisurely iightiug a cigar, ! He lifted the machine up from the lid,
If a nmu is too proud to beg and too
race Invented the railroad and the steam- land so admired ns Timon of Athens, the are we going to move into it? We ur*
and leaning back in his chair. “There’ll and turned it upside down. A round,
honest to steal, the only thing left for boat lu order more rapidly to get into wealthy lord. But after awhile, through moving now. 0 house of God uot made
lb- time enough to aettU ’ip account* with steel holt, not sharp but blunt, and of
place than that in which it lavish hospitality ov through betrayal, he with hands, eternalin th«* heavens!
|bc tables to-morrow, lias my sleep- about the same length and tmekaesa aa him la to get trusted.
lost

an oroinary ict.a pencil, had iMw
jeded out of the machine llko ft fiatoft,
and with inch force that it hfti thread
the thick wooden box lid like to much
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